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Dedication

This thesis is dedicated to the life and memory of Shirley Jackson, whose fearless
creativity not only inspired this piece, but helps me, and countless others, to see an often
strange and cold world as a more habitable place. She was right to say that we cannot
exist sanely under conditions of absolute reality for very long, and her wonderfully weird
and wild and witty and, yet, deeply human tales are just the trick to make us remember
that magic is possible.

I humbly hope to do justice to her legacy.
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Abstract

Shape Shifter:
Crafting the Voice to Tell Scary Stories

Paula Diane Rogers, M.F.A.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2017
Supervisor: Richard Lewis

This master’s report will explore the process of writing my thesis script,
Scary Stories, from research into the life of Shirley Jackson, to the adaptation process of
her works and various source materials, and through drafts of a feature film.
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Chapter 1: Mirror, Mirror

When I first thought about turning my pitch for a bio-pic of Shirley Jackson into my
thesis, I had one concern. Were she and I too much alike? Was my interest in her life and mind
simply because so much of it mirrored my own, or had I hit on something more universal that
would mean something to more than just…Me?
These pages will bear out the answer to that question, but I want to begin by describing
the strange and circuitous way that I came to my appreciation of Jackson and her work.
Shirley Jackson was consistent in defying easy categorization in her too-short life, teasing
reporters that she was a witch at one moment, giving sharp lectures about the craft of writing
another, and then demurring to an interviewer that despite her prolific output, her real purpose
was taking care of her children. It’s hard to say whether this was a shrewd media tactic, a
symptom of her depression and anxiety, or simply the natural way we multi-faceted humans
behaved in the days before glossy media coaching.
One thing Jackson was unequivocal about, however, was her fascination with magic. She
believed in ghosts and superstitions, and read extensively on pagan religions, witchcraft, tarot
and other forms of divination, all while amassing a collection of magical totems and artifacts.
From my study of her life and writings, I like to think that it wasn’t so much that Jackson walked
around believing in magic so much as she walked around wanting to believe in it very much.
I bring this up to justify my admission that I, too, am drawn to all things supernatural
because I want to believe there’s more to this world than meets the eye. And like Jackson, I get
pleasure and energy from believing such a thing … if only because I know firsthand how dark
life can feel without some hope for light.
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So indulge me as I describe how Shirley Jackson appeared in my life as if by magic, and
how she haunted my other pursuits until she finally rattled her chains enough to capture my
attention and reveal the answer I had been seeking all along.
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Chapter 2: First Encounter

My introduction to Shirley Jackson came almost ten years ago, when a dear friend gave
me a copy of We Have Always Lived in the Castle, with the simple explanation, “This made me
think of you.”
At this point, I had probably read “The Lottery” at least once in school, as I knew what
happens in the story, but my sense of it only went as deep as the episode of The Simpsons in
which the citizens of Springfield are said to be in the grips of “lottery fever” from a record-high
jackpot, and are then shown burning their copies of Shirley Jackson’s The Lottery upon realizing
the book doesn’t actually tell them how to win money. (The ability to write such a joke that
moves beyond reference and into sneaky homage is the subject for another thesis!)
So I didn’t know how to interpret it when my friend said that a macabre horror mystery
made her think of me. I was in my twenties, immersed in making, among other things, a series of
paintings about a depressed penguin that my art school teacher (rightly) criticized as “a bit twee,”
and generally trying to figure out how to say what I wanted to say in a form that was poignant
but also fun.
The main characters of Castle are a pair of pre-teen sisters who live alone in a remote
mansion after their entire family was killed one day by eating from a poisoned sugar bowl. Even
writing that description now and knowing better, I immediately picture twin Wednesday
Addams-es holding hands as they beckon me to play with them in a lilting Victorian rhyme. This
book of Jackson’s, in particular, sounds like something akin to an Edward Gorey or Tim Burton
tale, but there’s no camp, sentimentality or self-referential snark to be found. Setting aside the
fact that Jackson worked before both of those artists, there is simply nothing out there like this
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book. It’s weird in the best way. It’s original, and it’s pure.
I read Castle, and although I couldn’t put it down, I wouldn’t say I liked it at the time. It’s
not that the tone is dark and somber, which actually doesn’t deter me at all, but more that the
tone defies categorization in a way that makes it defy you. The book shape-shifts as you read it
from a story of grief to one of hope, from the cruelty of society to the cruelty of one’s own
family, from murder to abuse, from revenge to love—and all in prose so bracing it feels drawn
from an arctic well.
I kept reading it simply because I couldn’t imagine where it was going next. It was a
strange feeling, and an uncomfortable one in an age when feeds and spots and streams had me
consuming more tidy little stories in a day than my grandparents could have in a week. With this
book, Shirley Jackson surprised me. She lit up my curiosity because her magic was so good, I
wasn’t thinking about how she did it, I was waiting, eyes open, for what would happen next.
Of course, what happened was that Shirley surprised me, again.
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Chapter 3: Still Haunted

Although I was deeply impressed by Castle, I didn’t become a devotee of Jackson’s work
at that time. I read it, chatted a bit about it with my friend, and resumed my usual reading habits
of whatever struck my fancy. In short, I filed the story away in my memory, and shifted focus
elsewhere.
The next time Shirley surfaced in my life was a few years later. I’d moved on from
illustration and was making my living with pop culture writing and editing. I was doing research
for a novel, one that concerned ghosts and such things as séances, Victorian mansions, and
candles that snuff out at dramatic moments. It was always my goal with that piece to keep one
foot in the fun of supernatural stories, the flickering shadows and creaky floorboards, and
another firmly planted in the deep sorrow that a ghost truly represents—the grief of a lost loved
one, the tragedy of an unfinished life or a wrongful death, the inability to transcend and heal.
Again by a (different) friend, I was pointed toward Jackson’s masterful The Haunting of Hill
House as an example of a ghost story that is both thrilling and, truly, tragically, haunting.
Suffice it to say that this advice was absolutely correct. The deft psychological horror of
Hill House is the subject for yet another thesis.
But, similar to my appreciation of Castle, my experience with Hill House didn’t move me
to start a Shirley Jackson fan site, #ShirleyJacksonRocks. I absorbed the book in the quiet way
that writers do, like a boa slithering around with a mouse-shaped-bump for weeks until it
resumes its normal shape and keeps hunting. I shifted my focus back to television and comics
and all things Victorian.
When Shirley found me again, it was like the moment in the typical ghost story when the
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protagonist has been at the library all day, researching any murders that may have happened in
her kooky old house, only to find no leads. So she returns home, tired and convinced it was all in
her head, only to walk into her bedroom and find it covered in bloody letters that read, “I’M
HAUNTING THE BASEMENT, STUPID.”
The New Yorker ran an article about the controversy behind their publishing of “The
Lottery.” Remembering my enjoyment of her books, and probably procrastinating on some
writing project, I read the article. It was good. Then I clicked around the internet, eventually
landing on Facebook, where two different friends had posted that article for me, simply because
it reminded them of me.
At this point, I’d had several close friends tell me that a woman who wrote about
murderous spirits and black magic and ritual stonings just simply made them think of me. I had
to look into Shirley Jackson, and probably also look into my social skills, while I was at it.
Of course, what I discovered was that my friends were picking up on something deep
and, to my mind, uncanny. Turns out, Shirley and I are something like kindred spirits, or at least
I feel a deep affinity for the life she lived and the demons she fought and the joys she cherished.
All ghosts aside, the themes that haunted her life are very like the ones that haunt mine.
In one of her lectures on the craft of writing, Jackson advised that “As long as you write
it away regularly, nothing can really hurt you.” It was exactly this belief that propelled my
exploration of her life, and that sums up, in her characteristically clear prose, my deep gratitude
for whatever forces led me to find her work.
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Chapter 4: The Original Pitch

I first approached this script as an adaptation, and in many ways it still is. I began by
reading the aforementioned New Yorker article about the controversy surrounding “The Lottery,”
and then a New Yorker review of the latest Jackson biography, A Rather Haunted Life by Ruth
Franklin.
The first article, “`The Lottery’ Letters,” also by Ruth Franklin, was my entry into this
adaptation and, from the start, it felt like the natural focal point for the film. I was drawn to many
moments of Jackson’s life that I felt were emblematic of the themes I wanted to explore, but I
always knew that this would be the richest and most relatable section, even though it meant
grounding the film in 1948, years before her publication of my favorite of her works, Hill House
and Castle.
Still, that short story is what Jackson is most remembered for, as she feared it would be,
and the drama of the letters provides both a natural way to introduce the world outside of
Jackson’s own family and a natural turning point for the story. So I began by thinking of the film
as a sort of origin story, where we see Shirley Jackson take the steps to become the famously
macabre writer she is known as today.
ACT I
When I revisited “The Lottery” for this project, I was pleased to find that it is a very short
short story. An informal survey of my classmates and anyone I happened to talk to at the time
revealed that about fifty percent of people knew the big plot twist at the end. Since its incendiary
content was the center of my script, I felt it was important to make sure viewers knew what all
the fuss was about. So, in this version, I included the story, in its entirety, to be split between a
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dramatic visualization of Shirley’s story, and images of readers reacting to the piece in my
story—all set to Shirley’s narration of her work. The entire telling of “The Lottery” takes only a
few minutes of screen time.
In this first gesture, I imagined an arc of Jackson first summoning her powerful insight to
write the utterly scathing story, then having to choose whether or not to buckle to the pressure to
write tamer stories. The triumph, we would know, is that she did not, and instead only wrote of
even darker and more sinister stuff than villagers who gamely murder one of their own for the
sake of tradition and the greater good.
So, initially I set the publication and controversy of “The Lottery” as the inciting
incident. Shirley would see her story in magazine racks in Vermont while, unbeknownst to her,
the storm was brewing in the New Yorker offices in Manhattan. This idea didn’t work for a
number of reasons, but in retrospect the glaring flaw is that it probably isn’t a strong inciting
incident if the protagonist doesn’t even know it is happening.
Anyway, it would then progress through Act I on two tracks with the editors deciding
what to do while, still ignorant to the situation, Shirley deals with the other main spine of the
film, her co-dependent relationship with her emotionally abusive husband, Stanley Hyman. Once
Shirley finds out about the controversy, she is moved to give a press conference dressed as a
witch—her first step toward embracing her shadow side, if mostly in jest at this point. The act
would end with Shirley at the conference, enjoying the attention and interest her witchy person
has created.
ABOUT THAT PRESS CONFERENCE
A vexing part of writing historical fiction, and the story of a real person to boot, is that
you will find mention of events in your research that embody exactly what you want to
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explore—only to meet with dead ends in the historical record because, apparently, no one else
seemed to find them as interesting as you. The details are lost to time. In all of my various
research into Jackson, I only ever found passing reference to the fact that she once gave a press
conference dressed as a witch. In Franklin’s biography, it is not given a full scene, nor described
in any detail. It is simply stated as evidence that Jackson had a love/hate relationship with her
reputation as a fear-monger. The only words I ever found to describe it were just that—she once
gave a press conference as a witch.
As a storyteller and whimsy enthusiast, I cannot understand the decision not to mine the
richness of this event! Was Shirley dressed as a witch or did she simply introduce herself as one?
What kind of witch? Did she wear a pointy hat, a robe, a black dress? Did she wear make-up or
style her hair in a different way? How witchy was she—appearing with a cauldron and one of her
many cats, or taking a “good witch” approach in plain clothes? How did she let the press know
she was a witch—did she tell them or, like any writer worth their salt, show them with a magic
trick? I had so many questions.
So, to shape-shift from my earlier point…
A wonderful thing about writing historical fiction is that you will stumble upon veins that
you want to mine, only to find that the research is strangely silent about them. This is a great gift,
as you are now free to invent whatever fits your story, confident in the knowledge that you tried
your best to be true to the facts of history.
My instinct with the witch press conference was that this image and event was too rich
not to include as a major plot point. Although I couldn’t find evidence that it was such in
Shirley’s actual life, I wanted it to be a turning point in my telling of her life. To me it perfectly
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embodies her brilliant mix of humor and darkness—that she could both admit to her interest in
witchcraft and deflect such pigeon-holing in one deft move.
So, at this stage, I wasn’t sure how, exactly, that press conference would play out, but I
wanted it to happen in 1948 in direct response to “The Lottery,” when in reality it likely occurred
later as Jackson gained fame and became a more of a personality. I pictured Shirley in a black
robe and pointy hat, laughing as she flourished a flowing sleeve above a podium, eyes sparkling
because, sometimes, it’s fun to be the smartest person in the room. And this time, in this
moment, she was in control.
This would be the push into Act II, where Shirley would now be on the path to
embracing, or not, her newly public persona.
ACT II – PART I
The “Fun & Games” section would be Shirley’s deep-dive into the occult. This was
problematic for a few reasons, mostly because it isn’t true to her life in ways that fundamentally
misrepresent her character. She didn’t stumble upon her interest in all things supernatural once
she happened to write a short story that awoke midcentury America’s collective dread. Of
course, her interest (and the dread) had been there all along. It was her existing, earned comfort
with the shadow side of life that allowed her to see and speak the truth that became “The
Lottery.” Her interest was lifelong and pure, and integral to her intellectual curiosity and bravery,
and I wanted very much to accurately reflect that element of her character.
Nevertheless, I hadn’t had such an insight at this point, so after her witchy press
conference, Shirley would begin the struggle to write a new piece. This posed a few problems as
a dramatic arc. First, it is very difficult to make the act of writing interesting to watch, a fact to
which my cat will gladly testify as witness. All the movement is inside the character’s head, and
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relying on shifts in a draft for dramatic momentum could feel like inside baseball. Secondly, and
similar to the problems with having her begin an interest in the occult after the press conference,
it does a disservice to Shirley’s actual work ethic. She was a highly productive writer, and, as I
would later discover, the piece she actually published next was nothing like “The Lottery.”
This original concept also had Shirley’s two main antagonists rearing their heads in premidpoint Act II—Stan and Geraldine, Shirley’s emotionally abusive mother. I wanted the film to
show Shirley’s struggle to stay healthy within what was, by all accounts, an emotionally abusive
relationship with her serially unfaithful husband. Coming off the press conference, I figured she
would turn to witchcraft to help her, this time in earnest, by casting a love spell to cure Stan of
his infidelity. I liked this story beat because it touched on my goal for including witchcraft
beyond depicting Shirley’s own interest. Throughout history, women have turned to witchcraft to
assert their own power in a society that denies them agency. I believe this was a huge reason
behind Shirley’s personal and professional interest in witchcraft, and I wanted it to factor into the
story as a symbol of her desperation to be happy in a marriage that had left her feeling so
powerless.
The other “demon” in Shirley’s life was her emotionally abusive mother, Geraldine,
whom I believe primed Shirley to accept similar mistreatment from her husband. Geraldine sent
her daughter scathing letters of criticism throughout her life, always eager to tear down whatever
heights of success and happiness Shirley achieved for herself. These letters are just the surviving
documented exchanges between the two, and there is every indication that the abuse was verbal
and constant, as well. No aspect of Shirley’s life was safe from her mother’s attacks, from her
weight to her work, from her fitness as a mother to her appeal as a wife. Geraldine’s cruelty
started in Shirley’s childhood, when it became clear that she was a young girl who did not fit the
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very strict mold intended for her. Shirley was, throughout her life, larger and louder and bolder
than her family wanted her to be. But despite her strong spirit, she was by no means immune to
her mother’s insults and rejection, and Geraldine’s abuse contributed to her daughter’s lifelong
struggles with self-confidence, anxiety, and depression.
In Act II, I wanted Geraldine to surface in Shirley’s life as a parallel to Stan. As Shirley
tried to make her marriage work, and tried to find herself, and eventually realized these two goals
were at odds, Geraldine would hover beside her like a demon, sucking her power and shrinking
her sense of self.
In this initial concept, the love spell that Shirley places on Stan is of huge symbolic
importance. (Also worth noting here is that in this version I did not write Shirley as pregnant,
which she truly was in the year of 1948, and is how I eventually portrayed her.) Before the
midpoint, the spell appears to be working. Stan and Shirley are enjoying her success. They are
getting along, he is sexually attracted to her again, and, at the midpoint, Shirley learns that she
has become pregnant with a fictional fifth child. (At this point, I also had the ages of her children
wrong, and imagined that all four of them, not just two, were born by 1948.)
At any rate, Act II would end with the sense that perhaps Shirley’s magic was real, after
all.
ACT II – PART II
After the midpoint, I had very loose designs to convey that Shirley was only getting
offers for non-horror work, and that she was struggling with depression. This was also where I
wove in another fascinating and true aspect of her story, which is her sustained correspondence
with a fan, Dorothy Thomas. She would receive a kind letter from Dorothy, as an offer of
support in the darkness that wouldn’t be answered until Act III.
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Next, I wanted Stan’s abuse to return in the form of verbal insults and undermining
Shirley’s success. Here would be the first, obvious signal that Shirley should leave this marriage,
and that it is beyond repair. This would lead into the Low Point, where Shirley discovers that
Stan has cheated again and that her love spell wasn’t real, and she is still powerless to change his
behavior.
I wanted to dramatize her forfeiture of hope and true-to-life submission to her marriage
by having her attend a party of Geraldine’s with Stan, symbolizing her sublimation of her true
self to conform to domestic standards, both her husband’s and her mother’s.
Obvious issues aside, like plot holes, these ideas are, again, too far from the truth of
Shirley’s character, let alone her life, to be worthy of their subject. But, it was my “shitty first
draft” as Anne Lamott has graciously allowed us, and it helped me get a shape down and work
out which of the many fascinating elements of her life would be essential to her story.
ACT III
My initial sense of Act III was that it would encompass the rest of Shirley’s life, from the
story setting of 1948 until her death in 1965. All along I was drawn to and challenged by
Shirley’s seemingly dual identities as a writer of bold, unapologetically dark horror and a wife
who was trapped by her own fears of abandonment and unworthiness to stay in an abusive
marriage. In this draft, I chose to dramatize Shirley’s choice to be bold in her fiction, but stay in
her marriage by having her undergo a secret abortion in the climax.
Now, having drawn a boundary that she would stay in her marriage but not deepen her
domestic burden with more children, Shirley would assemble a collection of dark stories entitled,
as it truly was, The Lottery: Adventures of the Demon Lover. This choice to lean into her dark
persona would be met with commercial and critical success, as it was in reality.
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In further falling action, we would see her answer Dorothy’s letter of support and begin
an epistolary exchange that would finally give her a kindred spirit and a female friend, as well as
dramatize that Shirley had found acceptance for herself, outside of her family, by being true to
her voice in her work.
In this idea of the story, it was also important to me to stay true to the tragic reality that
Shirley became increasingly addicted to alcohol and pharmaceuticals in the later part of her life.
Towards the end of her life, she is reported to have squirrelled away prescription pill bottles
throughout her house, prepared soothe herself whenever the need should arise—because
apparently the need was that pervasive. Even as I write this, I am given pause by the image of a
woman who writes brilliant stories from her home and has decided to stay in a painful marriage
for the sake of keeping that home intact, and yet needs to have pill bottles at the ready, every few
feet inside that home, because the environment is so toxic to her.
It is my reading of her life that Shirley’s health declined so far in her later years from a
combination of a medical community that overly prescribed dangerously addictive substances,
especially to women, and the self-medication of alcoholism and prescription drug abuse. So
including her untimely death was important to me in this draft as a way to show that although she
triumphed in her work, she succumbed to the sadness of her life. Shirley died in her sleep from
heart failure, obese and in a state that would now be seen as an addiction to pills and alcohol, at
the age of 48. In this version, I wanted to show this tragedy, and depict how her mental and
physical health declined, even as she continued to be a loving mother and successful writer. The
film ended with Shirley climbing into bed for what would be the last time, and the final image
was all eighteen of her published titles lined up on a shelf.
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This was not a happy story, and I didn’t intend it to be. But I didn’t yet realize how
important capturing Shirley’s tragic truth was to me.
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Chapter 5 … First Feedback

I pitched this initial idea of the film in Beau Thorne’s excellent Adaptation class in the
Spring semester of 2017. I was working solely from the two aforementioned New Yorker articles
at this point, my own readings of her work, and some internet research, but not a full biography.
My pitch deck is included in the appendix of this thesis, along with the initial 30 pages which
were also submitted for that class.
On the positive side, Beau was highly supportive of my characterization of Shirley, as
well as the feel for the time and the snappy, literate dialogue. His feedback centered on my
placement of the press conference as an act break, and that it should perhaps be a midpoint. In
general, the reception to my idea seemed to be that there could possibly be an interesting story in
the controversy of “The Lottery,” and that my depiction of Shirley’s personality in the first act
was compelling and relatable.
In criticisms, Stan was reading as flat and overly villainous. I agreed with this insight,
and, as I will cover later, it was a challenge I endeavored to address throughout.
A concern was raised about the fact that I chose to make Shirley’s abusive marriage such
a focal point of her bio pic. Umbrage was taken with the notion that an important writer would
be characterized as a victim of abuse, and that it would be a disservice to the legacy of her work.
Predictably, my classmates were highly distracted by my invention of an abortion.
Discussion quickly degraded into whether such an invention was “allowed” and, also, whether it
would be permissible to include the entire original text of “The Lottery.” Even at the time, I had
no specific attachment to including an abortion, of course, however I did feel it was within the
realm of reasonable possibility given what I’d read of Shirley’s life, her politics, and her
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relationship with motherhood. As described above, my use of it was strategic, as was my
inclusion of the entire “Lottery” text.
These were the issues that were raised.
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Chapter 6 … On Depicting an Abusive Relationship

The concern that I would in some way reduce Shirley’s literary accomplishments by
depicting the realities of her marriage was one that I took very seriously. It was, and is, my firm
belief that a fact-based account of her domestic suffering is actually my moral responsibility to
include if I want to depict her life in any meaningful way. I’ve made mention of how I identify
with Shirley’s demons, and suffice it to say that the nightmare of finding oneself trapped in an
abusive relationship is one demon that I am eternally grateful to have outrun. Physically and
emotionally abusive relationships have marred lives of a few of my close male and female
friends. It is a tragic dynamic that I know all to well.
I believe that we, as artists, would do a grave disservice to the millions of victims by only
showing redemption arcs when it comes to stories of abuse. I fear that such one-way depictions
would lead to an even more pronounced suspicion that the only reason someone stays in an
abusive relationship is because they are, in some way, weak. They are stuck only because aren’t
“heroic” enough, and a truly worthy person could simply extricate themselves as soon as they
could see the truth, or if they simply wanted it badly enough.
This is obviously not accurate, and real-life stories of abuse often do not end in escape
and redemption, but instead in shattered lives, injury, and death. This sole framing of abuse-ashero’s journey also puts the onus on the victim to simply “buck up” and fix their life. If we only
see, again and again, that the “heroic” abused woman will steadily summon the strength to leave
the bastard by the end of the film and fulfill her “need,” how much more shame would it add to a
real-life victim having to explain that, even to her own confusion, she simply can’t leave? How
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much more would she blame herself? How much more humiliation would she feel? How much
more compelled would she be to hide her situation from those who could help her?
Like stories of mental illness, which are of course deeply intertwined with these stories, I
believe there is a stigma to break around being a victim of an abusive relationship. It happens to
all types of men and women, of all levels of intelligence and accomplishment and age and
income and personality and strength. It is not a reflection of the victim’s worth or character,
which is, I believe, the heart of what my classmate was trying to say.
I thank him for his thoughtful comment, and for the opportunity it presented for me to
more closely examine my own relationship to this material.
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Chapter 7 … Reading to Get Writing

Once I decided to revise and complete this screenplay for my thesis, I began research in
earnest and in depth. In addition to the aforementioned New Yorker articles, my main source of
information on Shirley Jackson’s life was Ruth Franklin’s biography, Shirley Jackson: A Rather
Haunted Life.
In my initial thesis meeting, I was advised to only read the sections of the book that
covered the project-relevant period in Shirley’s life, namely 1948. Although I saw the strategy
and wisdom in such an approach, I felt that I owed it to my subject to learn as much about her as
possible, or at least to read a full story of her life. This choice did cost me a lot in terms of
reading time and weeks spent on a predictably wrong-headed and overly long approach that
would reflect all of the fascinating things I learned in the full biography. More on that draft later.
It was a choice that ended up being partially responsible for a delay in completing this thesis,
however I believe it was the right choice for me. I now feel confident in my sense of Shirley’s
life and I believe my impressions of her and the themes of her story only benefitted from
thinking about her life and work as a whole before rendering a smaller section of it.
During this research phase that lasted almost the entire summer of 2017, I had great fun
wandering in to any old bookstore I found as I bounced between Austin, Dallas, Denver and San
Francisco, and seeing what Jackson titles they had on the shelves. There’s nothing like a little
work-justified shopping to delight me. More often than not, her books were found in the horror
section instead of the literature section, a development that I feel would disappoint her. Hill
House and Castle were usually the only titles available, both of which I already owned. So I
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expanded my collection to include the novel Hangsaman, and two posthumous short story
collections that also contain a few of her lectures on writing.
I may not have taken the advice to read only a section of her biography, but I did know
enough not to expect myself to read her entire body of work. No matter how much I wanted to, I
knew that I simply did not have time. Having read and loved her two most famous novels, as
well as having read “The Lottery” numerous times in the process of writing this screenplay, I felt
that I had adequately absorbed what I needed about her character, voice, and point of view from
her fiction. Besides, one of the points of my film was to show the disparity between the topics
about which Shirley wrote, and the way she lived her life and seemed to present herself. Luckily
for me, her work was famously macabre and strange enough that I was gifted that flavor to her
character without having to spell out too much of it in the screenplay.
Besides, to my surprise and somewhat dismay, there were other resources that would
prove even more valuable.
In addition to these primary sources and the Franklin book, I also watched several films
to inform my work on a bio pic about an artist. Notably, I watched Tim Burton’s Big Eyes, for
how it portrayed the painter Margaret Keane’s abusive relationship with her plagiarizing
husband, a story that was also set in midcentury America. I admit that I did not finish this film,
as it was neither compelling nor enjoyable. However, it was instructive in how to avoid stiff
dialogue and flat characterizations that function well in terms of exposition and story, but fail to
connect emotionally. Mostly, I learned from this example that portraying a woman who submits
to a charismatic husband is terribly challenging—many reviews of the film, including my own
impression, note that Amy Adams’ subtle portrayal of patient naivéte fades in the light of
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Christoph Waltz’s larger-than-life villainy. The film failed to capture Margaret Keane’s inner
life, and she seems to be a one-dimensional victim.
I also re-watched one of the movies that has been most influential on my creative life,
Adaptation, for insights into how to dramatize the act of writing. Charlie Kaufman obviously
soars to heights that are too dizzying for my much more straightforward film, but I was inspired
by his tactic to include the events of The Orchid Thief as a kind of movie-within-the-movie, as
well as the blend of fantasy and fact.
Serendipitously, a film that I watched for pleasure, not research, came to inspire me a
great deal. That film is How to Make an American Quilt, and I will go into its influence on my
process in a later chapter. Finally, I continued my lifelong enjoyment of episodes of the original
Twilight Zone, both as a fan and as a way to keep my mind in tune with dark and uncanny stories
of magic, irony, and monsters in midcentury America.
Still, it was Shirley’s own words that influenced me the most. Luckily for me, she left a
detailed and dazzling record of her rich inner life. It was there I turned next.
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Chapter 8 … A Familiar Refrain

Most of the work I’ve done in grad school and before has been historical fiction. Some
writers avoid this genre because of the research requirements and fear of never getting to the
actual creative writing. For me, the research is an integral part of my process. I love how writing
about a bygone era provides me the boundaries I need to focus on creativity—my ideas are
fenced in to the fertile ground of one particular time and place. Like science fiction, I love being
reminded that the way we live now is not the way it has to be, because history shows us it’s not
the way it always was. Some aspects of life were far worse, some far better, and exploring the
contrasts to our modern era helps bring our most important values to light.
Maybe it’s also that I am still actively struggling to understand my current time, and the
distance of time and layers of commentary make the past feel like steadier ground to me. My
conflicted personal relationship to technology is also likely a huge factor in my avoidance of
writing anything set in the 21st century.
I digress.
Although I had written many stories and scripts set in the past, I had only once attempted
a story about a real-life figure. This was a short story about Sara Carter, matriarch of country
music legends, The Carter Family. I wrote this story while pursuing my undergraduate degree in
creative writing at Mills College in Oakland, California. I mention this piece because my concept
of Sara Carter touched on similar themes that shaped my concept of Shirley Jackson.
From my research into her life and love of her music, I wrote a story about a middle-aged
Sara returning to a house she’d shared with her husband and cousin during the height of their
fame as the popular bluegrass act, The Carter Family. As she walks the empty house, having
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used her fame to sweet-talk the current lady of the house into letting her poke around, she
reminisces about how trapped she felt inside these walls—both by her career and by her
domineering husband who treated her more as commodity than partner. She heads to their former
bedroom, and opens the secret hiding space she’d created in the walls. To her surprise, the
current woman hasn’t hidden anything inside, and the idea of not having anything to squirrel
away as a life preserver strikes Sara as the most unsettling change in the house. We learn that
while she had lived there, she’d used the hiding place to stash love letters from her lover and
eventual husband, and we learn that one day Sara did summon the courage to leave her abusive
husband, although she had to leave her singing career behind. As Sara leaves the house to return
to her current life, we learn that she is happier for the change.
This is a story I wrote in my early twenties, as the facts that it takes place almost entirely
in internal flashback and without an actual plot might betray. Still, it’s informative to me to
reflect upon how such themes of women having to choose between career and family, and the
difference between love and validation engaged my mind even then. Sara Carter had an arguably
happy ending to her story, as she was never personally motivated to continue her singing career,
and her fame was the ambition her husband. Shirley, I believe, represents an opposite track
where her creative expression was her lifeline, and was a badly needed source of joy in a dark
situation.
I feel my shift in these two portrayals represents a maturation in my thinking about
character and storytelling. Sara’s situation interested me, and I simply crafted it into something
like a portrait—no conflict or growth, no real story. Also, at the time that I set the piece, Sara had
already satisfied her character need, and so the story had no momentum. Sara wasn’t trapped in
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any kind of dilemma or devil’s bargain. She visits a haunted house, the place where her sadness
occurred, but she herself is not haunted.
Shirley, on the other hand, is a character who is actively in the midst of fighting for the
competing demands of her heart, mind, family, and self, in addition to working to establish a
career. Her conflicts take place in the present of the story, and her creative work is integral to her
character.
I credit the wonderful instruction I received during the program for my ability to tell such
a richer and more satisfying story.
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Chapter 9 … Shirley Shape Shifts Again
As I dove deeper into research, I immediately had to question one of my most key
assumptions about Shirley and re-think much of what I had planned for her journey.
Although most people know Shirley Jackson as a writer of unsettling and macabre social
commentary, she was also a prolific and commercially successful memoirist. Contrary to her
dark and witchy persona, Shirley released two collections of humorous personal essays in her
lifetime. Her essays cover the challenges and joys of being a wife and mother, and they are full
of wit, self-deprecation, and warmth. They are conversational, highly relatable, and confessional
in the sense that she doesn’t shy away from chronicling her own regrets, mistakes, or times when
her children misbehaved—all in a lively and droll tone that makes you imagine her eyes
sparkling at you over a martini and a home-cooked meal. These two books, Raising Demons and
Life Among the Savages, were highly useful to me in crafting Shirley’s voice and feeling
confident that I was doing her justice.
In reading these collections, I was struck by how very modern her voice was in these
essays. Today, we can read the non-fiction of many women humorists, such as Erma Bombeck,
Nora Ephron, and Tina Fey, and while their confessional styles are engaging and brilliant,
they’re not especially new. Shirley Jackson published her essays in the 1950s, the height of June
Cleaver-type super moms, whose range of emotion could span anywhere from Loving to
Comforting, while always perfectly coiffed and serene as livestock. She dared to be honest, if
through a veneer of shrugging humor and humility, about the struggle to manage household
chores, energetic toddlers, and a between-the-lines lazy, selfish husband.
Her brilliance and bravery were rewarded in her lifetime by the commercial success and
fan-base her essays attracted. Today, I believe she is an unsung hero in having paved the way for
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women to be honest about their so-called shortcomings in the face of impossible domestic and
social and professional standards. Her non-fiction helped defeat the expectation that women
somehow flatten out into something less human as soon as they marry or have children. She
reminded a society that was pressuring women to become happy domestic servants that they still
had voices, and that it was not only okay, but normal and funny and a source of community to
admit that those voices sometimes got a little frazzled, that sometimes they wanted to scream for
freedom.
My intense admiration aside, the discovery of her memoirs added a very interesting
challenge to my portrayal of her character. Now there was yet another contradiction inherent in
Shirley’s persona—a writer of both unsettling horror and delightful domestic essays. Truly, she
encompassed a multitude of interests and abilities, and her range of talents defied easy
categorization. But what intensified my personal reverence of her also made it trickier to fit her
into a film character. Although I never intended to portray her as a Tim Burton-like figure
clothed in black and ruminating on dead roses, I was challenged to widen my characterization to
reflect her domesticity and jovial memoir persona. I did this by trying to incorporate humor into
her voice, as a parallel to her dark ruminations. This certainly made her character more fun to
write, and I often found myself pushing for what the smartest possible response could be before
writing a line for Shirley. I imagined that she used humor as a way to express her darkness in a
palatable way, and I included scenes of deadpan remarks and despair-disguised-as-jokes to
reflect this.
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Chapter 10 … Be Afraid of Virginia Woolf

By this point, in mid-summer of 2017, I had completed a good amount of research on
Shirley and read much of her work. I’d also solidified the themes I wanted to explore in the film:
the permanent damage of an abusive relationship, the artist as an agent of fear in society—
exposer of that which others would rather keep hidden, women as both victims and perpetrators
of oppression, women going un-believed and unheard in society, and the role of magic and
fantasy as life-preservers in a dark world.
I had also finally finished reading the biography and was full of fascinating anecdotes
that did not fit into my movie timeline of 1948. So I went down a rabbit hole of trying to come
up with a structure that would let me bounce around from moment-to-moment in a non-linear
structure that was more impressionistic than strictly narrative.
Unsurprisingly, this was also the time of my education when I took a class on Virginia
Woolf.
Seriously, the chance to study Virginia Woolf’s most experimental novels in depth was a
great gift that enriched my life and mind in profound ways. I’ve come to realize that, at heart, I
am structuralist, and am most impressed by storytelling that is both expressive and disciplined.
So I did not expect to enjoy Woolf as much as I did. Yet, her work lit up my curiosity and my
love for language and storytelling in a way that I’d sorely missed in my myopic focus on writing
a “good” screenplay.
Woolf’s prose gorgeously elucidates the complexities and contradictions of the human
heart, and her use of symbolism and stream of consciousness defies linear narrative. Woolf was
also a highly visual writer. Her prose is soaked with lush imagery that feels like an influence on
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films such as Michel Gondry’s Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, which used practical
effects to create a surreal-yet-grounded landscape of memory, and Julie Taymor’s Frida, which
used animation to blend the intense symbolism of Frida Kahlo’s paintings into the action of her
biography, showing us the world through Kahlo’s personal pathos.
As a feminist writer who was deeply interested in the internal landscape of her characters,
Woolf seemed like a natural influence on my exploration of Shirley and her psychology.
So I came up with an entirely new, non-linear structure for the bio-pic over the final
month of summer 2017. This was also when I watched the film How to Make an American Quilt,
which employs flashbacks and vignettes to tell a multi-protagonist, collage-like story. I mapped
out the structure of that film as a model for my approach.
My new idea covered the last 20 years of Shirley Jackson’s life in a series of
interconnected vignettes, all organized by tarot cards. The framing device of the film was a
tarot card reading that Shirley gives to herself on a tumultuous night in 1948 to help her
decide whether or not to leave her marriage. Stan is again openly cheating on her, her short
story “The Lottery” has stirred up an onslaught of hate mail and scrutiny, and she is
pregnant with her third child.
After a few opening scenes to establish a day in her life, Shirley has a terrible fight with
her husband, receives abuse from readers and demands from editors, and ends up alone and
distraught—with two young children to handle on her own. She retreats to her study and lays 10
cards in the traditional Celtic Cross formation. As she considers the spread, each card triggers a
flashback or flash-forward into her life. (This means, technically, that the film all took place in
Shirley’s mind as she sees her past and future in the cards. And it meant that Shirley will be in
almost every scene.)
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As she sees the meaning of the 10th and final card that promises freedom and victory,
she will make her decision to stay with her husband and young children, knowing that it will
allow her to create the work she wants. She accepts her fate, but refuses to give up her voice and
her unique way of seeing and rendering the world.
I imagined that animation of the tarot cards would mark the beginning of each vignette,
in the style of A Monster Calls. Animation could also be integrated into the filmed sequences to
show Shirley’s subconscious.
I would like to say, for the record, that I was aware of the insanity of this approach. I
realized that it was likely too much, too big, too ambitious, but—I had to try it. I had to play it
out and see if I could. And at the very least, I hoped I would land somewhere better and more
inspired for having gone and done as my demented muse demanded.
One reason I felt it such an approach was important and justified was that Shirley
dabbled in tarot throughout her life, and, as I’ve mentioned, I believe she did so out of a
desperation for control and protection in a life that continually caused her pain. Again, there’s a
long history of women turning to “magic” and witchcraft to assert their power when they are
otherwise dominated by misogyny and sexism, and I felt, and still feel, this was an integral part
of Shirley’s life as well as her work.
In her fiction, Shirley chronicled the darkness, cruelty, and fear that dwell inside the
human heart—even in the most seemingly banal places, like Small Town America. Although her
work is often lumped into the horror genre, it is actually more concerned with psychology and
the plausible terrors that arise out of a world in which women are made to subjugate their very
Selves in service of their male partners, the expectations of their society, and the fear of being
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“other”—i.e. the silent, agonizing death that she suffered at the hands of her abusive mother and
husband, and that was similarly suffered by many women of her generation.
Even as she suffered paralyzing fears of self-doubt and abandonment, Shirley’s work
was fearless. She wrote about murder and madness and magic with confidence. She wasn’t
afraid to fill her pages with ambiguous endings, unlikable heroines, unruly hauntings, and
creeping psychic dread. I felt that any exploration of her life wouldn’t be doing her justice if it
were straightforward and too strictly “real.” Simply put, I think a biopic of a self-proclaimed
“witch” who is remembered as a gothic pioneer (by the likes of Stephen King and Sarah
Waters) had to have some supernatural stuff in it!
So I bought a tarot card deck, read a bit about them, and outlined an entirely new
approach. It is included in the appendix.
I am grateful to my ever-patient advisors for humoring me through this detour.
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Chapter 11 … The House of Cards Tumbles

As excited as I was about the tarot approach, wisdom prevailed in the form of my dear
thesis advisors, who gently let me down by suggesting it as a suitable approach for a mini-series,
perhaps, but not a film.
I was not surprised to hear such a reaction, and explained the above rationale for why I
spent all of our time on even entertaining the idea. Mostly I was very devoted to making a
Shirley Jackson movie that included the same kinds of magic and strangeness of Shirley
Jackson’s work. I felt that it could not depict, as has become a common phrase throughout this
thesis, absolute reality.
A solution arrived in a brilliant suggestion by Richard Lewis to have the movie go in and
out of Shirley’s imagination by dramatizing her drafts of “The Lottery.” This was the conceit that
unlocked the entire structure for me, and led to the final draft.
This second thesis kick-off meeting, which Richard and Cindy McCreery generously
allowed, also crystalized that the movie would have two spines: 1) the drafting of “The Lottery”
and the development of Shirley’s creative voice and 2) her relationship with Stan and need to
assert her power in the face of his abuse.
Content to focus upon the original scope of the drafting of “The Lottery,” and its
controversial reception, I returned to a linear narrative arc, with added moments of fantasy and
magic through sequences in Shirley’s mind.
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Chapter 12 … Re-Drawing “The Lottery”

I began my third draft of an outline in late September 2017. It had the log line, “When a
brilliant writer’s short story is an overnight sensation, she must confront the tension between her
co-dependent marriage and her rising career.”
This approach was really a continuation of my initial approach, to center the movie on the
events of 1948. Two notable shifts were to move the reception of the story to the midpoint and to
re-think the areas of her life that I had invented, namely her abortion.
After researching in earnest, I learned two facts that made 1948 an even more natural
choice of setting. First, Shirley was pregnant with her third child throughout much of 1948,
lending a dramatic tension to my story just by the fact of her impending delivery. Second, Stan’s
own first big literary effort was also published in 1948, his first major volume of literary
criticism. Not only did this add depth to his character’s own goals, but the truth of his weathering
poor reviews at the same time as Shirley’s success was an obvious asset for my story.
Another fact I learned from her biography was an answer to an obvious question when a
wife is in a marriage with a philandering husband—did Shirley have any affairs of her own?
Later in life, around the mid 1950s, there is evidence that Shirley had a one-night tryst with the
poet Dylan Thomas while he stayed with the Hyman-Jacksons on a tour of America. As
described in Franklin’s biography, it was a sloppy, drunken, and very public display in the
middle of one of their famously raucous parties. Thomas was himself married, and quite a severe
alcoholic, but whatever the connection was to him, it seems to have meant a lot to Shirley, if
only symbolically. Following that night, plot lines appeared in her fiction where depressed
women fall into affairs with dashing men, only to stay in their marriages out of fear of falling
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short of their domestic responsibilities. She wrote cryptic passages in her journals about not
being able to act on desires out of fear. It was Franklin’s conclusion, as well as my own, that
Shirley indeed could have left Stan but she was too devoted to her children and too afraid to be
alone to ever act on the idea.
In this draft, I made her tryst with Thomas the midpoint, where Shirley glimpses what
could be if she shifts to her True Self, but she can’t do it for the reasons stated above. In
retrospect, this doesn’t quite work as a midpoint, since it doesn’t shift the stakes of the film so
much as deepen her suffering. It is also too separate from the writing spine to fully work.
Finally, in this draft I expanded upon a fictitious New Yorker editor, Kip, to be a
friend/love interest for Shirley, and whom she rejects in order to protect herself and stay in her
sphere. I didn’t love the idea of a love interest as it felt too obvious and too convenient, as well
as too far from the truth. Still, Kip was providing momentum that was very needed, so I left him
in this draft in the hopes of finding a better solution.
Thankfully, I did.
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Chapter 13 … The Other Woman

I again met with my truly insightful adviser, Richard Lewis, after completing this outline
and the first fifteen pages. He wisely advised a few shifts, most notably to move “The Lottery”
publication and controversy to the midpoint and to create a mistress character out of one of
Stan’s affairs. His strategy here was wonderful on two levels. First, it gave shape and voice to the
infidelity and allowed me to humanize not only Stan’s desire, but the threat to Shirley. By
making his mistress an appealing character, I could invite viewers into Stan’s mind and allow
them to relate to the villain of the film. We could also track his attitudes on women by his
relationship to his mistress, and not just his abuse of Shirley.
Adding this character also allowed me to work in an aspect of Shirley’s biography that
almost overtook my interest in the “Lottery”-focused approach.
For most of his adult life, Stan was employed as a professor at Bennington College in
Vermont. This was an absolutely on-the-nose great/terrible place for him, as Bennington is a
women’s college, and was, even in the 1950s, known for encouraging liberal attitudes toward
sex, even between students and faculty. It was a college when young women were encouraged to
enjoy the freedom away from the male gaze. Students were reported to attend class in casual
clothes, without make-up, and to brazenly speak their minds in ways that were definitely not the
norm in midcentury co-ed classrooms. Young women in the dormitories were said to keep
detailed sexual journals relating their encounters with various faculty, and were rumored to even
have developed a point-system to award trysts with their teachers. Bennington students were
encouraged to think of themselves as capable of whatever they wanted, regardless of the sexism
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of their society, and contrary to other women’s colleges at the time (including, sadly, my alma
mater) Bennington boasted that it would prepare women for careers, not for marriage.
One might think that the benefits of such a feminist environment would have extended to
Shirley, who lived in Bennington, although off-campus. That was not the case. I was fascinated
to learn that there was a strict double-standard for women within the Bennington community.
The young students were allowed to be free from traditional female expectations. The wives of
the faculty were not. More shocking to me still is the fact that in the 1950s, in particular, the age
gap between the two groups would likely have been as little as five years.
Still, as a wife Shirley was not expected to pursue her own intellectual life, nor have
opinions or accomplishments outside her husband and children. Her worth outside her marriage
was not a factor within this so-called feminist culture. This fact exemplifies the struggles that
still persist within feminism around who, exactly, gets to benefit from the movement’s gains, and
why. It perfectly exemplifies how women, themselves, can internalize and enforce patriarchal
rules. I wanted very much to include this aspect of her life, and by inventing a mistress that was a
Bennington student, I believe I was able to do so.
I created the character of Jackie, a former student of Stan’s who becomes his lover. I
wanted her to be intelligent, young and free in ways Shirley no longer was. I wanted her to be
“modern,” relatable, and essentially kind. I also wanted to complicate her presence in the film by
making her a fan of Shirley’s work. I designed Jackie to offer Shirley a tantalizing opportunity—
a kindred spirit who not only appreciates her work, but is the only other person who could
understand the pain of Stan’s infidelity.
So, in the outline that I would follow to complete a final draft, I replaced the Kip
character with Jackie. I made the revelation that Jackie, Stan’s mistress, could be a friend for
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Shirley the break into Act II, and I made their falling out and estrangement part of Shirley’s low
point and falling action.
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Chapter 14 … Lessons Learned

It’s no exaggeration for me to say that the last two and half years have been some of the
most difficult ones of my life. For personal and professional reasons, I found myself challenged
more than I ever imagined as I pursued this degree.
My years at UT were ones that were mostly spent alone and in various types of heartache,
because I suppose that’s just what life has planned for us sometimes. Since such topics are
germane to this thesis, I will admit that years before I even set eyes on this program, a tarot card
reader told me that if I moved to Austin it would be a place of great loneliness for me, but also a
place of great spiritual growth. (Being from Dallas, it was always in my head that I might leave
San Francisco for Austin one day, but I never seriously considered it until I applied to UT.) This
prediction turned out to be true, at least in terms of the great loneliness. I like to think that the
struggle earned me some wisdom, and I feel stronger in many ways than I did before I moved
here, but we’ll see.
I bring this up in my thesis report because I believe that this sadness is part of what drew
me to connect with Shirley and her writing. As quoted earlier, she believed writing was a way to
process and heal from whatever pain life threw in your path. Working on this script, as well as
others in the program, proved a way for me to channel many of the struggles of my life into
something that brought me comfort and, hopefully one day, connection. Creativity has always
been a balm for me, even as a child, but it’s always nice to be reminded of the magic you can
wield if you bring your hurt to a blank page. I leave the program ever more dedicated to the
importance of art in my life.
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Other theses that I’ve had the pleasure to read have commented on the intensity of having
twelve intelligent people dissect your work nearly every day for two years. This is absolutely
true, if not an artful understatement. I’ve been through two M.F.A. programs now, and both
times it’s been a grueling experience—less creatively than psychologically. It’s simply
exhausting to be so open and vulnerable for so long, and in front of so many voices, and in
pursuit of something you all want so badly. It’s painful in the best of circumstances, with the
most generous creative community, and unfortunately that is not always the situation in which
we find ourselves. I leave this program with a deeper understanding of how essential it is to
choose our creative partners with care.
I also leave this program with a new appreciation of where art fits into our lives, and the
power we have to make it for ourselves. Although I’ve worked extremely hard on this
screenplay, it’s contingent upon a number of factors, most of which are well beyond my control,
whether it ever fulfills its ostensible purpose and becomes a movie. But I’ve come to believe that
it has a justified existence, even if it’s never made into a film or read by “the right person” at
“the right time” to open a door for me. That’s not only because it will live in my mind, but also
because it will live in the minds of the colleagues who have read it. A screenplay doesn’t have to
be made into a movie to move us. The “screening” of an emailed PDF to an audience of trusted
confidantes means it can still have an impact, and isn’t that all we should want as artists? That
someone would remember something we created in a moment of pain or joy or fear, and be
comforted?
I came to this conclusion because I realized that some of my favorite writers are, as of
yet, unpublished. These writers have unlocked great joy and comfort for me, and dazzled me
with their talent and their insights. I speak of my writing group in San Francisco, with whom I’ve
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worked for many years and with whom I’ve shared this screenplay, as well. Their novels, all of
which only exist in chapters and as Word docs, have moved me as much as some Pulitzer prizewinning titles. Their observations have made my life easier and better and more beautiful, and
not on the strength of our personal connection—on the strength of their work.
In addition to T.A.-ing a section of Introduction to Screenwriting for the wonderful Tom
Willet, I also had the great joy of teaching a public screenwriting workshop for UT during the
summer of 2017 (another reason for the delay in this thesis). I volunteered to teach two fiction
writing classes for middle-grade children through Austin Bat Cave in the summers of 2016 and
2017. (Before this, I designed and taught a junior-level writing class at the Academy of Art
University in San Francisco, but it was not focused on creative storytelling so much as on
composition and copywriting.) Teaching itself brings me great satisfaction. But I bring it up here
because teaching writers has also let me experience some truly wonderful writing. Some of the
scripts that my fall and summer students created were deeply moving, and most of these were
first scripts by writers in their 60s or late teens. Many of the stories that I heard shaky-voiced
twelve-year-olds read aloud to an audience of their proud parents absolutely inspired me in their
bravery and brilliance. These were works of art. These were pieces that enriched my life,
deepened my understanding of that life, and brought me a pure and communal joy. These were
scenes and phrases that bubbled up in my mind during moments of pain, and made me feel less
alone. And some of them were written in colored pencil and notebook paper.
So I’ve come to believe that the art we make that may only be seen in workshops or
among friends is just as valid as art that’s been produced by studios or distributed at large. What
makes a piece of art “successful” is just how much it eases the experience of being human for
whomever it touches—whether one person or one million.
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I am grateful to have spent the last two-and-a-half years developing the craft to which
I’ve dedicated my life so far. I am grateful for the people I’ve met, the words I’ve read, and the
opportunities that my time at UT has opened up for me. I am grateful to you for reading this
thesis.
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INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY
Genteel suburban SHOPPERS mill about the spotless aisles of a
well-stocked market. They are mostly all WHITE WOMEN, dressed
in summertime midcentury splendor--pastel day dresses,
meticulous coiffures, red-red lips.
Close in on a sample table where a CLERK (40s, female, white)
doles out tiny servings of a molded gelatin casserole--pink
shrimp suspended like quotation marks in a silent scream of
quivering green Jell-O.
A well-dressed LADY SHOPPER approaches.
LADY SHOPPER
Now doesn’t that look just darling?
CLERK
Yes, ma’am, and so easy to prepare!
Perfect for parties.
The clerk adds a dollop of mayonnaise and hands over a shiny
green blob. The lady takes a dainty bite.
CLERK (CONT’D)
Do you have an occasion coming up?
As the lady nods, a well-scrubbed, chubby LITTLE BOY (6)
wanders up to the table. He considers the gelatin with wide
eyes.
LADY SHOPPER
My husband’s boss is coming over
for dinner just this week. But, oh
dear, I’m afraid the menu has
already been set!
LITTLE BOY
(pointing)
Are those shrimps?
CLERK
It’s “shrimp,” and yes. Why don’t
you bring your mother over and try
some?
The little boy shakes his head, very serious.
LITTLE BOY
My mom says shrimps are just big
swimming bugs.
The lady CHOKES a bit on her gelatin.
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CLERK
That’s awful!
The little boy startles, unaware he’s said anything wrong.
CLERK (CONT’D)
Of course that’s not true, and of
course your mother would never say
something like that!
She does!

LITTLE BOY

The lady sets down her sample.
LADY SHOPPER
It’s not nice to tell tales, young
man. I’m afraid we’ve got to let
your mother know about this.
No!

LITTLE BOY

The clerk gives the lady an encouraging nod.
LADY SHOPPER
Come on, let’s go find her.
She takes his hand.
LADY SHOPPER (CONT’D)
(to the clerk)
Thank you for the delicious sample.
I simply must serve this next time.
CLERK
Oh yes! Remember, nothing delights
a party like shrimp!
As the women nod at this universal truth, the little boy
STOMPS his little foot.
LITTLE BOY
Well, I do know that shrimps are
not kosher!
Awkward beat as the women realize the boy is Jewish.
Oh...

CLERK

The lady lets go of the boy’s hand and pats his shoulder.
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LADY SHOPPER
Well, why don’t you run along now?
Stay with your mother.
The boy eyes them, sensing that he’s gotten away with
something but not sure why.
At that moment, a LITTLE GIRL (7) runs by. She carries a
STACK OF MAGAZINES and one FALLS to the floor.
LITTLE GIRL
(still running)
Laurie, I’m winning!
The boy, Laurence “Laurie” Hyman, gives one last look to the
women.
In a flash, he shoves a few gelatin samples into his mouth
and runs after the girl.
With sticky hands, he picks up the magazine she dropped--a
NEW YORKER.
The women exchange knowing looks.
INT. GROCERY STORE - THE BUTCHER’S COUNTER - CONT.
Laurie races after the girl--his sister, Sarah “Sadie” Hyman,
a whirlwind in pigtails. Sadie pushes to the front of the
line as SHOPPERS frown at these wild children.
SADIE
Hey, mister! Do you have any
magazines back there?
She holds up a New Yorker to the weary BUTCHER (20s).
BUTCHER
‘Fraid not, though don’t you have
enough?
SADIE
Whoever brings mommy the most gets
a second dessert!
She whirls around and eyes a SWEET WOMAN (60s) holding a
shopping basket.
SWEET WOMAN
Hello, Miss Sadie.
Laurie catches up, red-faced.
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SWEET WOMAN (CONT’D)
Are you being a good boy today,
Laurence?
This throws him for a loop as Sadie grabs the New Yorker from
the woman’s basket and streaks away.
BUTCHER
Better go catch her, little dough
boy.
Laurie frowns and jogs off.
Sadie races to the front of the store. The New Yorker rack is
already empty.
Snakes!

SADIE

The front door chimes as another sibling walks in, this is
JOANNE HYMAN (10), already pretty and self-possessed. She
carries a heavy shopping bag.
Panting, Laurie catches up.
Joanne locks eyes with her siblings and freezes.
Cheater!

SADIE (CONT’D)

LAURIE
(hands on knees)
My tummy hurts.
JOANNE
Mommy didn’t say we couldn’t leave
the store.
SADIE
You think you can do anything just
cuz you’re older!
JOANNE
Don’t be a sore loser!
The ever-friendly grocery MANAGER (40s, white, fatherly)
steps over to the growing scene. By his side is a pictureperfect housewife, MIDGE COLLINS (30s, pretty, superior).
MANAGER
Now, there’s no need for all that!
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He pulls a few CANDIES out of his pocket. As the kids eat
them--Sadie and Joanne begrudgingly, Laurie eagerly--Midge
reaches out and SPANKS Sadie over her frilly dress.
MIDGE
(scolding)
What kind of girl causes such a
scene?
The girl is abashed as-WOMAN (O.C.)
A-ha! The moment of truth.
Enter their mother--Shirley Jackson-Hyman (32, white).
Her hair is naturally red, frizzy and loose except for a
single barrette. Her eyes are sharp behind horn-rimmed
glasses, with one arched eyebrow ever-raised in wry
appraisal. She is stocky and overweight, sweating in her
simple shirt dress. She pushes an overflowing cart with a
pink baby boy seated inside (Barry Hyman, 3).
MANAGER
Mrs. Hyman! There you are. I’m
afraid we’ve been getting some
complaints-Laurie draws to his mother’s side like a magnet.
SHIRLEY
(to the Manager)
Oh, but you can’t control the
blackberry harvest, now can you?
(beat)
Good of you to keep an eye on my
little savages, Midge.
Midge gives her a icy nod.
LAURIE
(tugs Shirley’s skirt)
Mommy--

MANAGER
What? Is there a problem with
the blackberries?

Shirley takes the magazines from her daughters and puts them
in a huge pile in the cart, next to a very large amount of
CAT FOOD.
SHIRLEY
Now, I don’t think so, but someone
people are just impossible to
please. Isn’t that right, Midge?
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LAURIE
I feel funny-MIDGE
Your children were fairly running
wild, Shirley. Stealing magazines
right out from people’s baskets!
SHIRLEY
Well, I did offer them a second
dessert.
Laurie gives a little groan at the word “dessert.”
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
It was an experiment, perhaps gone
wrong...
Shirley opens up a New Yorker and shows the Manager and
Midge.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
It’s got my short story, you see?
Insert: the printed title on the page “The Lottery” by
Shirley Jackson
MANAGER
Oh, I wouldn’t know anything about
gambling!
Shirley is unimpressed.
SHIRLEY
Unfortunately for you, that’s not
what it’s about.
He looks confused as Midge takes the magazine.
MIDGE
Oh yes, Gil mentioned something
about you having a little story
somewhere. He asked me if he should
tell the whole faculty, and I
assured him you wouldn’t want the
attention.
(handing it back)
Can you imagine? Wouldn’t want
people to think you were just
copying your husband!
Shirley’s cheeks blaze, somewhere between shame and anger.
Midge takes Baby Barry’s chubby little hand and coos to him.
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MIDGE (CONT’D)
Though honestly, I don’t see how
your mother finds the time!
Shirley takes a breath, about to respond as-Laurie doubles over and VOMITS green goop all over Shirley’s
shoes. Sadie and Joanne SHRIEK.
SHIRLEY
Laurie-loo!
She bends over to rub his back and sees her ruined shoes.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Ahh, shrimp.
She looks up at the horrified faces of Midge and the manager.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
They’re the bugs of the ocean, you
know.
TITLE CARD: North Bennington, Vermont. 1948
MONTAGE - Idyllic New England suburbia:
- Red farmhouses, covered bridges and babbling brooks
- The Victorian buildings and fields of Bennington College, a
women’s college. Youthful students stroll in sweater sets and
saddle shoes.
- White clapboard houses with affluent white families.
- Children in frilly dresses and red cowboy hats playing
outside. Happy dogs.
END MONTAGE.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - AFTERNOON
A large, two-story white Colonial-style house on a middleclass suburban street. It’s clean, traditional and inviting.
No signs that a horror writers dwells withing.
A BLACK-AND-WHITE CAT strolls around the house.
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INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - LATER
A TV BLARES in the background as Shirley folds up the empty
grocery bags. The New Yorker copies are stacked on the
perfectly-set kitchen table.
A different BLACK-AND-WHITE CAT jumps on the table and chews
the magazines.
SHIRLEY
(swatting)
H.P.! Shoo!
He hisses and jumps away as she wipes the sweat from her
forehead. She opens a magazine up to her story and we can see
the very first line. As we read it, a STORYTELLER narrates
the prose.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
The morning of June 27th was clear
and sunny, with the fresh warmth of
a full-summer day-EXT. SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOOD - CONT.
Shirley carries a New Yorker as she leaves her house. A
different, but similar BLACK-AND-WHITE cat slips out past her
ankles for his evening activities.
SHIRLEY
I’ll come back if you will, Orson.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
The flowers were blossoming
profusely and the grass was richly
green.
The bright, sunny day looks much like the day being described
in the story. Shirley walks with purpose past the houses and
perfect lawns.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
The people of the village began to
gather in the square, between the
post office and the bank, around
ten o’clock.
Some NEIGHBORS wave at her, some don’t. She waves back.
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STORYTELLER (V.O.)
In some towns there were so many
people that the lottery took two
days, but in this village, where
there were only about three hundred
people-Shirley stops in front of a large, beautiful house in the
middle of a cul-de-sac. She uses the magazine to shield her
eyes and sees the family inside. Midge is serving dinner to
her husband, GIL (40s, WASP-y and professorial) and CHILDREN.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
The whole lottery could be through
in time to allow the villagers to
get home for noon dinner.
Shirley takes shaky breaths as she eyes the front door.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
One boy had already stuffed his
pockets full of stones, and the
other boys soon followed his
example, selecting the smoothest
and roundest stones.
The dog starts barking in the house. The family notices
Shirley standing in front of their house. The little boy
points. Gil gives a hearty wave.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
The men stood together, away from
the great pile of stones, and their
jokes were quiet and they smiled
rather than laughed. The women,
wearing faded house dresses and
sweaters, came shortly after their
menfolk.
Shirley’s face goes white. She gives an awkward wave then
stuffs the magazine into the mailbox and slinks away in the
evening light.
MONTAGE - THE LOTTERY
As the Storyteller voice-over continues, we see a montage of
scenes both from the short story, and various READERS seeing
the story in their magazines. Starting with:
- Reader: A Ward-Cleaver-type (50s) in a cardigan opens his
New Yorker next to a bird cage of parakeets.
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STORYTELLER (V.O.)
The lottery was conducted--as were
the square dances, the teen club,
the Halloween program--by Mr.
Summers. When he arrived in the
square, carrying the black wooden
box, there was a murmur of
conversation among the villagers.
- Story: A thin, neat man, MR. SUMMERS (40s) enters a quaint
town square and places a BLACK BOX on a stool in front of a
gazebo.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
The villagers kept their distance
while Mr. Summers stirred up the
papers inside it.
- Mr. Summers reaches into the box and stirs as he nods to
the circle of assembled VILLAGERS, nearly all well-dressed,
white, nuclear families with young children.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
Just as Mr. Summers turned to the
villagers, Mrs. Hutchinson came
hurriedly along the path, her
sweater thrown over her shoulders.
“Clean forgot what day it was,” she
said to the woman next to her, and
they both laughed softly.
- Reader: a NURSE (20s) reads on a subway car, and we see
others also have the same magazine.
- Story: In the town square, a frazzled woman, MRS. TESSIE
HUTCHINSON (30s) maneuvers through the crowd.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
Mrs. Hutchinson reached her
husband, and Mr. Summers, who had
been waiting, said cheerfully,
“Thought we were going to have to
get on without you, Tessie.” Soft
laughter ran through the crowd as
the people stirred back into
position.
- Reader: a MECHANIC (30s, African-American) turns the page
with his feet propped up on a car in a garage.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
Mr. Summers cleared his throat and
looked at the list. “All ready?” he
called. “
(MORE)
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11.
STORYTELLER (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Now, I’ll read the names of the
families and the men come up and
take a paper out of the box. Keep
the paper folded in your hand
without looking at it until
everyone has had a turn.”
- Story: In the town square, the villagers eye each other and
shift nervously as Mr. Summers speaks, silently, from the
gazebo.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
First, Mr. Adams reached into the
black box and took out a folded
paper. He held it firmly by one
corner as he went back to his place
in the crowd, a little apart from
his family, not looking down at his
hand.
- Reader: a BEATNIK (30s) lounges in a jazz club, sharing the
magazine and a cigarette with his GIRLFRIEND (late 20s). They
give each other a alarmed look before turning the page.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
Finally, he called “Zanini.“
(beat)
For a minute, no one moved, and
then all the slips of paper were
opened. Suddenly, all the women
began to speak at once, saving.
“Who is it?,” “Who’s got it?,” “Is
it the Dunbars?,” “Is it the
Watsons?” Then the voices began to
say, “It’s Hutchinson. It’s Bill,”
“Bill Hutchinson’s got it. “
- Story: a stir ripples through the crowd as we close in on
MR. and Mrs. Hutchinson, standing completely still until she
breaks.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
Bill Hutchinson was standing quiet,
staring down at the paper in his
hand. Suddenly, Tessie Hutchinson
shouted to Mr. Summers. “You didn’t
give him time enough to take any
paper he wanted. I saw you. It
wasn’t fair!”
- Reader: TBD
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STORYTELLER (V.O.)
“I think we ought to start over,”
Mrs. Hutchinson said, as quietly as
she could. “You didn’t give him
time enough to choose. Everybody
saw that.”
(beat)
“Ready, Bill?” Mr. Summers asked,
and Bill Hutchinson, with one quick
glance around at his wife and
children, nodded.
- Story: As Mrs. Hutchinson gestures, Mr. Summers and an
OFFICIAL count the family members, unmoved, and drop the
right number of paper slips into the box.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
“Remember,” Mr. Summers said to the
family, “take the slips and keep
them folded until each person has
taken one.” He helped the little
Hutchinson boy draw last, who put
his hand into the box and laughed.
- Reader: DECORATED ARMY OFFICER (30s, Japanese-American,
missing a hand) reads at his desk in a recruiting office. He
turns a page with his hook.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
Mr. Summers opened the boy’s slip
of paper and there was a sigh
through the crowd as everyone could
see that it was blank. Nancy and
Bill Jr., opened theirs at the same
time, and both beamed and laughed,
holding their blanks slips of paper
out to the crowd.
- Story: The Hutchinson children dance as their mother’s face
goes pale. Mr. Hutchinson pats his eldest son on the
shoulder.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
“It’s Tessie,” Mr. Summers said.
“Show us her paper, Bill.”
(beat)
Bill Hutchinson went over to his
wife and forced the slip of paper
out of her hand. It had a black
spot on it, the black spot Mr.
Summers had made the night before
with the heavy pencil in the coal
company office.
(MORE)
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13.
STORYTELLER (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Bill Hutchinson held it up, and
there was a stir in the crowd.
- Reader: a FARMER’S WIFE (30s) sits with some sewing
untouched on a table. She holds the magazine with both hands.
We see her children being rowdy in the background, but she is
not distracted.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
Although the villagers had
forgotten some rituals and lost the
original black box, they still
remembered to use stones. The
children had stones already. And
someone gave the little Hutchinson
boy a few pebbles.
- Story: A MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN carries a large stone with two
hands. An OLD MAN tosses a rock up and down, testing its
weight. TWO KIDS trade a huge rock for a smooth grey one.
STORYTELLER (V.O.)
Tessie Hutchinson was in the center
of a cleared space by now, and she
held her hands out as the villagers
moved in on her. “It isn’t fair,”
she said. A stone hit her on the
side of the head.
(beat)
“It isn’t fair, it isn’t right,”
Mrs. Hutchinson screamed, and then
they were upon her.
- Story: We lose sight of Mrs. Hutchinson as the villagers
close in.
Push in to the middle of the circle and all we see are the
BARRAGE of stones flying through the air.
END MONTAGE.
INT. NEW YORKER EDITORIAL OFFICES - SAME EVENING
In a parallel image to the flying stones, a torrent of
LETTERS rain down on a desk. The envelopes are all addressed
to the New Yorker.
This is the desk of HAROLD ROSS (56) editor-in-chief.
Harold is tall and intimidating, more comfortable writing
about life than living it. His all-consuming drive and short
temper are barely concealed by a polished three-piece suit
and chic glasses.
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HAROLD
Don’t suppose these are all to say,
“Keep up the good work, boys?”
The man holding the mail bag is KIP ORR (40s), another
editor. Kip is all angles and thick glasses--the kind of guy
who looks like he should be shelved at a library. But under
the surface he’s fiery, passionate and witty.
Kip takes his pipe in his teeth to toss the bag on Ross’s
desk and pulls out a few OPENED LETTERS from his jacket
pocket.
KIP
(reading)
“I frankly confess to being
completely baffled by Shirley
Jackson’s ‘The Lottery.’”
Harold pulls a bottle of WHISKEY from his desk.
KIP (CONT’D)
(reading)
“Will you please send us a brief
explanation before my husband and I
scratch right through our scalps
trying to fathom it?”
Kip tosses the letter onto Harold’s desk.
KIP (CONT’D)
Got time to send the good Mr. and
Mrs. Friend, yes that’s really
their name, a little explanation,
boss?
Harold drinks.
HAROLD
She actually took the time to write
that she didn’t understand it.
(beat)
Whatever happened to venturing a
damned guess?
KIP
Well they’re cancelling their
subscription, so now they’ll have
more free time to ponder the text.
HAROLD
I refuse to cater to the
intellectually bovine.
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KIP
Never kowtow, boss.
Kip flashes Harold another letter.
KIP (CONT’D)
This reader wasn’t so perplexed.
(beat)
“Outrageous and perverted.”
He reads from the other letters in his hand.
KIP (CONT’D)
“Gruesome.”
(next letter)
“Utterly pointless.”
(next letter)
“Gratuitously disagreeable.”
Kip hits his forehead in mock dismay.
KIP (CONT’D)
There, now I’ve gone and spoiled
what we’ll write on your tombstone.
Fuck off.

HAROLD

Harold hands Kip a drink and the men TOAST. They consider the
letters as they take sips.
HAROLD (CONT’D)
These are all about the Jackson
story?
KIP
And the three other bags outside.
HAROLD
Have we heard from Jackson yet, or,
Jesus Christ, her fucking husband?
KIP
Semester’s almost over. Professor
Hyman would never tear himself away
from his last few weeks of, well,
tearing collegiate hymen.
HAROLD
Praise the small miracle of Stan’s
ravenous dick.
Kip turns to leave as Harold runs his hands through the pile
of letters.
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HAROLD (CONT’D)
Which editor voted not to publish
it, again?
(beat)
The only one, I might inform these
gutless cretins.
Bill.
Right.

KIP
HAROLD

He downs his drink.
HAROLD (CONT’D)
Keep him the hell away from me,
would you?
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - MEANWHILE
As another BLACK-AND-WHITE cat grooms himself on the
windowsill, Shirley pulls a roast chicken out of the oven and
sets it on the table next to rolls, green beans, mashed
potatoes. A spread straight out of Rockwell.
JOANNE (O.C.)
Is dinner ready yet? Laurie’s
actually hungry again.
Shirley eyes the food, bugged by something.
SHIRLEY
(calling)
Good! And not quite!
She grabs the bowl of potatoes.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - DINNER TABLE - MOMENTS LATER
Shirley’s children sit at the table, as the patriarch,
STANLEY “STAN” HYMAN (29) saunters in, ruffling the kids’
hair as he passes them.
STAN
My vilda chaya!
The children SHRIEK with delight as Stan tickles them, making
with funny bear noises.
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Stan is short, pudgy and hairy. His dark slicked hair, thick
beard and black-rimmed glasses are welcome distractions from
his angular and animated face. Still, he is physically
strong, with the confidence of a much more handsome man. He
draws the energy of any room into the palm of his hand.
He kisses Baby Barry’s pudgy face as he sits at the table.
STAN
We have fought
gentlemen, and
sustenance for

(CONT’D)
well today,
now we demand
our efforts!

The children smile at him, even if they don’t understand his
weird, big words.
Me too!

SADIE

Shirley, still fixing something at the counter now turns with
a dish.
SHIRLEY
Then, my hungry birds, I give
you...”Potatoes Laurie!”
With a flourish she serves Laurie a big helping of mashed
potatoes--now dyed BRIGHT GREEN.
Laurie blinks for a split second, then digs in to the creamy
green goodness.
Why green?

STAN

SHIRLEY
It’s a sort of tribute to the
events of my day.
LAURIE
(mouth full)
It’s good!
Shirley smiles to herself and serves Sadie and Joanne
potatoes, as the family starts to pile other food onto their
plates.
STAN
Funny how just one change can make
something so comforting suddenly so
off-putting.
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SHIRLEY
It’s just a little food dye.
Completely tasteless.
STAN
Couldn’t agree more.
Shirley stands by her husband, a serving of potatoes at the
ready. He just waves his hand to refuse them.
SHIRLEY
Well, I could tell you what the
events were...
STAN
(eating)
Isn’t that contrary to the idea of
a tribute?
Shirley puts the potatoes on the table and sits at her empty
plate.
STAN (CONT’D)
If your work needs explaining, then
it needs more work.
She starts to feed Baby Barry some potatoes.
SHIRLEY
I think I’ve heard that one before,
Professor.
Stan barely lifts his head to gesture at the kids with his
full fork.
STAN
Plus the side effects won’t mix
well with my meeting later tonight.
LAURIE
(concerned)
What side effects?
The boy’s mouth is stained blotchy green.
SADIE
Ewww! You look like a monster!
As she laughs, we see her teeth are fully green too.
So do you!

JOANNE
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SADIE
Well, so do you!
Baby Barry drools a little green slime from his toothless
smile. Shirley’s eyes sparkle with deep delight.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - MASTER BEDROOM - LATER
Shirley enters as Stan grooms in front of the mirror.
STAN
(dusting his jacket)
They focus on the Reds, but I’m
telling you--cat hair is the true
menace.
SHIRLEY
Pretty spiffed up for a faculty
meeting.
STAN
Obviously that’s not where I’m
going at nine o’clock on a
Wednesday.
He dabs on cologne.
STAN (CONT’D)
Are you asking? Because you know
I’ll tell you.
She wilts a bit as she busies herself tidying the bedroom.
Yet another BLACK-AND-WHITE cat watches from the bed.
SHIRLEY
Goodness, you look as nervous as a
schoolboy!
(beat)
Would you like me to cast a spell
for the success of your latest
romantic endeavor?
STAN
No need. That vixen in the Psych
department is finally letting me
take her to The Red Devil.
(beat)
Of course I didn’t say that in
front of the kids.
SHIRLEY
But you say it in front of your
wife.
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STAN
Well, yes. She’s an adult.
(beat)
Supposedly.
Stan changes into FANCY SHOES. As he stands up, he WINCES in
pain.
Goddammit!

STAN (CONT’D)

The cat bolts. Stan flops on the bed and pulls off a shoe-Out falls a PENTAGRAM CHARM.
SHIRLEY
(innocent)
How’d that get there?
He springs up, fist around the pentagram.
STAN
More of this witch shit? Do you
know how ridiculous you look?
He drops the pentagram at her feet. She picks it up.
SHIRLEY
Oh, but it’s for protection, dear!
STAN
Protection. I bet.
He leaves, then turns back and pats his jacket pocket.
STAN (CONT’D)
Dear, don’t you know--I use my own.
Shirley holds the pentagram as we hear his footsteps down the
stairs.
She opens a drawer with a FALSE BOTTOM and we see various
WICCA SUPPLIES - charms, oils, amulets, crystals, candles.
She replaces the pentagram and closes the drawer.
EXT. BOARDING HOUSE - THE NEXT MORNING
Stan sneaks out onto a porch carrying his rumpled suit
jacket. His young paramour, BETTY (20s) ducks her head out,
check the coast is clear and gives him a chaste peck on the
cheek.
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Stan squeezes her juicy ass.
She stifles a scream and smacks him with glee.
Stan winks and turns on heel as she shuts the door.
INT. BOARDING HOUSE - CONT.
Betty sighs and leans against the door, clutching her bath
robe in carnal contentment.
INT. BENNINGTON COLLEGE - PSYCH DEPARTMENT - LATER
Betty, now dressed, streams out of a class with her fellow
STUDENTS. One of them takes her elbow.
STUDENT
Betty! This came for you. The housemom almost saw it!
She hands Betty a small wrapped package marked with a HEART.
STUDENT (CONT’D)
I think I’ll write my paper on the
psychological implications of all
the ways I overheard you using the
word “daddy” last night.
BETTY
(shrugs)
What can I say, he’s very Oedipal.
She opens the package and freezes-It’s a VOODOO DOLL made from black and white cat hair. It has
creepy red eyes and pins stick out of its felted heart.
Her friend laughs as Betty shoves the horrid thing back in
its paper.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - FAMILY ROOM
Shirley smokes and changes Baby Barry as Laurie and Sadie
play nearby. They push Orson, dressed in a baby bonnet, in a
little pram.
LAURIE
We need to change our baby now!
Sadie reaches into the pram as Orson gives a low growl.
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SADIE
Orson is a spoil sport! Where are
Hester and Jester? Or Salem?
Orson SWATS as the phone RINGS from the kitchen.
SHIRLEY
Remember, how many cats do we have
if Daddy asks?
Three.

SADIE

Three.

LAURIE

Shirley nods as she props Barry on her hip and goes to the
phone.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - CONT. / NEW YORKER OFFICE
Shirley picks up the phone. (The following conversation takes
place on the phone, cross-cut between Shirley in her kitchen
and Harold and Kip in his office on speakerphone.
SHIRLEY
Good tidings?
HAROLD
Shirley, it’s Harold Ross at The
New Yorker. Kip is sitting here
with me, too.
SHIRLEY
Kip, thank you for the flowers! My
little savages pulled them apart
within minutes, of course, but I
assure you they were a worthy
sacrifice to the altar of
childhood.
KIP
Happy to obli-HAROLD
Look, Shirley, I’m going to cut to
the chase. The response to your
‘Lottery’ story has been, well,
downright Biblical.
KIP
Locusts and floods, not the part
about loving thy neighbor.
SHIRLEY
Oh is that in the Bible?
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HAROLD
Ha. Now you know we’re all proud as
hell of that story, but people are
cancelling their subscriptions left
and right.
SHIRLEY
Because of my story? Why?
KIP
There seem to be three types of
letters: your standard run-of-themill outrage for the sake of
decency-Right.

SHIRLEY

KIP
The people who believed it to be a
work of non-fiction and demand to
know the name of this violent
little hamlet so that they can
visit themselves-Shirley CHOKES on her cigarette smoke.
You okay?

HAROLD

KIP
We should really start denoting
which pieces are fiction, boss.
SHIRLEY
Please, go on.
KIP
And then there’s the biggest group-the ones who just didn’t understand
what it meant.
Shirley twists the cord in her fingers as she shakes her
head.
SHIRLEY
It means what it means. It’s just-those are all the words I had to
write.
KIP
Sure, but it’s about anti-Semitism,
right?
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24.

No--

SHIRLEY

HAROLD
Hell’s bells, Kip! We can’t go
announcing that!
(beat)
Sorry, Shirley. It’s just that
Kip’s got to write responses to all
these people, so we’re at bit at
sea over here.
SHIRLEY
It’s...it’s a fable.
KIP
A fable! That’s good. I like that-conjures up talking animals and
fairy tales, perfect.
SHIRLEY
It’s not a fairy tale!
HAROLD
See, you’ve got a lot to say about
it. So we’re thinking you can give
a little press conference here in
our offices to explain your idea
for the story and what it means to
you. Throw the poor saps a bone.
KIP
Instead of a rock.
SHIRLEY
Absolutely not! It’s a story! You
must’ve had reactions like this
before--what about the Nabokov
story? Or the one from [Male
Writer]?
HAROLD
Nothing like this. Not even the
Hiroshima essay.
KIP
Plus, that actually happened. So.
A silent, tortured pause. Shirley strokes Baby Barry’s hair.
HAROLD
Well, think it over. We’re sending
a courier over with some of the
letters to read for yourself.
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25.
KIP
Oh, say, I think Stan’s getting
notes on his piece from Bill
tonight, so maybe we can send home
some more thoughts for you.
Okay...

SHIRLEY

HAROLD
Great idea, Kip. We’ll do that.
Listen to what Stan has to say
tonight and look for those letters,
okay?
I will.

SHIRLEY

HAROLD
Wonderful. Goodbye.
KIP
Have a good day, Shir-The call is ended on their end.
Shirley hangs up the phone, stunned.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LATER
Shirley cleans the house, lost in furious thought.
SHIRLEY
(to herself)
Oh yes, please send my husband home
with some thoughts for me.
(beat)
Please do. And a roast chicken.
(beat)
Oh, well, you know I’m clean out of
thoughts now after writing that
many words, so gee thanks!
(beat)
I’m just plum out of thoughts after
writing so many big words!
(beat)
Those words just took all the
thoughts right outta me, boys! Gee
whiz!
The doorbell RINGS. She looks out the window. It’s not the
courier. It’s Midge, holding the New Yorker in a clenched
fist.
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SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Gee-fucking-whiz.
END ACT I. (MAYBE? But I sketched out a little more...which
may only confuse things, but I’d be obliged if you wanted to
read.)
INT. ALGONQUIN HOTEL LOBBY BAR - MANHATTAN - NIGHT
Harold, Kip and Stan drink with some New Yorker staffers and
editors about the shitstorm from “The Lottery.”
HAROLD
Okay, Bill, speak. I know you’ve
been waiting to tell us we were
wrong.
This is WILLIAM “BILL” MAXWELL (40), another fiction editor.
Maxwell is lean, soft-spoken and friendly. He observes more
than he speaks, and when he does it is slow and thoughtful.
BILL
I just found it a tad contrived.
Heavy-handed.
STAN
Will someone please tell Baby Bill
that we live in a world that
fetishizes regeneration through
violence?
KIP
What he said.
STAN
There’s never been a more vital
time to write about our celebration
of violence as an atoning ritual to
renew both the individual and the
nation-The editors’ eyes glaze over as Stan signals for another
cocktail.
STAN (CONT’D)
Do I need to remind you what just
happened to my cousins in Poland?
The WASP-y men groan into their scotch glasses.
HAROLD
Fuck no, Stan, you don’t.
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27.
GUS
Some of us were actually there.
Sets up press conference.
INT. SOMEWHERE
Shirley peers react.
INT. SOMEWHERE
INT. COVEN
Shirley and witchy weirdo friend(s).
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN
Shirley opens up several cans of CAT FOOD. A chorus of MEOWS
fill the air as all of the various black-and-white cats
assemble.
As they eat, she silently counts how many there actually are-SHIRLEY
(mouthing)
Thirteen.
INT. PRESS CONFERENCE
Shirley enters in witchy regalia
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SCARY STORIES OUTLINE
LOGLINE IDEAS:
1) When her macabre short story creates a sensation in
postwar America, a brilliant writer must choose between her
budding career and her increasingly oppressive domestic life.
2) When her short horror story creates a sensation in postwar
America, a brilliant writer must battle her own fears to keep
her abusive marriage from destroying everything she worked to
achieve.

1948
INT. HYMAN HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - AFTERNOON
Shirley is alone, pregnant and smoking a cigarette as she
listens to a baseball game on the radio. She cheers along
with the game as she sorts a mass of notecards spread over
the floor. Her desk is chaos, her manner serene. Two black
and white cats groom and nap nearby.
As she ponders the spread of cards, she alternates talking to
the radio and talking to the cards, assuming voices of
characters as she scribbles notes and speaking as a narrator
when she rearranges scenes.
She eventually realizes the doorbell is ringing over and
over.
INT. HYMAN HOME - FRONT STEP
A nosy neighbor returns Shirley’s two kids, Laurence (6) and
Joanne (3), with a judgmental tone about them running wild in
town. See how Shirley is smarter than her average peer, and
the staid attitudes of her townsfolk. (Lottery reference?
Given a stone or something?)
The kids haul in a wagon carrying a stack of New Yorker
magazines.
SHIRLEY
What good scouts you are! Where did
you find so many?
JOANNE
Trash cans!
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2.
LAURIE
(hitting her arm)
Jannie! You weren’t supposed to say
that!
Shirley frowns at this, but praises her kids for
accomplishing their mission. She goes to the kitchen to start
dinner.
She sets a stack of New Yorker copies on the perfectly-set
kitchen table. Has the kids start putting them in envelopes.
She is going to send them to friends and family.
A different BLACK-AND-WHITE CAT jumps on the table and chews
the magazines.
SHIRLEY
(swatting)
H.P.! Shoo!
He hisses and jumps away as she wipes the sweat from her
forehead. She opens a magazine up to her story and we can see
the The Lottery title and very first line.
[Animation of The Lottery here would be ideal! Or animation
of the stones?]
INT. NEW YORKER EDITORIAL OFFICES - SAME TIME
In a parallel image to the flying stones, a torrent of
LETTERS rain down on a desk. The envelopes are all addressed
to the New Yorker.
This is the desk of HAROLD ROSS (56) editor-in-chief.
Harold is tall and intimidating, more comfortable writing
about life than living it. His all-consuming drive and short
temper are barely concealed by a polished three-piece suit
and chic glasses.
HAROLD
Don’t suppose these are all to say,
“Keep up the good work, boys?”
The man holding the mail bag is KIP ORR (40s), another
editor. Kip is all angles and thick glasses--the kind of guy
who looks like he should be shelved at a library. But under
the surface he’s fiery, passionate and witty.
Kip takes his pipe in his teeth to toss the bag on Ross’s
desk and pulls out a few OPENED LETTERS from his jacket
pocket.
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3.
KIP
(reading)
“I frankly confess to being
completely baffled by Shirley
Jackson’s ‘The Lottery.’”
Harold pulls a bottle of WHISKEY from his desk.
KIP (CONT’D)
(reading)
“Will you please send us a brief
explanation before my husband and I
scratch right through our scalps
trying to fathom it?”
Kip tosses the letter onto Harold’s desk.
KIP (CONT’D)
Got time to send the good Mr. and
Mrs. Friend, yes that’s really
their name, a little explanation,
boss?
Harold drinks.
HAROLD
She actually took the time to write
that she didn’t understand it.
(beat)
Whatever happened to venturing a
damned guess?
KIP
Well they’re cancelling their
subscription, so now they’ll have
more free time to ponder the text.
HAROLD
I refuse to cater to the
intellectually bovine.
KIP
Never kowtow, boss.
Kip flashes Harold another letter.
KIP (CONT’D)
This reader wasn’t so perplexed.
(beat)
“Outrageous and perverted.”
He reads from the other letters in his hand.
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4.
KIP (CONT’D)
“Gruesome.”
(next letter)
“Utterly pointless.”
(next letter)
“Gratuitously disagreeable.”
Kip hits his forehead in mock dismay.
KIP (CONT’D)
There, now I’ve gone and spoiled
what we’ll write on your tombstone.
Fuck off.

HAROLD

Harold hands Kip a drink and the men TOAST. They consider the
letters as they take sips.
HAROLD (CONT’D)
These are all about the Jackson
story?
KIP
And the three other bags outside.
HAROLD
Have we heard from Jackson yet, or,
Jesus Christ, her fucking husband?
KIP
Semester’s almost over. Professor
Hyman would never tear himself away
from his last few weeks of, well,
tearing collegiate hymen.
HAROLD
Praise the small miracle of Stan’s
ravenous dick.
Kip turns to leave as Harold runs his hands through the pile
of letters.
HAROLD (CONT’D)
Which editor voted not to publish
it, again?
(beat)
The only one, I might inform these
gutless cretins.
Bill.

KIP
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5.

Right.

HAROLD

He downs his drink.
HAROLD (CONT’D)
Keep him the hell away from me,
would you?
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - MEANWHILE
As another BLACK-AND-WHITE cat grooms himself on the
windowsill, Shirley preps a roast chicken as Laurie and
Joanne play nearby. They push a cat, dressed in a baby
bonnet, in a little pram.
LAURIE
We need to change the baby now!
Joanne reaches into the pram as Orson gives a low growl.
JOANNE
Orson is a spoil sport! Where are
Hester and Jester? Or Salem?
Orson SWATS as the phone RINGS from the kitchen.
SHIRLEY
Remember, how many cats do we have
if Daddy asks?
Three.

JOANNE

Three.

LAURIE

Shirley nods as she goes to the phone.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - CONT. / NEW YORKER OFFICE
Shirley picks up the phone. (The following conversation takes
place on the phone, cross-cut between Shirley in her kitchen
and Harold and Kip in his office on speakerphone.
SHIRLEY
Good tidings?
HAROLD
Shirley, it’s Harold Ross at The
New Yorker. Kip is sitting here
with me, too.
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SHIRLEY
Kip, thank you for the flowers! My
little savages pulled them apart
within minutes, of course, but I
assure you they were a worthy
sacrifice to the altar of
childhood.
KIP
Happy to obli-HAROLD
Look, Shirley, I’m going to cut to
the chase. The response to your
‘Lottery’ story has been, well,
downright Biblical.
KIP
Locusts and floods, not the part
about loving thy neighbor.
SHIRLEY
Oh is that in the Bible?
HAROLD
Ha. Now you know we’re all proud as
hell of that story, but people are
cancelling their subscriptions left
and right.
SHIRLEY
Because of my story? Why?
KIP
There seem to be three types of
letters: your standard run-of-themill outrage for the sake of
decency-Right.

SHIRLEY

KIP
The people who believed it to be a
work of non-fiction and demand to
know the name of this violent
little hamlet so that they can
visit themselves-Shirley CHOKES on her cigarette smoke.
You okay?

HAROLD
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7.
KIP
We should really start denoting
which pieces are fiction, boss.
SHIRLEY
Please, go on.
KIP
And then there’s the biggest group-the ones who just didn’t understand
what it meant.
Shirley twists the cord in her fingers as she shakes her
head.
SHIRLEY
It means what it means. It’s just-those are all the words I had to
write.
KIP
Sure, but it’s about anti-Semitism,
right?
No--

SHIRLEY

HAROLD
Hell’s bells, Kip! We can’t go
announcing that!
(beat)
Sorry, Shirley. It’s just that
Kip’s got to write responses to all
these people, so we’re at bit at
sea over here.
SHIRLEY
It’s...it’s a fable.
KIP
A fable! That’s good. I like that-conjures up talking animals and
fairy tales, perfect.
SHIRLEY
It’s not a fairy tale!
HAROLD
See, you’ve got a lot to say about
it. So we’re thinking you can give
a little press conference here in
our offices to explain your idea
for the story and what it means to
you. Throw the poor saps a bone.
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8.
KIP
Instead of a rock.
SHIRLEY
Absolutely not! It’s a story! You
must’ve had reactions like this
before--what about the Nabokov
story?
HAROLD
Nothing like this. Not even the
Hiroshima essay.
KIP
Plus, that actually happened. So.
A silent, tortured pause.
HAROLD
Well, think it over. We’re sending
a courier over with some of the
letters to read for yourself.
KIP
Oh, say, I think Stan’s getting
notes on his piece from Bill
tonight, so maybe we can send home
some more thoughts for you.
Okay...

SHIRLEY

HAROLD
Great idea, Kip. We’ll do that.
Listen to what Stan has to say
tonight and look for those letters,
okay?
I will.

SHIRLEY

HAROLD
Wonderful. Goodbye.
KIP
Have a good day, Shir-The call is ended on their end. Shirley hangs up the phone,
stunned. Kids are demanding and distracting.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LATER
Shirley cleans the house, lost in furious thought.
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9.
SHIRLEY
(to herself)
Oh yes, please send my husband home
with some thoughts for me.
(beat)
Please do. And a roast chicken.
(beat)
Oh, well, you know I’m clean out of
thoughts now after writing that
many words, so gee thanks!
(beat)
I’m just plum out of thoughts after
writing so many big words!
(beat)
Those words just took all the
thoughts right outta me, boys! Gee
whiz!
The doorbell RINGS. She looks out the window. It’s the
courier with an enormous sack of mail.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Gee-fucking-whiz.
INT. HYMAN HOME
- Shirley’s day continues to deteriorate as she reads the
letters and the kids are little monsters to deal with. Her
pregnancy causes her physical pain.
- Her husband, Stan, finally comes home.
- See how Stan helps defend Shirley from criticism. See how
he champions her work and is her intellectual equal. See that
he is funny with the kids.
- On his encouragement, Shirley decides to go through with
sending off copies to her friends and family. She resumes
stuffing envelopes when-- Scene where Stan’s cheating is apparent. The he does it in
front of her and expects her to deal. That it causes her
great pain but he refuses to change.
- Huge fight.
- Stan leaves to cheat. Shirley is alone with the kids, who
are now also upset and crying.
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INT. HYMAN HOME - NIGHT
Pregnant Shirley walking through her house, kids crying and
screaming loud in the background, she dumps out a laundry
basket and takes the it around the house, smoking a
cigarette. She puts various items in the basket that rests on
her belly.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Dear Stan, what does she have that
I don’t have? Even I can admit she
has a beautiful body and I am fat.
In her office, Shirley pours a bourbon into a glass on her
desk as she throws some items into the basket.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
I want you I want you and I always
get what I want.
She closes her eyes and takes a drag of cigarette.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
I can’t be apart from you because
I’m too much of you, I am you and
you are me, so no matter how far
you go, you’re with me. Even when
you’re not with me, you are.
(beat)
Even when you’re not, you are.
She considers her swollen belly.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Dear Stan, I’m leaving you, etc.
Etc. Etc.
In the bedroom she dumps out the contents of the basket into
a SUITCASE.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
I can’t stay.
Something makes her reconsider. She collapses on the floor,
eyeing the overflowing suitcase. There is a WOODEN BOX
visible in the pile.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
I can’t leave. Please don’t leave
me alone with myself. I don’t trust
her.
She opens the box, inside is a TAROT CARD DECK.
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11.
She lays the cards in a CELTIC CROSS FORMATION as she
narrates to herself.
SHIRLEY
The situation at hand.
(two obviously scary
looking cards)
Ha! And people say tarot isn’t
real.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
The past. What forces work on you.
The subconscious. The advice.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
And then, that prize pig. That
golden apple. That fucking ratfaced bastard.
(beat)
The future.
She places the last card and then takes the papers from her
apron. She lays them down and we see them--DIVORCE PAPERS.
Shirley considers her spread, takes a drag.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
So tell me the story, tarot, all
the way to the end. I’m nowhere but
here.
CARD 3 - THE PAST (1945-48)
Card: Duplicity, unfairness, hostile environment
Stan and Shirley (just 26) settle in Bennington, Vermont as
Stanley takes up teaching at the local women’s college.
Laurie is two, Joanne is a newborn.
Shirley is introduced to the campus, and it seems amazing at
first. Bennington girls enjoy a freedom she always wanted-most don’t wear make-up, they dress for comfort, they are
smart and sassy and encouraged to speak their minds by the
mostly male faculty. They also enjoy sexual freedom, and they
seem very liberated.
But Shirley quickly learns that this liberation is encouraged
just for the students, but the expectations for a faculty
wife are not much different than stuffy gendered norms. She
is expected not to speak up, to keep her accomplishments
quiet, to support Stan, and to cater to the students.
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12.
Shirley suffers crises of confidence at the cold reception by
Bennington. She makes friends with another wife, BETSY who is
a talented painter.
Shirley asserts her independence anyway, wearing comfy
clothes and loose hair and no makeup as she works to complete
her first novel. She gets closer to Betsy, who confides that
she wants to die.
Stan, predictably, takes on favorite (beautiful) students and
invites them to the house where he showers them with
attention and flirtation. He humiliates Shirley at a dinner,
belittling her personal manner while praising her writing.
Shirley is fed up, she threatens him and rages at him.
Betsy disappears and Shirley fears she has killed herself. No
one else seems alarmed, assuming she’s just on a vacation. No
one really misses Betsy except Shirley.
One day, Betsy reappears and Shirley is so relieved. But
Betsy is different--she’d been sent to a hospital and is now
scared to seem difficult.
Shirley forgives Stan and resumes their normal, co-dependent
dynamic. She works on her novel while he flirts in their
house.
Shirley sells the novel.
She’s unable to do it, so Stan helps Shirley write the bio
for the cover.
CARD 4 - THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE (1948-49)
Card: a deal with the devil
- Controversy grows over The Lottery, she is shunned in town
- New Yorker editors want to talk to her. Introduce Kip--her
ally. (Kip is either a male NYer editor, or “Kit,” a
fictionalization of Shirley’s female agent.)
- Raucous party at their house with the NYer editors and
Stan. Stan defends her work. The editors want to have a press
conference where Shirley explains the story. Stan is game,
Shirley is not.
- In a quiet moment with Kip, Shirley does the utensil magic
trick, inspiring Kip that she should approach the press
conference with a witchy persona. She agrees.
- Shirley gives birth to their third child, Sarah. It’s a
difficult birth, and she is weakened.
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13.
- Shirley starts to have dreams of a demon lover whisking her
away.
- She gives the press conference as a witch, and the public
loves it.
- Agoraphobia begins, and Shirley is less and less able to
socialize, even with Kip.
- They want to do a voice recording of The Lottery, but she
declines weirdly to record because she doesn’t want to leave
her house.
- Instead Laurie tapes her inside their house. Shirley is
drinking the whole time to fight her nerves.
LAURIE
Mom, can you-What?

SHIRLEY

LAURIE
It’s just...you’re drinking.
SHIRLEY
Oh, love, I think that veil was
lifted some time around when you
left the womb.
LAURIE
No, no. They’ll hear your bourbon
on the recording.
SHIRLEY
They’ll see it on the page, too.
She lifts her glass to him.
LAURIE
I can adjust the levels.
SHIRLEY
It’s not nice to shut out the
friends who’ve helped you get where
you are.
- Shirley completes the Lottery short story collection, and
all anyone can talk about is her being a witch. There are
tacky marketing ideas around this. She hates it.
CARD 5 - GOAL (1950-51)
Card: Recognition, money, blazing a trail, inspiring others.
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On top of your game.
- Shirley enjoys financial success with the Lottery
collection, which makes Stan very jealous as he is struggling
to sell any of his own books.
- She secretly buys her first car, even though she can’t
drive. She keeps it in a lot away from the house.
- She sells the film rights, but cannot celebrate because of
Stan’s oppressive ego.
- She begins driving lessons
- As she drives around one day, she seems Stan with another
woman.
- She is in demand as a writer. Vignette ends with writing
feeling good...
- And confidence feeing bad.
[MIDPOINT]
CARD 6 - SUBCONSCIOUS/THE ROOT (1950-51)
Card: Afraid to be alone, the world seems cruel, darkness
surrounds you
- Shirley is pregnant with their fourth child.
- Their maid sees a ghost/suffers a nervous breakdown in
front of Shirley and the kids, terrifying her.
- Writes to an advice columnist
- Laurie is injured in a horrific car accident and nearly
dies. The woman who hit him is hateful and the town turns
against the Hyman family.
- The traumas bring Shirley and Stan closer together and
their marriage seems repaired.
- Hangsaman novel comes out, and Stan is angered by the
passages that are clearly about her disdain for him
- Shirley gives birth to her fourth child, Barry.
- The hospital refuses to accept “writer” as he occupation
and lists “Housewife” on hospital intake form
- Shirley brings Barry home from the hospital. As she enters,
she gives him to Joanne, saying, “This one’s for you.”
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15.

CARD 7 - ADVICE FOR APPROACH (1953-1956)
Card: Find your voice, face your fears or they will suffocate
you.
- Stan returns to his philandering and disregard for
Shirley’s feelings, her drinking gets worse
- At one of their epic parties, Shirley has a brief tryst
with Dylan Thomas. It is mostly chaste but it unlocks
something for her. She confides in Kit that she is afraid to
leave Stan.
- Doctor gives her pills, soon Shirley has little vials of
her pills all over the house.
- Shirley gets severe Writer’s block, she nervously cuts her
fingers very badly one night making dinner, and cannot type
for weeks.
- Stan helps her create a schedule, treating her more like a
patient than a wife.
- Shirley gets an assignment to writes about the Salem Witch
Trials, and gets her groove back.
- Reviews come out for her latest humorous essay collection
about motherhood. Women reviewers pan the book, and male
reviewers can’t seem to accept that she is good at both humor
and horror.
- Shirley, alone and with bandaged hands, watches The Lottery
on TV.
CARD 8 - THE ENVIRONMENT (1957)
Card: Anxiety, it is a time in need of leadership, people
want to hear what you have to say, you can make a difference.
- Operation Ivy on TV
- Cult member at the house
- Looking for haunted houses with Laurie in her car
- Growing financial success
- Lecture goes very well
- Writer’s block and agoraphobia continue
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CARD 9 - HOPES & FEARS (1960)
Card: The Hanged Man - rebirth through death
- Jeanne Beatty, a fan, reaches out to Shirley with good
mail, telling her how important her work is to her.
- Stan fights her over her working habits, Shirley refuses to
change. Researches poisonous mushrooms while making dinner.
- Visits Salem IRL and is disgusted by commercialism. Must
rely on herself, not magic. Not men!
- Begins to write again--this time it’s Castle, which will go
on to be one of her strongest stories ever!
CARD 10 - OUTCOME (1962 - 64)
Card: Queen of Wands - bravery, inspiring others, creative
power
- Giggling with Stan about their weight, seems to accept her
- Barb cheating, running after him as the kids hold her back.
- Book party for Castle
- Breadloaf, does not invite Stan. She’s a boss there.
- She writes in her journal.
- In town, she buys another, bigger suitcase before heading
back to Bennington. Shopkeeper remarks on it, and Shirley’s
response is cryptic but hints that she is ready to leave Stan
and find freedom.

BACK TO 1948
- The kids need her and Shirley gives in, answers the
responsibility of being a mother to small children.
- Shirley puts the tarot cards away
- Shirley unpacks the suitcase
- She makes dinner for the kids
- She dyes the mashed potatoes green
- She watches her kids devour it like green-mouthed, frothing
savages, takes a drag of her cigarette...and smiles.
FADE TO BLACK
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SUPER: Shirley Jackson died in her sleep in 1965 at the age
of 48, still in the home she shared with Stan.
In her too-short life, she published six novels, six short
story collections, two memoirs, and four children’s books.
Her work has been widely adapted for film, television, and
theater.
The Lottery is one of the most anthologized and banned short
stories in world literature. It remains the most
controversial story the New Yorker has ever published.
The last words written in her journal were:
Laughter is possible.
Laughter is possible.
Laughter is possible.
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SCARY STORIES OUTLINE
Logline: When brilliant writer Shirley Jackson’s short story
is an overnight sensation, she must confront the tension
between her co-dependent marriage and her rising career.
ACT 1
- Open in lively party at Shirley and Stan’s. Close uptracking shot of Shirley from behind as we move through the
party. People are nice to her, but not particularly warm. She
serves some drinks, takes some glasses/napkins. She sees Stan
(unbeknownst to us that he’s her husband) and he is flirting
with a PRETTY WOMAN.

*
*
*
*
*
*

- Invisible shift into Shirley’s imagination. She goes
outside for a smoke. She is approached by a handsome guest,
WARD. He seduces her and they are caught by Stan, who is
furious and hurt. Shirley isn’t bothered, she’s casual about
it even. She sends Stan away so she can keep making out with
Ward.

*
*
*
*
*
*

- SOMETHING snaps Shirley out of her inner world.
moment watching Stan flirt. She is very pregnant.
pay him any mind, dear,” MARCIE, a fellow married
advises her. Shirley assures her that she doesn’t

Back in the
“Oh don’t
woman
care.

*
*
*
*

She surveys the scene: the raucous party at the Hyman-Jackson
house. Guests mill about, drinking and listening to the
latest jazz records. Ward is there, he is not romantically
interested in Shirley.

*
*
*
*

- Shirley excuses herself.

*

- Upstairs we see her with the sleeping toddlers, Laurence
and Joanne. It’s almost as though she is waiting for them to
wake up, wanting them to wake up. They don’t. She goes back
downstairs.

*
*
*
*

- She enters as Stan holds court in his study with Ralph
Ellison, Fred (Stan’s editor -- condense into the Ward
character?), and two female undergrads. He is openly flirty
with the young women, to the amusement of the room. Wanting
to keep the party going so she can prevent Stan from leaving,
Shirley leaves to go make more hors d'oeuvres. Ralph is
uncomfortable with Stan’s open flirting and follows.

*
*
*
*

- In the kitchen, Ralph pulls out her novel from his coat
pocket. Ralph asks about the rumor that she’s a witch. She
denies being a witch but does a magic trick for Ralph, always
hovering between easy categorization. She shoos Ralph away.

*
*
*
*

- Shirley finishes the food, and brings it in to join the
party. Everyone is leaving. It’s too late.
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2.
On her way out, Marcie remarks that Shirley has her painting
up, it’s so old, she’s embarrassed. Shirley says she LOVES
the painting -- an amazing bold abstract piece. Marcie’s
husband says she’s got new show, better stuff, up tomorrow.
Shirley should come by. She’s like, I will! (Not!)
- As they leave, Ralph teases Shirley for lying to Marcie.
Shirley asks him to stay for another drink with her -- she’ll
tell him how to finish his novel! But he leaves. Shirley
doesn’t have enough draw to keep the literary set there at
the house, not even Ralph, who is after Fred as an editor.
And they all have to get back to New York anyway.
- Stan finds Jackie in Shirley’s study. She is looking
through Shirley’s collection of occult stuff. Stan makes
moves on her as Jackie picks up a deck of tarot cards-- Shirley
flustered
like it’s
Stan asks

bursts in. “Don’t you touch those!” Jackie is
to be caught with Stan, but Stan and Shirley act
expected. Shirley is more concerned with the cards.
to see Jackie later. She’s creeped out and leaves.

- Stan blames Shirley for ruining his date. They argue about
his affairs--he blames his anxieties about finishing his book
and the fact that she is so pregnant. She insults him. He
says “I must not be so bad because you keep sticking around!”
He goes after Jackie.
- In her
with the
the deck
a shelf.

study, Shirley sits on the floor to do a reading
cards. The first card is THE LOVERS and she throws
across the room, knocking over a can of marbles off
The marbles rain down on the floor.

Inciting - Shift back into Shirley’s imagination: She walks
out into the night, and finds herself walking into a village,
establishing the setting of the short story. The village is
eerily silent, no one in sight. She walks the streets and
sees all the other people in their houses, with their
families.
She stops outside one particularly Rockwell-looking house. In
the lit window, Stan and Jackie kiss.
Shirley looks down at her body. As if remembering, she pulls
a MARBLE from her pocket.
She THROWS it against the window. The lovers break their
embrace and see her. Stan yells at her.
Shirley is surrounded by rocks and she throws them one-byone. She smiles and sweats. They break through the window and
hit Stan.
He falls. Shirley dusts off her hands.
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3.
- Back in reality, late night in Shirley’s study. She pulls a
piece of YELLOW PAPER from her typewriter and starts to edit.
Stan comes in, they see each other and no words are exchanged
as he heads upstairs.
- A new day, morning routine with kids. Shirley
grapefruit, forever on a diet. Stan says, Write
last night? She says it was nothing. Forget it.
to teach and work on his book, giving Shirley a
compliment about her work ethic.

*
*
*
*

eats a
anything good
Stan goes off
backwards

P.P. 1 Shirley alone, again. Phone call from AGENT - Bernice.
Bernice reads her a favorable-ish review of her novel The
Road Through the Wall from Montreal. Shirley is annoyed and
feels misunderstood. Bernice wants something to shop around,
maybe even to The New Yorker again. Shirley is not confident
and says she hasn’t started anything that fits their mold.
Bernice says, “So break the mold,” is optimistic but
concerned about her health--“Shirley. When’s the last time
you got out of the house?”

*
*
*
*
*

- Shirley rides in Marcie’s car to go to her art show at
Bennington University, the women’s college where Stan
teaches. Marcie is nervous about showing her work and asks
Shirley for advice, but Shirley just makes Marcie more
nervous. Reveal Shirley doesn’t know how to drive.

*
*
*
*
*

- As she creeps around the English department, Shirley sneaks
into Stan’s class and secretly observes him being a good
teacher and encouraging his students from a place of genuine
care.

*
*
*
*

- Marcie and the faculty wives show her a boring version of
life. The art opening for Marcie’s paintings, billed as WIFE
OF ART PROFESSOR BARRON.
- Jackie’s friend is at the show and Shirley corners her for
info on Jackie, but doesn’t get any.

*
*

- Shirley leaves the opening and finds her kids at the day
care. She watches her children play in a sandbox. Laurence is
mean to another little boy. Lost in thought, she makes no
move to stop it, provoking the wrath of another parent.

*
*
*

- Imagination: Tessie gardening with the stones, now putting
them into a wheelbarrow as she goes through the village. She
gives a stone to every woman she meets, to their confusion.
Tessie returns home and makes a cup of tea, settles into a
chair and snaps her fingers. At that instant, the stones grow
HUGE, become boulders, crush the women. Tessie finishes her
tea in peaceful quiet. Stan comes through the door, back home
to Tessie.

*
*
*
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- Back at home, Shirley pulls a sheet of her signature YELLOW
PAPER from her typewriter and reads what she’s written. She
chirps to one of the cats that it just might be something!
- Doorbell - It’s Jackie. She heard Shirley was asking about
her, and wants to check if she’s really okay with her
sleeping with Stan--because that’d be so hip of her, flatters
her and pressures her into being okay with it. Shirley’s
pride keeps her from showing Jackie how much it hurts her.
Jackie suggests that they should get to know each other.
- Shirley hastily sends her kids off to a neighbor’s house as
she leaves with Jackie.
- Jackie takes Shirley to a dive bar. We actually see Jackie
is cool. Seems fearless in a way Shirley wishes that she was-Shirley buys her act, doesn’t see her own value. Women
constantly comparing themselves/being compared to other
women.
- Back at home, Shirley prepares an incredible meal as she
dotes on her kids in the kitchen, telling them hilarious,
inventive stories. She’s asserting her dominance in this
domain, reassuring herself. She’s also a good, if
unconventional, mom who loves her kids and nurtures their
true selves.
- At dinner, the meal is savored by the kids. Ralph is over.
Stan is in high spirits for finishing his manuscript. He
raves about Ralph’s in-progress novel (what will be The
Invisible Man), encouraging him. In her imagination, Shirley
sees the dinner food transform into ghoulish, amusing things.
- Stan tells his thoughts of Shirley’s latest draft. He is
savvy, encourages her, supports her. Says Shirley is taking
out her jealousy in her work and that’s rich material to
mine! His love of the work also robs it of something
essential for Shirley.
- Shirley and Ralph scene, discussing her utensil trick. It’s
just something she’s always been able to do. Ralph asks her
if she’s okay. She insists she is. He says goodnight.
- Stan leaves again to go see Jackie, praising Shirley for
being friends with her. Shirley is again isolated/trapped in
the house. He leaves her his manuscript with a flattering
note asking for her thoughts.
- She throws out her days’ pages.
- She watches TV, big boxing match is on. She turns it off
and picks up Stan’s manuscript.
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- WEEKS PASS. Shirley at the grocery store, creatively
reigning in her kids to the disapproval of the town. Antisemitism. Need this?
- Stan’s good side, the intellectual companionship he offers
her. He’s excited about his book, his magnum opus--we see all
the hopes and dreams he has pinned on it, his fragility.
- Jackie comes to visit Shirley, friendship. Shirley reads
tarot for Jackie--of course it’s all pretty sunny. Jackie
seems so free, and the whole world is ahead of her. Shirley
makes excuses for Jackie to leave, saying it’s about to storm
even though it’s perfectly nice out.

*
*

- Another imagined Lottery draft. Tessie does dishes as a
storm gathers outside her windows. A siren sounds, and Tessie
sighs, putting down the dishes and heading out into the town
square as it starts to rain.

*
*
*
*

In the gazebo, are two seats arranged like a boxing ring.
Tessie takes her seat as though she’s done it a million times
and looks out at the assembled crowd, watching under
umbrellas.

*
*
*
*

The emcee pulls Jackie into the second seat. Stan emerges as
Tessie’s boxing coach. Ward is Jackie’s coach. The men hand
the women rocks as a bell rings.

*
*
*

Tessie and Jackie circle each other with rocks in hand. The
crowd cheers. Stan and Ward share a cigar as they watch.

*
*

Jackie advances, about to smash Tessie with the rock when
Tessie whirls, bringing down her rock on Jackie’s face--

*
*

Thunder crashes!

*

Shirley is back in reality, at her typewriter. It actually is
raining outside. She says, “I’ll be damned.”

*
*

- Middle the night, as it still storms, Shirley alone in
marital bed.

*
*

- She goes to the kids’ room. She waits for a thunderclap and
uses it to wake them up. She brings the kids orange sodas and
candy in bed as she tells them stories that delight them.

*
*
*

- Another day. Bernice turns up the pressure for Shirley’s
story but she’s still very unsure.

*
*

- Shirley asks for Stan’s notes.

*

- After Stan gives her good notes, he falls asleep on the
couch watching Red Sox baseball. Shirley moves him into bed
and it’s a sweet moment. He’s finally at home for the night.
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- In the dark of her study, Shirley calls Jackie. She asks
for Stan and pretends to be shocked he isn’t there. She lies,
telling Jackie he must be with someone else and savors her
hurt reaction. It’s not a pretty thing she does. Jackie
believes Shirley is her friend, and Shirley lets her.
- Another day, Jackie and Shirley have coffee, Jackie unloads
how she can’t believe Stan is cheating on her and how hurt
she is. Shirley enjoys hearing her pain because it is also
her own.

*
*
*
*

- Shirley walks her quiet house, her kids and husband tucked
into their beds. She’s restless, though, as she smokes. She
makes a pot of coffee.
- Shirley goes to her typewriter. She feeds in a yellow page
and starts typing, slowly at first, then faster as-- In her imagination, The Lottery plays out as written, but
this time Shirley narrates it. The breakthrough being that
Tessie becomes the VICTIM of the stones, rather than the
triumphant avenger. Shirley is now separate from Tessie, in
the crowd as her pregnant real self, throwing stones. (Theme
of the darkness in everyone. Finding honesty about her pain.)
- Intercut with people (including Stan) reading it in the New
Yorker, losing their minds.
- Stones fly at Tessie
- Envelopes fall on NYer desk. (weeks later)
MIDPOINT: The Lottery is a smash, but hugely controversial.
NYer offices, public reaction is spiraling out of control and
they’re losing readers. Mention is made of how Stan’s book is
terrible and will be panned.
- A kind NYer editor, Kip, shows up in Vermont to talk with
Shirley and deliver some letters. She is shocked at how angry
they are. He asks her to come to Manhattan so they can do
damage control. They need to release a statement.
- Next day, Shirley is overwhelmed by the letters and can’t
open any more. Stan just throws them out. See? Who cares what
they think! Shirley asks Stan to go defend her to the NYer.
- Stan with the editors, defends Shirley. Stan is an ass, but
he DOES get and support her work. They shift to insulting his
book, and tell him he won’t get a good review.
- While he’s in NYC, Shirley gets the letters out of the
trash. She puts them in a drawer.
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- Stan on the train, miserable, with another package of
letters for Shirley. He watches handsome young man with a
beautiful woman. He doesn’t have the heart to go after a
seemingly available young woman on the train.

*
*
*
*

- Stan goes to Jackie’s apartment, but she won’t see him.

*

- Back home, he tells Shirley she must go and defend herself-”Don’t let them, or anyone speak for you and your work,
dammit.”
- Stan starts to get withdrawn and depressed.
- Shirley is in NYC at the offices. She sees an artist making
a cartoon about The Lottery. More letters. She meets with all
the editors, but dodges questions to explain her story. She
agrees to come up with answers for a press conference.
- Back in Vermont, See Shirley being protective of Jackie,
someone who really feels the same way she does. Jackie
suggests that Shirley lean into her witchy persona. She sees
that she likes to hide.
- Stan’s book is bombing, nowhere near the Lottery attention.
He won’t address this outright, instead focusing on his
infatuation with Jackie, which has only intensified since she
dumped him. He mocks the witch plan--says Jackie could pull
it off, not Shirley.
- Too late to change plans, Shirley gives the press
conference dressed as a witch, and the whimsy works to calm
the anger over her story.
- Bernice is thrilled -- she has offers left and right! Even
Hollywood!
- Empowered, and maybe a little desperate, Shirley casts a
love spell to cure Stan of his infidelity for good.
- Shirley tries to do a voice recording of The Lottery in a
studio but is too nervous and keeps flubbing it. All the
techs ask about The Lottery and her witchiness, but in a
creepy and diminishing way. She can’t finish it.
- Stan’s depression gets worse. He tries to help around the
house but is a mess and upsetting the kids. Desperate,
Shirley actually tells him to go out.
- Stan comes home at night, drunk and sad. He won’t say what
happened. Shirley tries to reassert herself as the thing Stan
has in his life that’s worth living for. He rejects that
notion, he just needs to find another sexual outlet. Shirley - What can I do? Stan -- Have a fucking party for your story
already, Shirley. You’ve earned it.
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8.
- Bernice calls about another anthology offer and that she’s
making more money. Shirley hides the huge checks she is
getting from Lottery royalties with the ever-multiplying
letters, not cashing them.

*
*
*
*

- Another raucous party. Jackie shows up. The love spell
isn’t working on Stan as he flirts with someone new. Kip
tells Shirley the NYer will publish her again, any time.
- Kip and Jackie get together at the party, it hurts Shirley
and she’s rude to them.
- Shirley acts super drunk, but she’s really not. Tryst with
Dylan Thomas. Glimpse of what could be if she shifts to her
True Self, but she can’t do it because of her kids. And
because she is afraid to leave Stan.
- Next day Dylan doesn’t remember what happened. She’s gained
no status with Stan.
- Next few days she is sick, her body is hurting with the
pregnancy and she struggles through depression. She dodges
offers about The Lottery film rights and sequels.
- Agoraphobia begins in earnest. She ignores calls from
Jackie.
- Hears from Stan that Jackie got a job as an editorial
assistant at the New Yorker. Shirley is jealous and sick.
- Shirley has writer’s block. She cuts her fingers. She can’t
write with bandaged hands.
- Jackie visits. She brings recording equipment and helps
Shirley record the narration in her house. After the
recording, Shirley insists they don’t have enough in common,
pushes her away in a way that insults her.
- To her great shame, her mom steps in and helps with
Shirley's domestic duties while she is “out of sorts.”
Geraldine is insulting and abusive, we see why Shirley only
understands abusive treatment.
- Bernice says offers for Lottery TV rights and big splashy
press events still need attention or they might vanish.
Pressure from Stan to respond and get the money. Shirley
ignores them all.
- She says, “I’m out of The Lottery business for good.”
(Meaning she doesn’t want to be known just for that story.
She wants to move on! Write something else and get away from
the attention.)
Lowpoint: Shirley gives birth to Sarah. It is a very
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9.
difficult birth, physically and emotionally exhausting. She
is in the hospital for days, away from her life, trapped.
- She enters an almost hallucinogenic state in her pain and
exhaustion. Troubled shifts into her imagination-Tessie/Shirley is battered, bruised from the stoning. She
crawls from her hasty grave and roams the village in pain.
Etc. The life she could have lived, the life she’ll never
have.
- Finally lucid, Shirley can receive visitors. Stan tells her
that he negotiated the TV rights to The Lottery in her
absence. He spoke with the agents, he got to do all the fun
stuff. Immobile, in bed, Shirley can only meet this news with
grim acceptance. It’s done.
- Shirley returns home with Baby Sarah. As she enters the
house, she hands the baby to Joanne, saying, “This one’s for
you,” as she walks off to her bedroom.
ACT III
- A year or so later. Stan caring for her physically as they
travel to LA. Shirley is still in a fragile state. Laughing
at their large weights on the hotel bathroom scale, more like
old friends than a couple.
- They attend the recording of The Lottery radio play for NBC
Radio City West at Sunset Blvd. And Vine in Hollywood.
Shirley is very nervous. Stan helps her.
- Stan takes her to a jazz club, a date! Shirley can’t stop
looking at all the other beautiful women in the room. She
can’t enjoy herself.
- Stan says he’s going to try and be faithful now, a new
chapter. He tries to sleep with her, but she bleeds, still
recovering from the childbirth.

*
*
*

- In the morning, as they wait to leave, Shirley discovers
another mistress has been at the hotel too, at Stan’s
request.

*
*
*

- Back in Vermont, Shirley has hired a maid and starts to
take driving lessons from Marcie.

*
*

- Shirley gives a lecture at Bennington, all people want to
talk about is The Lottery. She talks about how hard it was to
receive all the hate mail. But she admits she’s not working
on anything at the moment.
- Telegram that she is wanted at NYer office. Excitement,
hope. Jackie? She missed her.
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10.
- When Shirley goes to NYC it is dashed -- she just needs to
pick up her letters. There’s still some! Less, but still
some.
- Final sad interaction with Jackie. Purely professional
relationship. She sees her differently now -- she can’t
understand her. Shirley was, sadly, right that they don’t
have enough in common.
- Still, Jackie and Kip want more of her stories whenever she
can write again.
- Back home, Shirley starts opening the letters. Surprise-there’s a fan letter! Dottie has written a few letters,
actually. Dottie is clearly grateful for Shirley as evidence
of a kindred spirit in a lonely world.
- Stan cheats yet again. Shirley chases after him as the kids
see and it stops her.

*
*

Climax: Shirley goes to the Red Rooster and finds Stan and
his date. She accuses him of using her for her writing
ability, finally calling him out on the fact that his work
cannot support their family — and in public and in front of a
new woman.

*
*
*
*
*

- That night, Shirley writes again--though it is on WHITE
PAPER, and it is a letter to Dottie, it is honest. She is
describing her life as it really is to someone, finally.
- Shirley’s love of cars begins, she uses the Lottery money
to buy a cute convertible and gain some measure of freedom.
- Letters to and from Dottie punctuate as V.O. for this
sequence instead of her imagination. She’s telling the truth.
- Shirley serves wholesome Americana dinner to her family,
but she dyes the mashed potatoes green.
- She and Laurie drive through town, looking for haunted
houses as she talks to him about the situation with Stan. She
tells him to be a good man. Hints that she might not be
around (in a way that hints at running away, not suicide).
- Voodoo doll co-ed scene. (End V.O.)
- Another raucous party at the Hyman-Jackson house. This time
Shirley is in the mix, not in the kitchen, not super drunk
nor trying to get attention. She’s enjoying Ralph and her
company, to a point. She steps back, comfortable to leave to
attend to her own world.
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- Shirley at her typewriter again. She feeds in white paper
and types Dear Dottie, Then she stops. Reaches for yellow
paper.
- Back in her imagination final time: The Haunting of Hill
House...Shirley as Eleanor, starts in the Lottery village,
then she walks away and onto the wooded hilly road described
in Haunting. She enters a remote diner, and we see the “Cup
of Stars” scene from the book. She gets in a CAR as she
drives off with HOUSE on the horizon.
Fade up typewriter sounds.
Fade to black.
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INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
A dark room where a reading lamp shines on Shirley Jackson
(32), reclined on a chaise lounge. She’s a little stocky in
overalls and a button-down, cuffs rolled up. Her flaming red
hair is tied back, but wild curls frame her round face. She’s
handsome, even more magnetic from her absolute comfort in her
own skin.
She smokes and drinks whiskey-on-the-rocks as she reads a
PULP CRIME paperback. A jazz record plays in the background.
She LAUGHS at her book.
MALE VOICE (O.C.)
Something funny, dear?
SHIRLEY
I’ll say! I admire their ambition,
but the killers in these books sure
are thick-skulled.
That so?

MALE VOICE

SHIRLEY
Burying the husband in the
backyard, but keeping his good ol’
dog around, come on! Whaddya think
is gonna happen?
REVEAL her companion--JAMES HARRIS, a devilishly handsome man
in a dark suit. He rubs her feet, doting.
JAMES
You’d plot something better.
SHIRLEY
Damn right. I could write it with
my eyes closed.
She fiddles with her wedding ring.
JAMES
Shall I draw you a bath?
SHIRLEY
Water? I thought that’d be tricky.
James snaps his fingers--a FLAME flickers from his
fingertips.
JAMES
I’ll never burn out around you.
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2.
SHIRLEY
What a line!
JAMES
Tell me, writer, is it “a line” if
it’s true?
SHIRLEY
When you look at me like that, it
damn well better be.
The fire lights James’s eyes as it FLARES and SPREADS over
his skin -- he is a DEMON. Shirley pulls him to her with a
hot kiss.
James climbs on top of Shirley, then whisks her around to
straddle him on the chaise. He squeezes her ass, she runs
fingernails down his muscled chest.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
It’s been too long.
JAMES
You act like it’s been years.
SHIRLEY
Eight months. And a half.
JAMES
I’d apologize, but I’m enjoying
this too much.
As their kisses grow steamier, James starts to shift his
shape. He thickens, his voice grows more nasal, his touch
heavier.
SHIRLEY
No! Stop! Stay this time!
JAMES
That’s not the deal.
Shirley squirms under the now-hairy hands, grasping at
James’s handsome face as it grows a rough beard.
SHIRLEY
But you could, dammit, I know you
could!
JAMES
I thought I was seeing Shirley
tonight, not Surly.
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SHIRLEY
This is the only thing that makes
me surly!
(beat)
Just let me show you what it’d be
like if you stayed.
JAMES
It’s not my nature, doll. You know
that.
SHIRLEY
(whispering)
Please?
JAMES
(transforming)
It’s been this way since before we
were married! I’ve never lied to
you.
James transforms fully into the other man, this is STAN HYMAN
(29), short, pudgy and homely, with out-sized confidence. He
pulls back.
STAN
Even if I wanted to, Shirley, I
couldn’t.
He buttons up his shirt and stands with a devilish grin.
STAN (CONT’D)
So it’s a good thing I don’t want
to.
Stan leaves on the arm of a BUXOM BLONDE. Shirley closes her
eyes and screams-INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Fade into the SHRIEK of a PRETTY WOMAN.
Shirley’s eyes snap into focus. The woman is batting at Stan,
who chases her with a HUMAN SKULL.
SHIRLEY
Oh for Christ’s sake.
STAN
(to the woman)
Don’t you want to hear what ol’
Morty has to say?
(MORE)
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STAN (CONT'D)
(making it talk)
Pucker up, why don’t ya?
Shirley shifts to get up--she is very PREGNANT in a pink
maternity dress.
A manicured hand whisks out to stop her-MARCIE
Don’t bother! He’s just showing off
for the other roosters.
MARCIE (40s) is a well-dressed wife, smoking and drinking in
the wings with the other married women.
SHIRLEY
I’m not upset!
MARCIE
(watching Stan)
Was he in the war?
SHIRLEY
That skull is from an 18th century
alchemist.
MARCIE
I meant your husband?
SHIRLEY
Only one like it, as they say.
MARCIE
I’d certainly hope so.
An awkward beat as Marcie regards her hors d'oeuvres. The
same jazz record from Shirley’s imagination plays as guests
laugh and drink.
Stan pulls the woman into a dramatic tango with the skull.
SHIRLEY
I better go check on the children.
Marcie’s eyes crinkle into a smile over her martini.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - HALLWAY - CONT.
Shirley struggles to get through the crowded party with her
baby bulk. The ruffled maternity dress tents over her capri
pants, making her look more cupcake than woman.
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She stops at the staircase and looks up. All is dark and
quiet.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - PORCH - CONT.
Shirley steps out into the night air. There are a few GUESTS
milling in the yard, but she’s mostly alone. She leans
against the house and lights up a smoke.
Deep breath. She smiles and waves to someone.
SHIRLEY
Hello! Oh good, bring that inside!
Deep exhale. Deep drag on the cigarette. A car engine ROARS
to life. She squints to see-JAMES in a convertible, waving as he drives away.
Shirley exhales her smoke and before it clears, he’s gone.
Just empty road as far as the eye can see.
She snuffs out the cigarette and goes back in.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - STAN’S STUDY - CONT.
Stan holds court in his study with his editor FRED (40s),
RALPH ELLISON (34), and two alluring undergrads, BABS (20) a
sorority type, and JACKIE (19) a budding Beatnik.
FRED
(off the typewriter)
So this is where it all happens,
eh, Staniel?
(winks at the women)
Or rather, it may one day.
STAN
Girls, should I kick you out so I
can do my pages for Fred?
FRED
(off their moans)
No need, just tell me -- will you
finish them before or after your
wife’s next novel comes out?
BABS
Mrs. Hyman is a writer, too? How
neat!
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RALPH
She’s a damn good one, too.
STAN
Well, hold your applause. She
couldn’t even write her own
biography.
RALPH
When you were in school. Years ago.
STAN
Then, and for her big debut this
year -- I had to write it for her.
JACKIE
Now that’s my definition of
romance!
STAN
You think so? I knew I should’ve
given you higher marks.
FRED
She didn’t get an A?
(to Jackie)
Your professor should get his eyes
checked if you ask me.
Babs giggles as Jackie bats Fred’s hand away.
STAN
(hands Ralph the book)
Here, Mr. Ellison. Tell me what you
think of my work, right there on
the backside.
(winks at Jackie)
Second best one in the room.
RALPH
A practicing witch? Is that true?
STAN
It’s a bad habit, but it made for
good copy, didn’t it?
FRED
The old gal’s a whiz with spelling
and spells? Line up, boys!
STAN
Hey now, that’s my wife.
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BABS
I just hope she doesn’t put any
spells on me!
FRED
Now why on earth would she do that?
Stan and Fred laugh conspiratorially as the women catch on.
Ralph surveys the dynamic and tucks the novel into his jacket
as he leaves.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - HALLWAY
Ralph navigates the house as various bohemian types loiter.
TWO DRUNK MEN chat in a doorway beside the MEZUZAH.
DRUNK MAN 1
(pointing)
This is where she puts her spells!
Oh yeah?

DRUNK MAN 2

DRUNK MAN 1
This one says only the pure of
heart may enter.
(beckons)
So what are you waiting for?
Oh yeah!?

DRUNK MAN 2

DRUNK MAN 1
If you’re not pure, you’ll just
turn into a toad, that’s all.
Drunk Man 2 smiles and pulls Drunk Man 1 forward into a kiss.
Ralph walks past.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN
Shirley stands over a few steaming pots on the stove.
RALPH
Hey now, I heard there was a
sorceress in our midst.
SHIRLEY
That’s right. Behold my bubbling
cauldron.
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She yanks open a MESSY utensil drawer without looking up.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Whisk that sauce before it burns,
will you?
RALPH
I was hoping she’d tell me how to
conjure up a finished novel before
I’m eighty...
SHIRLEY
Just stir the goddamn sauce!
RALPH
(rummaging)
Maybe if I could find the whisk in
all this jumble!
SHIRLEY
Is that all?
With an arched eyebrow, she SLAMS the drawer shut-SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
ALLA-KAZAAM!
She yanks it back open. The WHISK is magically atop the pile
of utensils.
RALPH
How did you...?
Shirley just SNAPS and POINTS at the steaming pot.
Ralph nods and picks up the whisk.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - LATER
Shirley brings the finished food in to join the party. It’s
too late -- everyone is winding down.
Marcie and her husband, DR. BARRON, approach with coats on.
DR. BARRON
Great party. Tell that husband of
yours I’m onto him if he cancels
class tomorrow.
MARCIE
Dear, it’s so nice of you to have
my old painting hanging up, but you
don’t have to on my account!
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SHIRLEY
What? That piece is the cat’s meow!
MARCIE
It’s so old it’s practically
growing whiskers.
DR. BARRON
As I recall, you had a pretty good
professor for that one...
Oh stop.

MARCIE

The trio regards Marcie’s painting, a striking, bold
abstract.
SHIRLEY
Well I say it’s marvelous and I say
it stays.
DR. BARRON
All the more reason to come to her
art opening next week! All new work
-- her best yet.
MARCIE
She has enough to do.
SHIRLEY
We’ve still got a blank wall in the
nursery, so count me in!
Marcie shrugs as she and Dr. Barron exit.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - PORCH - LATER
Shirley waves to the last guest as Ralph emerges from the
house.
RALPH
Don’t you look happy!
SHIRLEY
Pregnant women glow, or hasn’t
anyone ever told you that utter
fiction?
RALPH
Nope, you’re just so excited to be
going to Marcie’s big opening!
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SHIRLEY
Knock it off! She knows I won’t.
RALPH
When’s the last time you went to a
Bennington event?
SHIRLEY
Whenever it was, it was too recent.
(beat)
What’s your game? Canasta?
RALPH
I better get back to the city.
SHIRLEY
What for? I’ll tell you my secret
to finishing a first draft and I’ll
even let you have a swig of it,
too.
RALPH
Another night. I told Fred I’d get
him a round, and maybe this time
he’ll finally get me an agent.
Shirley nods as he walks away.
RALPH (CONT’D)
Take it easy, now. Don’t give that
baby any of your wicked ideas.
SHIRLEY
Nah, she won’t get her inheritance
‘til she’s eighteen.
Ralph laughs. Shirley watches his car disappear into the
empty night.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - CONT.
Stan finds Jackie in Shirley’s study. She is looking through
Shirley’s collection of occult items -- pentagrams and
crystals, etc.
STAN
I was hoping you were still here,
baby doll.
JACKIE
Is this stuff real?
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STAN
I’m under a spell, that’s for sure.
Stan makes moves on her as Jackie picks up a deck of TAROT
CARDS -SHIRLEY
Don’t you touch those!
Jackie DROPS the cards, shocked.
JACKIE
Nothing happened Mrs. Hyman, I’m
sorry!
SHIRLEY
(Unfazed, to Stan)
Tell your brats not to touch things
they can’t understand.
STAN
Hey now, we were just having a
little fun.
(to Jackie)
Let’s go somewhere else, Cookie.
JACKIE
No! What -- that’s your wife -- ?
SHIRLEY
Wow, smart too.
STAN
She’s fine. Have you ever been to
the Red Rooster Lounge?
SHIRLEY
Oh, please, hold out for something
better than the Red Rooster.
JACKIE
This is -- I should go.
Come on!

STAN

JACKIE
(barely looking at Shirley)
Thanks for a -- lovely party.
She hurries away.
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INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - HALLWAY - CONT.
Stan storms upstairs as Shirley trails.
STAN
You just cost me a good night’s
fun.
SHIRLEY
I don’t give a damn about your idea
of fun!
STAN
These girls think they’re so
modern, but they just can’t
understand our arrangement.
SHIRLEY
Frankly, neither can I and I’m a
lot smarter than your little
teacher’s pet!
STAN
Oh you understand it, that’s not
the problem. You just refuse to
accept it, like a child.
Stan storms into the bedroom and SLAMS the door.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - CONT.
Shirley listens -- the kids didn’t wake up. She enters her
bedroom. Stan is freshening up -- cologne and a new tie.
SHIRLEY
Look at you, the prettiest girl in
school!
STAN
See? Childish.
(beat)
What are you asking of me? You know
I’m anxious about my book, and
Fred’s been breathing down my neck
for pages all week. I have to let
off some steam, and you’re...
A whale.

SHIRLEY

STAN
Full of baby.
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Stan finishes his grooming. He gives Shirley a peck on the
cheek.
STAN (CONT’D)
How bad can it be if you keep
sticking around?
SHIRLEY
You’re going after her?
STAN
That’s right. Maybe those crazy
cards can tell you if I’ll get
lucky.
Buzz off.

SHIRLEY

Stan leaves. Shirley considers her reflection as we hear him
leave the house.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSOM HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - CONT.
Whiskey in hand, Shirley picks up her tarot cards. She sits
on the floor and shuffles the cards. She closes her eyes,
takes a breath and flips one over —
THE LOVERS.
Shirley throws the cards across the room —
They knock over a coffee can of kids’ MARBLES.
Marbles RAIN DOWN in a huge RACKET and MESS.
INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - NIGHT
Shirley, in the overalls, sits on the floor in the nowpristine study. She stands, finishes off the whiskey and sets
it down.
EXT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - WOODS - CONT.
Shirley walks out into the night, away from the house and
down a deserted road. She finds herself entering a village,
establishing the setting of the Lottery short story.
The village is eerily silent, no one in sight. She walks the
streets, sees all the other people in their houses with their
families.
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She stops outside one particularly Rockwell-looking house. In
the lit window, Stan and Jackie kiss.
Shirley looks down at her body. As if remembering, she pulls
a BIG MARBLE from her pocket.
She THROWS it against the window with a BANG. The lovers
break their embrace and see her.
Now Shirley is surrounded by ROCKS and she throws them one-byone. She smiles and sweats. They break through the window and
hit Stan.
He falls. Shirley dusts off her hands.
** NEW WRITING AFTER THIS **
INT. SHIRLEY’S STUDY - LATE NIGHT
Back in reality, Shirley pulls a piece of YELLOW PAPER from
her typewriter.
She hears Stan come in, keeps working. He is struggling to be
quiet, but stops at her open door.
He sees her working and she sees him coming home drunk. He
heads upstairs.
INT. KITCHEN - THE NEXT DAY
The morning routine with Stan and the kids eating their eggs.
Shirley eats a grapefruit, forever on a diet.
A BLACK-AND-WHITE cat jumps on the table.
Scram!

STAN

SHIRLEY
Joanie-bear, eat.
JOANNE
My name is Mrs. Tiddlyboo!
SHIRLEY
Well why didn’t you say so! I
prepared these eggs to bring magic
powers to anyone with that name!
Joanne takes a cautious bite.
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STAN
Get any good pages last night?
SHIRLEY
It was nothing.
STAN
Well, keep at it. You’ll get
somewhere. You always do.
SHIRLEY
Thanks, professor.
STAN
(joking to the kids)
School! That’s where I’m supposed
to be!
The kids giggle as he stands and grabs his briefcase.
SHIRLEY
Still, I guess six bad pages is
better than no pages, wouldn’t you
say?
STAN
Young ones, the gauntlet has been
thrown! I must write no less than
six pages today, or face great
shame from the queen of realm!
LAURIE
Don’t go, Daddy!
STAN
But I must! For our kingdom needs
provisions, lest the peasants
revolt!
Stan kisses Shirley’s head and makes a triumphant exit. In
his absence, Laurie starts to cry. Joanne starts to cry.
SHIRLEY
(to herself)
Revolt they shall.
INT. LIVING ROOM - LATER
Shirley smokes and reads as Laurie and Joanne push another
BLACK-AND-WHITE CAT, dressed in a baby bonnet, in a little
pram.
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JOANNE
We need to feed the baby!
Joanne reaches into the pram as the cat gives a low growl.
LAURIE
This one’s a spoil sport! Where’s
Hester and Jester? Or Salem?
The cat SWATS as the phone RINGS from the kitchen.
SHIRLEY
Remember, how many cats do we have
if Daddy asks?
Three.

JOANNE

Three.

LAURIE

Shirley nods and goes to the phone.
INT. KITCHEN - CONT.
SHIRLEY
Hyman residence.
BERNICE
Shirley. There’s a new review in
from Montreal.
This is BERNICE BAUMGARTEN (50), Shirley’s agent.
No don’t —

SHIRLEY

BERNICE
(reading)
Miss Jackson is no Sinclair Lewis;
she is only 28 —
I’m 32!

SHIRLEY

BERNICE
So math isn’t my strong suit! I’m
not an ingenue like you.
SHIRLEY
Oh for Pete’s sake!
BERNICE
She’s no Sinclair Lewis...
(reading)
(MORE)
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BERNICE (CONT'D)
But in her debut novel, she does
show a remarkable talent for
putting on paper the everyday
happenings which at times make life
a pleasure, and sometimes make it
pretty grim.
SHIRLEY
He would know “grim!” Oh god, why
did you read me that?
BERNICE
This is a fine review! He says
you’re promising, and that means I
can sell a story.
(beat)
So what are you working on?
SHIRLEY
A biography of Sinclair Lewis.
BERNICE
When you’re done sulking, I think I
can get you in the New Yorker
again.
SHIRLEY
I’m fresh out of ideas for the
“martinis and ennui on the commuter
train” genre.
BERNICE
So break the mold! Their formula is
getting tired and everyone knows
it.
SHIRLEY
Even in Montreal?
BERNICE
Now you’re acting like you’re 28.
SHIRLEY
I hate the reviews, Bernice! It’s
bad enough I knocked over the vase.
Do I have to swallow every shard of
glass, too?
BERNICE
Just keep writing, but also,
Shirley — when’s the last time you
got out of the house?
Shirley regards her children torturing the cat in the pram.
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INT./EXT. MARCIE’S SEDAN - LATER
Marcie drives with Shirley in the front holding MARCIE’S BABY
and Laurie, Joanne, and MARCIE’S DAUGHTER (4) in the back
seat.
MARCIE
My stomach is in knots. You’d think
I was opening a show at the Louvre!
SHIRLEY
You’re a wonderful artist, and this
is a wonderfully shorter drive.
MARCIE
Oh listen to me, you’re a published
author! What’s the secret to
enjoying the part where you show
people your work?
SHIRLEY
All you need are strong whiskey and
elaborate homicidal thoughts.
An awkward beat as Marcie goes pale behind the wheel.
MARCIE
Can you take over?
SHIRLEY
I don’t have a license.
Marcie BURPS a little, swallows and keeps driving.
EXT. ART GALLERY - DAY
Shirley, Marcie, and the kids approach the gallery. A sign
out front reads:
OPENING: Mrs. Barron, wife of esteemed art professor Dr.
Barron.
Shirley hesitates at the door.
SHIRLEY
Laurie, watch your sister. I’ll be
right back.
(over her shoulder)
If you touch the paintings, they’ll
burn your fingers!
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INT. ENGLISH DEPARTMENT - CONT.
Shirley walks the bustling halls, peering into classes filled
with various YOUNG WOMEN STUDENTS. Only women. Bennington is
a women’s college.
STUDENT 1
So can I 1940s thing?
1940s-ism.

STUDENT 2

Shirley goes upstairs.
INT. HALLWAY - CONT.
Shirley approaches Stan’s office, but it’s empty.
Disappointed, she continues down the hall. Something catches
her attention behind a closed door —
Stan leads a classroom of UNDERGRAD WOMEN.
Shirley slips inside.
INT. CLASSROOM - CONT.
Shirley’s positioned so she’s not visible to Stan and the
students. She listens in as a SHY STUDENT gives a
presentation.
SHY STUDENT
In conclusion, I thought
Dostoyevsky’s work was smart but
not a book I’d recommend because I
prefer romance and travel type
stories ...
A few classmates SNICKER. Her words get softer and softer as
she mumbles.
STAN
What’s that? We can’t hear you!
MEAN GIRL
She says she wishes Crime and
Punishment was a love story!
STAN
I see, and you find that opinion
funny? Because you think love
stories are Pablum?
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MEAN GIRL
I think there are more important
questions for humans to ponder than
if Betty gets to go to the dance
with Bobby.
STAN
So the idea that two independent
creatures, two minds with totally
separate histories and
proclivities, that they might
voluntarily squeeze themselves into
a union, sacrifice for one another,
change for one another, just so
they feel a little less alone, a
little less a drift in the endless
void of a cruel future ... can you
tell me why that’s trite?
Shirley fights back her emotions, rubs her swollen belly.
STAN (CONT’D)
Now, please — one of our colleagues
has the floor.
SHY STUDENT
I prefer romance and travel type
stories. I thought Raskolnikov was
a little tiresome —
Shirley slips out.
INT. GALLERY - LATER
Shirley enters Marcie’s show. The paintings are portraits of
Marcie and her children. Intimate and beautifully rendered.
Marcie and other FACULTY WIVES are gathered in a circle. They
are impeccably dressed, a contrast to Shirley’s housedress
and ponytail. They wave to her.
She spots Babs wandering the gallery, notebook-in-hand.
BABS
Mrs. Hyman! Care to comment on the
work for the school paper?
SHIRLEY
It’s peachy. Say, who was your
little friend you brought to my
party?
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BABS
Jackie? I don’t know her too well.
She graduated already.
SHIRLEY
Does Jackie live in town? Have a
boyfriend?
BABS
I don’t like to spread gossip ...
SHIRLEY
Sure. Does she sleep with all the
professors or just my husband?
(beat)
Off the record, Hildy.
BABS
She’s a nice person.
Babs hurries away before Shirley can ask anything else.
EXT. GARDEN - LATER
Shirley leaves the opening and spots Laurie and Joanne play
tag with some other KIDS by the fountain. A LITTLE BOY chases
Joanne.
JOANNE
I’m not it! Not it! Not it!
LAURIE
I’ll save you!
She lights up a cigarette and lets her mind wander. Laurie
chases down the little boy, cornering him.
LAURIE (CONT’D)
Lights out, ya dirty Jap!
No fair!

LITTLE BOY

LAURIE
Here comes the bomb!
Laurie PUSHES him down. The boy bursts into tears.
Mommy!

LITTLE BOY

Mommy!

LAURIE (CONT'D)

A YOUNG MOTHER rushes to the boy as Shirley stays still, lost
in thought. The mother drags Laurie to Shirley.
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YOUNG MOTHER
Your son is out of control!
SHIRLEY
Weren’t they just playing?
YOUNG MOTHER
Did you even see what happened?
(off Shirley’s silence)
He was violent! Savage! What are
you even doing here?
SHIRLEY
We’re on our lunch break from the
monkey cage at the zoo.
YOUNG MOTHER
Don’t be vulgar!
SHIRLEY
As a matter of fact, my husband is
on the faculty.
YOUNG MOTHER
Is that so?
(beat)
I guess I just never noticed you.
The woman share an icy moment before the mother turns away,
son in tow.
Close on Shirley’s face, watching her leave.
EXT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - VILLAGE - DAY
Shirley walks through the village, pushing a wheelbarrow
filled with GIFT WRAPPED PACKAGES.
She hands one to every WOMAN she meets.
SHIRLEY
Here you are.
(beat)
For you, dear.
(beat)
Oh, now, this one’s just for you.
In a series of shots, we see the women opening the gifts.
They look confused to see that all that’s inside each one is
a single STONE.
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EXT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - MODEST HOUSE - LATER
Shirley sets the empty wheelbarrow down outside the front
door of a quaint little house.
INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - KITCHEN - LATER
Shirley whistles as she does a pile of dishes. It’s a
beautiful sunny day.
INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - STUDY - LATER
Shirley enters the study with a steaming MUG and a plate of
cookies. She settles into a comfortable chair.
She opens a side table drawer, and we see it’s filled with
wrapping paper and ribbons. She pulls out a BLACK CRYSTAL. We
see that inside the mug is a bubbling brew--not tea.
She drops the crystal into the mug and-Boom! Little explosions go off throughout the village.
Tessie eats a cookie in peaceful quiet.
INT. SHIRLEY’S STUDY - LATER
Shirley pulls a sheet of her signature YELLOW PAPER from her
typewriter and reads what she’s written.
SHIRLEY
(to a nearby cat)
Just might be something here, Lou.
Just might be.
She starts to edit when —
The doorbell RINGS.
INT. FOYER- CONT.
Shirley peers through the curtain and quietly panics before
opening it —
JACKIE
Hello, I, um, can we go somewhere
for tea?
SHIRLEY
You want to talk? To me?
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JACKIE
Yeah, you know, Babs told me you
were asking about me at school, and
Stan — Professor Hyman, um, look he
said you two had an understanding
and that it wasn’t hurting you if
we ... and it’s not like I don’t
believe him, but I wanted to talk
to you because I’ve never heard of
anything like that and I just think
you’re really ...
SHIRLEY
What? Just say it.
JACKIE
I just really admire you.
Shirley is stunned for a beat as she takes in the clear
sincerity in Jackie’s words.
You do?

SHIRLEY

JACKIE
Radical freedom. Everyone at school
talked all about it, but now my
friends are just getting married
and buying houses like none of
those conversations even happened!
SHIRLEY
So you’re at my house, to talk to
me about my husband?
JACKIE
Yeah but it’s different! You’re
different.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - CONT.
Shirley, with her purse, shoos the kids into the yard as she
leaves with Jackie.
SHIRLEY
Go play at Mrs. Hudson’s house,
okay? But be back here for supper.
JOANNE
Kitty Hudson smells like old
cheese!
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SHIRLEY
Then don’t get too close!
She hops into Jackie’s car as Jackie takes a seat behind the
wheel.
INT. DIVE BAR - LATER
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INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
A reading lamp shines on SHIRLEY JACKSON (32), reclined on a
chaise lounge in a dark room. She’s a little stocky in
overalls and a button-down, cuffs rolled up. Her flaming red
hair is tied back, but wild curls frame her round face. She’s
handsome, even more magnetic from her absolute comfort in her
own skin.
She smokes and drinks whiskey-on-the-rocks as she reads a
PULP CRIME paperback. A jazz record plays in the background.
She LAUGHS at her book.
MALE VOICE (O.C.)
Something funny, dear?
SHIRLEY
I’ll say! I admire their ambition,
but the killers in these books sure
are thick-skulled.
That so?

MALE VOICE

SHIRLEY
Burying the husband in the
backyard, but keeping his good ol’
dog around, come on! Whaddya think
is gonna happen?
REVEAL her companion—JAMES HARRIS (30s), a devilishly
handsome man in a dark suit. He rubs her feet, doting.
JAMES
You’d plot something better.
SHIRLEY
Damn right. I could write it with
my eyes closed.
She fiddles with her wedding ring.
JAMES
Shall I draw you a bath?
SHIRLEY
Water? I thought that’d be tricky.
James snaps his fingers — a FLAME flickers from his
fingertips.
JAMES
I’ll never burn out around you.
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SHIRLEY
What a line!
JAMES
Tell me, writer, is it “a line” if
it’s true?
SHIRLEY
When you look at me like that, it
damn well better be.
The fire lights James’s eyes as it FLARES and SPREADS over
his skin — he is a DEMON. Shirley pulls him to her with a hot
kiss.
James climbs on top of Shirley, then whisks her around to
straddle him on the chaise. He squeezes her ass, she runs
fingers down his muscled chest.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
It’s been too long.
JAMES
You act like it’s been years.
SHIRLEY
Seven months. And a half.
JAMES
I’d apologize, but I’m enjoying
this too much.
As their kisses grow steamier, James starts to shift his
shape. He thickens, his voice grows more nasal, his touch
heavier.
SHIRLEY
No! Stop! Stay this time!
JAMES
That’s not the deal.
Shirley squirms under the now-hairy hands. She grasps James’s
handsome face as it grows a rough beard.
SHIRLEY
But you could, dammit, I know you
could!
JAMES
I thought I was seeing Shirley
tonight, not Surly.
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SHIRLEY
This is the only thing that makes
me surly!
(beat)
Just let me show you what it’d be
like if you stayed.
JAMES
It’s not my nature, doll. You know
that.
SHIRLEY
(whispering)
Please?
JAMES
(transforming)
It’s been this way since before we
were married! I’ve never lied to
you.
James transforms fully into the other man, this is STAN HYMAN
(29), short, pudgy with a boyish face and loads of charm. He
pulls back.
STAN
Even if I wanted to, Shirley, I
couldn’t.
He buttons up his shirt and stands with a devilish grin.
STAN (CONT’D)
So it’s a good thing I don’t want
to.
A BLONDE BOMBSHELL appears at his side. Stan leaves on her
arm. Shirley closes her eyes and screams —
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Fade into the SHRIEK of the bombshell, now in real life.
Shirley’s eyes snap into focus. A cocktail party swirls
around her. Rumpled middle-aged MALE ACADEMICS sip drinks
among well-dressed WIVES and female UNDERGRADS.
The bombshell bats at Stan, who chases her with a HUMAN
SKULL.
SHIRLEY
Oh for Christ’s sake.
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STAN
(to the woman)
Don’t you want to hear what ol’
Morty has to say?
(making it talk)
Pucker up, why don’t ya?
Shirley shifts to get up — she is very PREGNANT in a pink
maternity dress.
A manicured hand whisks out to stop her —
MIDGE
Don’t bother! He’s just showing off
for the roosters.
MIDGE (40s) is a well-dressed wife, smoking and drinking in
the wings with the other married women.
MIDGE (CONT’D)
(watching Stan)
Was he in the war?
SHIRLEY
That skull is from an 18th century
alchemist.
MIDGE
I meant your husband?
SHIRLEY
Didn’t make the cut.
An awkward beat as Midge regards her hors d'oeuvres. The same
jazz record from Shirley’s imagination plays as guests laugh
and drink.
Stan pulls the woman into a dramatic tango with the skull.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
I think the baby wants a walk.
Midge’s eyes crinkle into a smile over her martini.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - HALLWAY - CONT.
Shirley struggles to get through the crowded party with her
baby bulk. The ruffled maternity dress tents over her capri
pants, making her look more cupcake than woman.
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EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - FRONT PORCH - CONT.
Shirley steps out into the night air. There are a few GUESTS
milling in the yard, but she’s mostly alone. She leans
against the house and lights up a smoke.
Deep breath. She smiles and waves to someone.
SHIRLEY
Hello! Oh good, bring that inside!
Deep exhale. Deep drag on the cigarette.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - STAN’S STUDY - CONT.
Stan holds court in his study with his editor FRED (40s),
RALPH ELLISON (34), and two alluring undergrads, BABS (20) a
sorority type, and JACKIE (19) a budding Beatnik.
FRED
(off the typewriter)
So this is where it all happens,
eh, Staniel?
(winks at the women)
Or rather, it may one day.
STAN
Girls, should I kick you out so I
can do my pages for Fred?
FRED
(off their moans)
No need, just tell me — will you
finish them before or after your
wife’s next novel comes out?
BABS
Mrs. Hyman is a writer, too? How
neat!
RALPH
She’s a damn good one, too.
STAN
Well, hold your applause. She
couldn’t even write her own bio.
RALPH
When you were in school. Years ago.
STAN
Then, and for her big debut this
year! I had to write it for her.
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JACKIE
Now that’s my definition of
romance!
STAN
You think so? I knew I should’ve
given you higher marks.
FRED
She didn’t get an A?
(to Jackie)
Your professor should get his eyes
checked if you ask me.
Babs giggles as Jackie bats Fred’s hand away.
STAN
(hands Ralph the book)
Here, Mr. Ellison. Tell me what you
think of my work, right there on
the backside.
(winks at Jackie)
Second best one in the room.
RALPH
A practicing witch? Is that true?
STAN
It’s a bad habit, but it made for
good copy, didn’t it?
FRED
The old gal’s a whiz with spelling
and spells? Line up, boys!
STAN
Hey now, that’s my wife.
BABS
I just hope she doesn’t put any
spells on me!
FRED
Now why on earth would she do that?
Stan and Fred laugh conspiratorially as the women catch on.
Ralph surveys the dynamic and tucks the novel into his jacket
as he leaves.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - CONT.
Shirley stands over a few steaming pots on the stove.
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RALPH
Now, I heard there was a sorceress
in our midst.
SHIRLEY
That’s right. Behold my bubbling
cauldron.
She yanks open a MESSY utensil drawer without looking up.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Whisk that sauce before it burns,
will you?
RALPH
I was hoping she’d tell me how to
conjure up a finished novel before
I’m eighty...
SHIRLEY
Just stir the goddamn sauce!
RALPH
(rummaging)
Maybe if I could find the whisk in
all this jumble!
SHIRLEY
Is that all?
With an arched eyebrow, she SLAMS the drawer shut—
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
ALLA-KAZAAM!
She yanks it back open. The WHISK is magically atop the pile
of utensils.
RALPH
How did you...?
Shirley just SNAPS and POINTS at the steaming pot.
Ralph nods and picks up the whisk.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - LATER
Shirley brings the finished food in to join the party. It’s
too late — everyone is winding down.
Midge and her husband, DR. BARRON, approach with coats on.
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8.
DR. BARRON
Great party. Tell that husband of
yours I’m onto him if he cancels
class tomorrow.
MIDGE
Dear, it’s so nice of you to have
my old painting hanging up, but you
don’t have to on my account!
SHIRLEY
What? That piece is the cat’s meow!
The trio regards Midge’s painting — a striking, bold
abstract.
MIDGE
It’s so old it’s practically
growing whiskers.
DR. BARRON
As I recall, you had a pretty good
professor for that one...
Oh stop.

MIDGE

SHIRLEY
Well I say it’s marvelous and I say
it stays.
DR. BARRON
All the more reason to come to her
art opening next week! Her best
work yet.
MIDGE
Shirley has enough to do.
SHIRLEY
We’ve still got a blank wall in the
nursery, so count me in!
Midge shrugs as she and Dr. Barron exit.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - FRONT PORCH - LATER
Shirley waves to the last guest as Ralph emerges from the
house.
RALPH
Don’t you look happy!
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9.
SHIRLEY
Pregnant women glow, or hasn’t
anyone ever told you that utter
fiction?
RALPH
Oh no, you’re just so excited to be
going to Midge’s big opening!
SHIRLEY
Knock it off! She knows I won’t.
RALPH
When’s the last time you went to a
Bennington event?
SHIRLEY
Whenever it was, it was too recent.
(beat)
What’s your game? Canasta?
RALPH
I better get back to the city.
SHIRLEY
What for? I’ll tell you my secret
to finishing a first draft and I’ll
even let you have a swig of it,
too.
RALPH
Another night. I told Fred I’d get
him a round, and maybe this time
he’ll finally get me an agent.
Shirley nods as he walks away.
RALPH (CONT’D)
Take it easy, now. Don’t give that
baby any of your wicked ideas.
SHIRLEY
Nah, she won’t get her inheritance
‘til she’s eighteen.
Ralph laughs. Shirley watches his car disappear into the
empty night.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - MEANWHILE
Stan finds Jackie in Shirley’s study. She is looking through
Shirley’s collection of occult items — pentagrams and
crystals, etc.
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10.
STAN
I was hoping you were still here,
baby doll.
JACKIE
Is this stuff real?
STAN
I’m under a spell, that’s for sure.
Stan makes moves on her as Jackie picks up a deck of TAROT
CARDS —
SHIRLEY (O.C.)
Don’t you touch those!
Jackie DROPS the cards, shocked.
JACKIE
Nothing happened Mrs. Hyman, I’m
sorry!
SHIRLEY
(Unfazed, to Stan)
Tell your brats not to touch things
they can’t understand.
STAN
Hey now, we were just having a
little fun.
(to Jackie)
Let’s go somewhere else, Cookie.
JACKIE
No! What — that’s your wife — ?
SHIRLEY
Wow, smart too.
STAN
She’s fine. Have you ever been to
the Red Rooster Lounge?
SHIRLEY
Oh, please, hold out for something
better than the Red Rooster.
JACKIE
This is — I should go.
STAN
Come on, this is between you and
me!
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11.
JACKIE
(barely looking at Shirley)
Thanks for a — lovely party.
She hurries away.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - HALLWAY - CONT.
Stan storms upstairs as Shirley trails.
STAN
You just cost me a good night’s
fun.
SHIRLEY
I don’t give a damn about your idea
of fun!
STAN
These girls think they’re so
modern, but they just can’t
understand our arrangement.
SHIRLEY
Frankly, neither can I and I’m a
lot smarter than your little
teacher’s pet!
STAN
Oh you understand it, that’s not
the problem. You just refuse to
accept it, like a child.
Stan storms into the bedroom and SLAMS the door.
Shirley listens — the kids didn’t wake up. She enters her
bedroom.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - CONT.
Stan is freshening up — cologne and a new tie.
SHIRLEY
Look at you, the prettiest girl in
school!
STAN
See? Childish.
(beat)
What are you asking of me?
(MORE)
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12.
STAN (CONT'D)
You know I’m anxious about my book,
and Fred’s been breathing down my
neck for pages all week. I have to
let off some steam, and you’re...
A whale.

SHIRLEY

STAN
Full of baby.
Stan regards the mirror reflecting both himself and Shirley.
STAN (CONT’D)
Look at us, we’re both liable to
break a mirror.
(beat)
I may only catch moments with a
knockout, but having to toss them
back won’t keep me from fishing.
Stan finishes his grooming. He gives Shirley a peck on the
cheek.
SHIRLEY
You’re going after her?
STAN
That’s right. Can those crazy cards
can tell me if I’ll get lucky?
Buzz off.

SHIRLEY

STAN
How bad can it be if you keep
sticking around?
Stan leaves. Shirley considers her reflection as we hear him
leave the house.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSOM HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - CONT.
Whiskey in hand, Shirley picks up her tarot cards. She sits
on the floor and shuffles the cards. She closes her eyes,
takes a breath and flips one over —
THE LOVERS.
Shirley throws the cards across the room —
They knock over a coffee can of kids’ MARBLES.
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13.
Marbles RAIN DOWN in a huge RACKET and MESS.
INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - NIGHT
Shirley, in the overalls, sits on the floor in the nowpristine study. She stands, finishes off the whiskey and sets
it down.
EXT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - WOODS - CONT.
Shirley walks out into the night, away from the house and
down a deserted road. She finds herself entering a village,
establishing the setting of “The Lottery” short story.
The village is eerily silent, no one in sight. She walks the
streets, sees all the other people in their houses with their
families.
She stops outside one particularly Rockwell-looking house. In
the lit window, Stan and Jackie kiss.
Shirley looks down at her body. As if remembering, she pulls
a BIG MARBLE from her pocket.
She THROWS it against the window with a BANG. The lovers
break their embrace and see her.
Now Shirley is surrounded by ROCKS and she throws them one-byone. She smiles and sweats. They break through the window and
hit Stan.
He falls. Shirley dusts off her hands.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - LATE NIGHT
Back in reality, Shirley pulls a piece of YELLOW PAPER from
her typewriter.
She hears Stan come in, keeps working. He is tipsy,
struggling to be quiet, but stops at her open door, watching
her work for a beat.
STAN
The pretty ones never do have much
between their ears, do they?
He heads upstairs as Shirley regards her typewriter.
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14.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - MORNING
The daily routine with Stan and the kids eating their eggs.
Shirley eats a grapefruit, forever on a diet.
A BLACK-AND-WHITE cat jumps on the table.
Scram!

STAN

SHIRLEY
Joanie-bear, eat.
JOANNE
My name is Mrs. Tiddles!
SHIRLEY
Well why didn’t you say so! I
prepared these eggs to bring magic
powers to anyone with that name!
Joanne takes a cautious bite.
STAN
Get any good pages last night?
SHIRLEY
It was nothing.
STAN
Well, keep at it. You’ll get
somewhere. You always do.
SHIRLEY
Thanks, professor.
STAN
(joking to the kids)
School! That’s where I’m supposed
to be!
The kids giggle as he stands and grabs his briefcase.
SHIRLEY
Still, I guess six bad pages is
better than no pages, wouldn’t you
say?
STAN
Young ones, the gauntlet has been
thrown! I must write no less than
six pages today, or face great
shame from the queen of realm!
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15.
LAURIE
Don’t go, Daddy!
STAN
But I must! For our kingdom needs
provisions, lest the peasants
revolt!
Stan kisses Shirley’s head and makes a triumphant exit. In
his absence, Laurie starts to cry. Joanne starts to cry.
SHIRLEY
(to herself)
Revolt they shall.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - LATER
Shirley smokes and reads a paperback as Laurie and Joanne
push another BLACK-AND-WHITE CAT, dressed in a baby bonnet,
in a little pram.
JOANNE
We have to feed the baby!
Joanne reaches into the pram as the cat gives a low growl.
LAURIE
This one’s a spoil sport! Where’s
Hester and Jester? Or Salem?
The cat SWATS as the phone RINGS from the kitchen.
SHIRLEY
Remember, how many cats do we have
if Daddy asks?
Three.

JOANNE

Three.

LAURIE

Shirley nods and goes to the phone.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - CONT.
SHIRLEY
Hyman residence.
INT. MANHATTAN OFFICE - CONT.
BERNICE BAUMGARTEN (50), Shirley’s agent, sits at her wellappointed desk. She is neatly dressed and no-nonsense.
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16.
BERNICE
Shirley. There’s a new review in
from Montreal.
INTERCUT:
No don’t —

SHIRLEY

BERNICE
(reading)
Miss Jackson is no Sinclair Lewis;
she is only 28 —
I’m 32!

SHIRLEY

BERNICE
So math isn’t my strong suit! I’m
not an ingenue like you.
SHIRLEY
Oh for Pete’s sake!
BERNICE
She’s no Sinclair Lewis...
(reading)
But in her debut novel, she does
show a remarkable talent for
putting on paper the everyday
happenings which at times make life
a pleasure, and sometimes make it
pretty grim.
SHIRLEY
He would know “grim!” Oh god, why
did you read me that?
BERNICE
This is a fine review!
(beat)
So what are you working on?
SHIRLEY
A biography of Sinclair Lewis.
BERNICE
When you’re done sulking, I think I
can get you in the New Yorker
again.
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17.
SHIRLEY
I’m fresh out of ideas for the
“ennui on the commuter train”
genre.
BERNICE
So break the mold! Their formula is
getting tired and everyone knows
it.
SHIRLEY
Even in Montreal?
BERNICE
Now you’re acting like you’re 28.
SHIRLEY
I hate the reviews, Bernice! It’s
bad enough I knocked over the vase.
Do I have to swallow every shard of
glass, too?
BERNICE
Just keep writing, but also,
Shirley — when’s the last time you
got out of the house?
Shirley regards her children torturing the cat in the pram.
INT./EXT. MIDGE’S SEDAN - LATER
Midge drives with Shirley in the front holding MIDGE’S BABY,
and Laurie, Joanne, and MIDGE’S DAUGHTER (4) in the back
seat.
MIDGE
My stomach is in knots. You’d think
I was opening a show at the Louvre!
SHIRLEY
You’re a wonderful artist, and this
is a wonderfully shorter drive.
MIDGE
Oh listen to me, you’re a published
author! What’s the secret to
enjoying the part where you show
people your work?
SHIRLEY
All you need are strong whiskey and
homicidal thoughts.
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18.
An awkward beat as Midge goes pale behind the wheel.
MIDGE
Can you take over?
SHIRLEY
I don’t have a license.
Midge BURPS a little, swallows and keeps driving.
EXT. BENNINGTON COLLEGE - ART GALLERY - DAY
Shirley, Midge, and the kids approach the gallery. A sign out
front reads:
OPENING: Mrs. Barron, wife of esteemed art professor Dr.
Barron.
Shirley hesitates at the door.
SHIRLEY
Laurie, watch your sister. I’ll be
right back.
(over her shoulder)
If you touch the paintings, they’ll
burn your fingers!
INT. BENNINGTON COLLEGE - ENGLISH DEPARTMENT - CONT.
Shirley walks the bustling halls, peering into classes filled
with various YOUNG WOMEN STUDENTS. Only women. Bennington is
a women’s college.
INT. HALLWAY - CONT.
Shirley approaches Stan’s office, but it’s empty.
Disappointed, she continues down the hall. Something catches
her attention behind a closed door —
Stan leads a classroom of UNDERGRAD WOMEN.
Shirley slips inside.
INT. CLASSROOM - CONT.
Shirley’s positioned so she’s not visible to Stan and the
students. She listens in as a SHY STUDENT gives a
presentation.
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19.
SHY STUDENT
In conclusion, I thought
Dostoyevsky’s work was smart but
not a book I’d recommend because I
prefer romance and travel type
stories ...
A few classmates SNICKER. Her words get softer and softer as
she mumbles.
STAN
What’s that? We can’t hear you!
MEAN GIRL
She says she wishes Crime and
Punishment was a love story!
STAN
I see, and you find that opinion
funny? Because you think love
stories are Pablum?
MEAN GIRL
I think there are more important
questions for humans to ponder than
if Betty gets to go to the dance
with Bobby.
STAN
So the idea that two independent
creatures, two minds with totally
separate histories and
proclivities, that they might
voluntarily squeeze themselves into
a union, sacrifice for one another,
change for one another, just so
they feel a little less alone, in
the frigid void of a cruel future
... can you tell me why that’s
trite?
Shirley fights back her emotions, rubs her swollen belly.
STAN (CONT’D)
Now, please — one of our colleagues
has the floor.
SHY STUDENT
I prefer romance and travel type
stories. I thought Raskolnikov was
the kind of boy at a party who
won’t have any fun —
Shirley slips out.
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20.
INT. ART GALLERY - LATER
Shirley enters Midge’s show. The paintings are portraits of
Midge and her children. Intimate and beautifully rendered.
Midge and other FACULTY WIVES are gathered in a circle. They
are impeccably dressed, a contrast to Shirley’s housedress
and ponytail. They wave to her.
She spots Babs wandering the gallery, notebook-in-hand.
BABS
Mrs. Hyman! Care to comment on the
work for the school paper?
SHIRLEY
It’s peachy. Say, who was your
little friend you brought to my
party?
BABS
Jackie? I don’t know her too well.
She graduated already.
SHIRLEY
Does Jackie live in town? Have a
boyfriend?
BABS
I don’t like to spread gossip ...
SHIRLEY
Sure. Does she sleep with all the
professors or just my husband?
(beat)
Off the record, Hildy.
BABS
She’s a nice person.
Babs hurries away before Shirley can ask anything else.
EXT. ART GALLERY GARDEN - LATER
Shirley leaves the opening and spots Laurie and Joanne
playing tag with some other KIDS by the fountain. A LITTLE
BOY chases Joanne.
JOANNE
Not it! Not it!
LAURIE
I’ll save you!
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21.
Shirley lights up a cigarette and lets her mind wander.
Laurie chases down the little boy, cornering him.
LAURIE (CONT’D)
Lights out, ya dirty Jap!
No fair!

LITTLE BOY

LAURIE
Here comes the bomb!
Laurie PUSHES him down. The boy bursts into tears.
Mommy!

LITTLE BOY

Mommy!

LAURIE (CONT'D)

A YOUNG MOTHER rushes to the boy as Shirley stays still, lost
in thought. The mother drags Laurie to Shirley.
YOUNG MOTHER
Your son is out of control!
SHIRLEY
They’re just playing.
YOUNG MOTHER
Did you even see what happened?
(off Shirley’s silence)
He was violent! Savage! What are
you even doing here?
SHIRLEY
We’re on our lunch break from the
monkey cage at the zoo.
YOUNG MOTHER
Don’t be vulgar!
SHIRLEY
As a matter of fact, my husband is
on the faculty.
YOUNG MOTHER
Is that so?
(beat)
I guess I just never noticed you.
The women share an icy moment before the mother turns away,
son in tow.
Close on Shirley’s face, watching her leave.
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22.
EXT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - VILLAGE - DAY
Shirley walks through the village, pushing a wheelbarrow
filled with GIFT WRAPPED PACKAGES.
She hands one to every WOMAN she meets.
SHIRLEY
Here you are.
(beat)
For you, dear.
(beat)
Oh, now, this one’s just for you.
In a series of shots, we see the women opening the gifts.
They look confused to see that all that’s inside each one is
a single STONE.
EXT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - MODEST HOUSE - LATER
Shirley sets the empty wheelbarrow down outside the front
door of a quaint little house.
INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - KITCHEN - LATER
Shirley whistles as she does a pile of dishes. It’s a
beautiful sunny day.
INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - STUDY - LATER
Shirley enters the study with a steaming MUG and a plate of
cookies. She settles into a comfortable chair.
She opens a side table drawer, and we see it’s filled with
wrapping paper and ribbons. She pulls out a BLACK CRYSTAL. We
see that inside the mug is a bubbling brew — not tea.
She drops the crystal into the mug and —
Boom! Little explosions go off throughout the village.
Shirley eats a cookie in peaceful quiet.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - LATER
Shirley pulls a sheet of her signature YELLOW PAPER from her
typewriter and reads what she’s written.
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23.
SHIRLEY
(to a nearby cat)
Just might be something here, Lou.
Just might be.
She starts to edit when —
The doorbell RINGS.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - FOYER - CONT.
Shirley peers through the curtain and quietly panics before
opening it —
INT./EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - FRONT PORCH - CONT.
JACKIE
Hello, I, um, wanted to take you to
tea.
SHIRLEY
There are more artful ways to
poison someone.
JACKIE
No! Babs told me you were asking
about me at school, and Stan — he
said you two had an understanding
and that it wasn’t hurting you if
we ... and it’s not that I don’t
believe him, but I wanted to talk
to you because I’ve never heard of
anything like that.
SHIRLEY
You came here to get permission?
JACKIE
I just really admire you.
Shirley takes in the sincerity.
JACKIE (CONT’D)
Radical freedom. Everyone at school
talked all about it, but as soon as
we graduated everyone just started
getting married and buying houses!
Like me?

SHIRLEY
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24.
JACKIE
No, it’s different! You’re
different.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - CONT.
Shirley, with her purse, shoos the kids into the yard as she
leaves with Jackie.
SHIRLEY
Go play next door, okay? Be back
for supper.
JOANNE
Susie smells like cheese!
SHIRLEY
I’ve noticed that, too.
Shirley kneels to Joanne’s level.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
It’s very clever to know people’s
bad parts. Do you know why?
(beat)
Because then they can’t surprise
you, and you can stay focused on
the good parts.
She kisses Joanne, then hops into a car as Jackie takes a
seat behind the wheel.
INT. DIVE BAR - LATER
Shirley enters the dark room behind Jackie.
JACKIE
I’d like my tea strong today, if
that’s all right?
Jackie goes to a seat. The BARTENDER brings a vodka soda
right away.
SHIRLEY
Now that’s handy. Me too.
JACKIE
So how long have you and Stan —
SHIRLEY
Let’s wait for the drink, shall we?
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25.
Jackie nods as an awkward silence falls. Shirley takes in the
dingy bar — a few SOLO DRINKERS nurse beers. A group or two
of COLLEGE KIDS.
Shirley’s drink arrives. She takes a long sip then smiles.
JACKIE
Why don’t you hate me?
SHIRLEY
Adults have drinks with people they
can’t stand all the time! You’ll
see.
JACKIE
I waitress-ed a wives’ luncheon
once. Those martinis practically
chilled themselves.
SHIRLEY
Is that a line from your thesis?
JACKIE
“Incidence of Psychosis in
Livestock?” Guess it could’ve been.
Shirley shakes off a smile.
JACKIE (CONT’D)
Your novel — I felt like I was
reading my life.
(beat)
I gave it to my parents so they’d
finally stop asking me why I won’t
move back home.
SHIRLEY
Anything I can do to keep you
around.
Now Jackie hides a smile.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
(too hasty)
I don’t understand what he sees in
you, do you?
JACKIE
(hesitates)
I did study abnormal psych, but I
was a C student, I’m afraid.
SHIRLEY
You passed Stan’s class.
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26.
JACKIE
If you can’t beat ‘em ...
SHIRLEY
No boyfriend, then?
JACKIE
(shakes her head)
How about you?
SHIRLEY
I tried once when we were first
married.
(beat)
I ended up holding the bedsheet to
my chin as my lover rattled off his
other sins like I was his priest.
JACKIE
There are men who’ll say much nicer
things in bed.
SHIRLEY
I believe you.
A beat.
JACKIE
It must feel incredible to have all
the power in your marriage.
SHIRLEY
I suppose it does.
JACKIE
It’s like they only listen to what
we have to say after they’ve gotten
us into bed, and then you can’t
tell if that’s the only reason they
listen at all, you know?
(beat)
But you know he’s there for you, he
really sees you.
Shirley nods and finishes her drink.
SHIRLEY
He always comes home.
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27.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - FOYER - LATER
Shirley walks back into her house with Laurie and Joanne.
They run off as she leans against the closed front door,
surveying her surroundings once again. The house is a mess.
Cats saunter around, clearly more than three.
Shirley springs into action — picking up clutter and shooing
cats outside before she’s even taken off her coat.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S KITCHEN - LATER
Laurie and Joanie color at the kitchen table as Shirley pulls
a BRISKET out of the oven.
LAURIE
So then do you know what Charles
did? It was really bad!
SHIRLEY
What devilry did he visit upon your
class?
LAURIE
He took rocks from the playground,
and he put them in the fishbowl!
No!
Yes!

SHIRLEY
LAURIE

SHIRLEY
Well that’s just fiendish. I hope
you told him so.
I will!

LAURIE

She trims the brisket as she thinks. She goes to the kids.
SHIRLEY
Can I borrow a page?
JOANNE
Mommy, it’s for coloring!
SHIRLEY
What if I use a crayon?
JOANNE
I don’t want to.
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28.
LAURIE
Don’t be a wet noodle!
He rips out the page and hands it to Shirley as Joanne bursts
into tears.
JOANNE
I wanted to color the frog prince!
I was saving it!
SHIRLEY
I just need to write something down
as a reminder! Then you can color
him, okay?
JOANNE
Use this one.
She hands Shirley a green crayon and Shirley begins to write
in the uppermost corner when—
JOANNE (CONT’D)
No! This one!
Without missing a beat, Shirley takes the pink crayon and
keeps writing.
SHIRLEY
In beautiful carnation pink ... and
... all done!
Shirley rips the corner of the paper — she’s written her note
all around the frog prince.
Careful!

JOANNE

She gives it back to Joanne with a kiss.
SHIRLEY
Maybe you can give that to Daddy
when you’re done.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - DINING ROOM - LATER
Stan, the kids and Ralph sit around the table. The brisket
has been eaten. Shabbas dinner is winding down as the candles
burn low on the table.
RALPH
I’ve got to get Fanny to make this.
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29.
STAN
You could bring your wife around
some time, you know?
Shirley starts to clear the table.
RALPH
Shirley, it was delicious.
STAN
Hear, hear!
LAURIE
(pointing to his belly)
Here, here! Here!
SHIRLEY
I’m glad everyone enjoyed it.
STAN
Enjoyed it? Doll, it was a
masterpiece! One bite of this, my
father would move into our guest
room.
SHIRLEY
Even if a shiksa made it?
STAN
You know the forbidden fruit tastes
even more sweet.
He grabs her ass as she swats him.
STAN (CONT’D)
Your timing is incredible. Maybe
you really do have psychic powers,
after all.
RALPH
You didn’t tell her yet?
STAN
(shaking his head)
I read Ralph’s latest draft today.
We’ve got a real literary genius at
the table!
SHIRLEY
(to Ralph)
You finished! That’s wonderful!
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30.
RALPH
No, just a new chapter and it’s not
why we’re celebrating.
(to Stan)
Since when are you humble?
STAN
Shirley, I’m telling you, Ralph
Ellison is a name that will echo in
the history of American letters.
SHIRLEY
I believe it, but what’s the big
news?
RALPH
Come on, tell her!
STAN
And you, Betty Crocker, I read your
pages —
SHIRLEY
Stop stalling and tell me your news
already, dammit!
STAN
Since you insist.
He brings in A PINK CAKE BOX. The kids light up.
Cake!!
Dramatist.

LAURIE
RALPH

STAN
There was no other box!
Stan unties the ribbon and pulls out —
A HUGE ream of PAGES.
STAN (CONT’D)
I finished my manuscript today.
It’s done!

SHIRLEY

Shirley envelops him in a hug as he rubs her pregnant belly.
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31.
STAN
Second best thing I’ll make this
year.
JOANNE
Can I have some cake?
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - STAN’S STUDY - LATER
Shirley enters, wiping her wet hands on her dress. Stan sits
in her recliner, smoking a cigar and reading through YELLOW
PAPERS.
SHIRLEY
Where’s Ralph?
STAN
He’s handling the kids. They’re
still sore at me about the cake.
SHIRLEY
The non-cake.
STAN
(points to her pages)
This is damn good, Jackson.
SHIRLEY
It feels petty.
STAN
Are you nuts? This is real pathos!
If there’s a voice, probably your
mother’s, telling you to be ashamed
of what you feel, it’s dirty and
wrong — that tells you it’s human
and that’s exactly what you should
lean into!
SHIRLEY
I want to reach deeper.
STAN
This is practically subterranean!
It’s a not-so-thinly veiled
response to your husband having a
mistress —
(as Shirley balks)
Give me that much credit!
SHIRLEY
It’s about what’s on the page.
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32.
STAN
And these pages practically smolder
with jealousy and rage! Rage, from
a suburban housewife! The men in
suits won’t know what hit ‘em.
SHIRLEY
I’m not writing it for them.
STAN
Of course not! It’s for you, though
as your husband, I have to say it’s
brilliant twice over. Channel your
anger, so you can turn it into gold
like this, and dinners like that,
and look at us —
(holds up his hands)
All quiet on the western front.
Shirley reaches for the pages. He grabs her hand.
STAN (CONT’D)
You’re a goddamn genius, Shirley.
Knew it the moment I read you in
the student paper.
SHIRLEY
Ancient history.
STAN
Nope, it’s the same fiery redheaded I married. So don’t pull any
goddamned punches, okay kid?
He kisses her hand.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - FRONT PORCH - NIGHT
Shirley smokes on the porch, considering her crayon note from
earlier.
Ralph joins her, his coat on.
RALPH
Will you tell me your trick?
SHIRLEY
A little sugar and chili powder in
the sauce.
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RALPH
No, Broomhilda, the utensils from
the party. How’d you get the whisk
to pop up?
SHIRLEY
It’s just always something I’ve
been able to do. I picture what I
want in my mind, slam it shut real
good, and presto! Works every time.
(beat)
Don’t you have something like that?
RALPH
Not hardly.
SHIRLEY
Come on, a little secret magic you
think only you can do? Like knowing
when the traffic light is going to
change, or who’s on the phone
before you answer, or when to take
a cake out of the oven —
RALPH
How many of these do you have!?
Shirley shrugs as they stargaze a moment.
RALPH (CONT’D)
He’s happy tonight.
SHIRLEY
Thank Christ it’s done! I was
beginning to think his labor pains
would be worse than mine.
RALPH
It’s a fine book.
(beat)
And what about you?
SHIRLEY
Bernice is rattling my cage for a
new story.
RALPH
No, Shirley, are you happy?
SHIRLEY
You’re too good a writer to ask
dumb questions like that.
A beat.
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RALPH
I couldn’t take it.
SHIRLEY
A beautiful house in Vermont?
Healthy kids?
RALPH
You’ve got the right attitude,
clearly. I guess I’m just the
jealous type.
(smiles)
A real square.
SHIRLEY
(charmed)
Go on home to your second wife, why
don’t you?
They regard each other a moment. He tips his hat to her and
walks to his car.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Shirley enters and sees that Stan is prepping to go out.
STAN
So tell me about your afternoon. Go
anywhere exciting?
SHIRLEY
I took a tour of the laundry room.
STAN
You don’t have to hide it from me,
you know.
SHIRLEY
I don’t hide the chores from you,
dear, you just don’t see them. Like
how the children think the toilets
flush by magic.
STAN
I’m letting that slide because a
little birdie told me that you had
a visitor today.
SHIRLEY
I thought you kept your pets on
tighter leashes than that?
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STAN
She came to me,
get it from the
to speak, and I
hell not? She’s

asking if she could
horse’s mouth, so
told her why the
a grown woman.

SHIRLEY
I’m letting that slide.
STAN
Current weather patterns aside, it
seems like it went well, and I have
to say, I thought you two might hit
it off.
(beat)
Jackie’s a smart cookie, isn’t she?
SHIRLEY
I don’t know if showing up on my
doorstep was smart, so much as
brave.
STAN
Did she tell you how much she loves
Road? God, she was so nervous to
tell you that!
He stands as he dabs cologne.
STAN (CONT’D)
And I love you for seeing her.
Makes life easier this way, doesn’t
it?
He turns to leave as Shirley sits on the bed.
Stan?
Yeah?

SHIRLEY
STAN

SHIRLEY
Thanks for the notes on my pages.
STAN
Any time! What good’s a critic if
he can’t help his own wife write a
story?
He leaves with a wink. Shirley rests with a sigh.
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INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - STAN’S STUDY
Shirley enters and picks up her pages with Stan’s notes on
them.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY
Shirley enters with her pages. She DUMPS them in trash.
She pulls out her crayon note. She sits at her typewriter but
BOLTS up with a start —
There’s a stack of papers on her chair.
It’s Stan’s manuscript with a note that reads:
Dear Eagle-Eyes,
Nothing gets past you. So how could this?
Xo - Your Humble Servant
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - CONT.
Shirley turns on the TV. As it flickers to life, she settles
into the sofa.
It’s a boxing match.
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
What a night here tonight, ladies
and gentlemen! We’re witnessing not
a fight, but a kind of ballet of
blows, a jazz concerto of jabs!
As she watches the two BOXERS circle each other in the ring,
her imagination takes over.
INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - CONT.
The boxers become Shirley and Jackie. They throw punches but
miss, circling until—
Shirley lands a WALLOP on Jackie’s cheek.
The bell RINGS!
The women retreat to their corners. Stan is Shirley’s coach.
A second Stan is Jackie’s coach.
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ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
These two are something else!
The bell RINGS as the women pull themselves up to fight.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - CONT.
In reality, Shirley turns off the TV.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - HALLWAYS - CONT.
Shirley walks through her quiet dark house.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KIDS ROOM - CONT.
She checks on Laurie and Joanne.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - LATE NIGHT
Shirley, in nightgown and curlers, maneuvers her pregnant
body into bed. She reaches for the night stand and pulls over
STAN’S MANUSCRIPT.
Pen in hand, she starts reading and editing.
INT./EXT. MIDGE'S HOUSE - DAY
Shirley walks the kids up the steps to Midge’s house and
rings the doorbell.
LAURIE
Why can’t we just walk to the
store?
SHIRLEY
Do you want to carry all those cans
of cat food?
LAURIE
Why don’t you just buy me a new
wagon?
SHIRLEY
Do you want to tell the cats we
can’t buy them any food?
LAURIE
Rats to cats!
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Midge answers the door.
SHIRLEY
Could you take me to the market,
dear? I’ve got a bun in my oven but
none in my ice box.
Laurie and Joanie run inside as Shirley shrugs and follows.
INT. MIDGE’S HOUSE - CONT.
The kids join Midge’s daughter, who plays under the care of
TESS, an African-American nanny (40s).
MIDGE
Tess, looks like you’ve got a few
more to watch this afternoon!
TESS
No problem at all, Mrs. Barron.
SHIRLEY
Oh, that’s right, you have a nanny!
I forgot! I hope it’s not a bother
to leave the children here?
MIDGE
Tess doesn’t mind. Come on.
Shirley waits for Tess to answer, but she doesn’t.
SHIRLEY
Thank you.
(stern, to the kids)
Behave, I mean it.
Tess just nods as Shirley follows Midge out.
INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY
Genteel suburban SHOPPERS mill about the spotless aisles of a
well-stocked market. They are mostly all WHITE WOMEN, dressed
in pastel day dresses and red lipstick.
Midge pushes an empty cart as she scans the women. Shirley
pushes a cart filled with food.
MIDGE
Jan is here. Oh and Susan, too,
with a whole ham. Guess Henry’s out
of the dog house.
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SHIRLEY
Maybe it’s for the dog. Aren’t you
going to get anything?
MIDGE
I don’t really need to.
SHIRLEY
Then there must be better scenery
we could admire somewhere else?
MIDGE
Sure thing!
Shirley frowns as Midge heads to a sample table.
A CLERK (40s, female, white) doles out tiny servings of a
molded gelatin casserole — pink shrimp suspended like
quotation marks in a silent scream of quivering green Jell-O.
Midge joins a circle of women crowded around.
MIDGE (CONT’D)
Now doesn’t that look just darling?
CLERK
Yes, ma’am, and so easy to prepare!
Perfect for parties.
The clerk adds a dollop of mayonnaise and hands over a shiny
green blob. Midge takes a dainty bite.
CLERK (CONT’D)
Do you have an occasion coming up?
As she nods, Shirley wanders up with a SIGH.
MIDGE
The head of the department is
coming over for dinner, again, this
week. I guess that’s the cost of my
husband’s big promotion!
The women nod with seething smiles. DORIS, the young mother
from the fountain scuffle is there.
DORIS
I hosted a dinner for eight just
last night, I’m afraid. It was our
anniversary. Five years!
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CLERK
(offers one Shirley)
Well, how about you, dear? For the
baby shower?
SHIRLEY
Shrimp isn’t kosher.
DORIS
Isn’t that just an issue on your
husband’s side?
SHIRLEY
I happen to agree with it.
DORIS
(to the baffled clerk)
Here, I’ll try some.
(takes a bite)
Divine!
She passes samples to all the women, who take bites.
SHIRLEY
Because shrimp are just giant bugs
of the ocean, you know?
The women CHOKE and GRIMACE.
CLERK
I assure you, ladies, that is not
true!
SHIRLEY
They eat all the dead animals.
“Scavengers” is the technical term.
My son loves his science books, you
see.
Doris puts down her sample. The horrified women whisper to
each other and break away from the table.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
(to Midge)
Want another one for the road?
MIDGE
(to the clerk)
I simply must serve this next time.
Shirley and Midge walk away. The clerk snaps to her senses.
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CLERK
Remember, nothing says “soiree”
like shrimp!
INT./EXT. MIDGE'S CAR
Tense silence fills the car. Shirley starts to roll down the
window but it makes an awkward SCREECH.
Midge shoots her a death glare. Shirley stops.
MIDGE
Why don’t you learn to drive,
Shirley?
SHIRLEY
It’s terrifying! It’s like a beast
on a leash.
MIDGE
It’s got leather seats and AM
radio?
SHIRLEY
Why do we need to wield such a
force just to go get some milk for
the baby’s bottle? You could kill
someone like THAT!
(snaps)
You could kill yourself.
They consider the scenery for a moment. It’s a beautiful day
and Midge rolls down her window. Her hair tosses in the sunny
breeze.
MIDGE
Sometimes I think driving this car
is the best part of my day.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - LATER
Shirley opens a can of cat food. A MEOW sounds. She opens
another can, then another — more cans and more MEOWS until we
see she’s opened at least a dozen cans.
She sets them on the floor one-by-one.
All of the various black-and-white cats descend on the food.
As they eat, Shirley silently counts—
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SHIRLEY
(mouthing)
Thirteen.
Even she seems a little surprised then—
The phone RINGS!
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
(on the phone)
Hyman-Jackson cat hotel.
INT. MANHATTAN OFFICE - CONT.
BERNICE
You’re giving up writing? My
favorite client?
INTERCUT:
SHIRLEY
If you’re calling to read me
another review, I might.
BERNICE
Nothing like that. I just had lunch
with Harold Ross.
(off Shirley’s silence)
From the New Yorker?
SHIRLEY
Am I really your favorite?
BERNICE
You’re gonna be! They want to see
your new story, right of first
refusal. And guess what else?
SHIRLEY
That’s a truly awful term.
BERNICE
I got them to raise your rate.
Eight hundred, same as I got for
John Cheever. A few years ago, but
still. How about that?
SHIRLEY
Swell, but there is no new story
yet.
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BERNICE
Well then, I better let you get to
work.
SHIRLEY
Bernice, I—hello?
Dial tone.
Shirley hangs up the phone and rubs her eyes.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - LATER
She struggles to write, pecking at typewriter keys. A CAT
lazes on the desk.
The doorbell RINGS!
INT./EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - PORCH - CONT.
A NEIGHBOR WOMAN (40s) frets on the porch.
SHIRLEY
Is something the matter?
NEIGHBOR WOMAN
Shirley, oh hello, dear. I hate to
tell you this.
SHIRLEY
What happened?
NEIGHBOR WOMAN
I didn’t see who it was, just a car
driving too fast -(gestures to the street)
I think that’s one of your cats out
there.
SHIRLEY
(pushing past her)
Oh my god -NEIGHBOR WOMAN
No, no, there’s no use.
Shirley squints to see.
Shax.

SHIRLEY
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NEIGHBOR WOMAN
I’m sorry, hon. Why don’t you let
me take care of him?
Shirley nods her assent.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - THAT NIGHT
Laurie CRIES as Stan and Shirley struggle to comfort him.
LAURIE
I want him back, I want him back!
Shirley’s face is red from crying, herself. Joanne sits,
grave and watching.
SHIRLEY
Me too, but he’s gone.
JOANNE
(patting him)
It’s okay, Laurie. Shax always
comes back.
STAN
He’s not coming back this time,
honey.
JOANNE
Is it because I ate the last can of
tuna?
SHIRLEY
No, honey, he’s — goddammit!
She chokes up as Joanne starts to cry, too. Stan takes Joanne
into his lap.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
I should’ve fed him at noon like I
always do, I just got distracted
today.
STAN
Your work isn’t a distraction. This
is not your fault!
SHIRLEY
Yes, it is! It is.
Stan regards his crying family.
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STAN
Remember how we’d catch him
drinking the milk right out of the
glass?
(some sniffles)
Or when he slept in Jannie’s room
while she had the chicken pox?
SHIRLEY
He wouldn’t leave her side.
STAN
That’s right. What was the sound he
used to make when he was chasing a
bug again?
The kids make little CHATTERING sounds.
STAN (CONT’D)
That’s the one. He was a good ol’
cat.
(draws Shirley close)
And we still have some of his
friends around, don’t we?
Just two!

LAURIE

STAN
(wink)
Sure, that’s right. And they can
help us feel better.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY'S STUDY - DAY
Jackie sits on the floor as Shirley brings over the deck of
Tarot cards.
SHIRLEY
You’re really interested in this
stuff?
JACKIE
Always. Since I was little.
SHIRLEY
(easing herself down)
You might be less curious after we
see what they have to say.
JACKIE
That’s fine. I want to know
everything, even if it’s bad.
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SHIRLEY
Why on earth would you want a thing
like that?
JACKIE
So I can be prepared. If I’m dying
tomorrow, I’m not doing the dishes
today.
(as Shirley laughs)
Isn’t that why you read them?
SHIRLEY
(hands her the deck)
Here, shuffle and think about a
question.
Shirley lights up a cigarette and watches, thinking.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
They don’t work like that, exactly.
It’s more like advice. You come to
them when you’re stuck in the
middle of something, and they tell
you how to find your way through to
the end.
Jackie hands back the cards. Shirley starts to lay them out
into a Celtic Cross formation.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
They help you tell a story, so even
if it turns out to have an unhappy
ending, and least you can say it’s
through.
(beat)
Shall we?
Jackie nods and Shirley turns over the cards. It’s a HAPPY
CARD.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Here’s the past, what forces act
upon you, which, in this case seem
to be friendship and trust.
She flips a third card. The powerful QUEEN OF WANDS. She
hesitates.
Is it bad?

JACKIE
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SHIRLEY
The Queen of Wands symbolizes
feminine power, strength and ruling
her own realm. It says you can have
whatever you put your mind to.
(beat)
So the only way it’d be bad was if
you asked for an A-bomb.
She hesitates before flipping the next card.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
What did you ask about?
Jackie hesitates.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Please don’t say it.
JACKIE
I’m sorry, I thought I’d get to
keep that a secret.
Shirley is silent as she flips over the rest of the cards.
They all seem HAPPY.
JACKIE (CONT’D)
It’s just a story.
SHIRLEY
Full of sound and fury but
signifying nothing?
JACKIE
See? It’s much better to be the
witches.
Shirley struggles to her feet as Jackie regards the cards.
Shirley goes to the window, hiding her emotion as she stares
into the SUNSHINE.
SHIRLEY
You should get home. Looks like
it’s going to storm.
Jackie blinks up into the sunshine, surprised.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Shirley is alone in bed as she reads a novel. THUNDER CLAPS!
SHIRLEY
I’ll be damned.
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She goes back to the novel, but the power GOES OUT.
Boards CREAK, branches TAP. She can’t help it, she is scared.
She tosses the novel aside and gets out of bed.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - CONT.
By candlelight, Shirley scrapes the last bits of frosting
from a plate clean her fork.
She finishes her glass of milk.
Thunder CRASHES. She flinches.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KIDS ROOM - CONT.
Shirley creeps in and sets a PLATE of cookies and two ORANGE
SODAS on the dresser as Laurie and Joanie sleep.
She hovers over them, barely breathing until the thunder
CLAPS again.
She smiles, but the kids don’t stir. Sits on Joanne’s bed.
She doesn’t stir.
She opens a drawer on the night stand and waits -When the thunder claps again, she SLAMS the drawer shut!
Laurie and Joanne both wake up.
SHIRLEY
(hugging Joanne)
It’s all right, it’s just a storm.
JOANNE
The thunder is in the house!
SHIRLEY
No, it’s very far away.
It’s dark.

JOANNE

SHIRLEY
The power went out, but it’s okay.
Laurie crawls into bed next to Shirley.
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SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Here, I brought you some treats so
you won’t get scared.
The kids start to eat the cookies and soda. Lightning
FLASHES! Joanne GASPS.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
There’s the lightning. What’d I
tell you about that?
LAURIE
1...2...3...4...
THUNDER CLAPS!
SHIRLEY
Very good! And what does that mean?
LAURIE
It’s four miles away.
JOANNE
Almost five!
SHIRLEY
That’s right. Far, far away, where
it can’t possibly get us.
The kids snuggle up next to Shirley, as a forlorn look
settles on her face.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - THE NEXT DAY
Shirley prepares dinner for herself and the kids. She takes
breaks between stirring pots to write in a notebook.
She rips out a page in frustration and TOSSES it in the
trash.
Off-screen the front door opens.
SHIRLEY
(yelling)
Kids, stay in the house! It’s
getting dark!
STAN (O.C.)
But that’s when all the monsters
come out!
Surprised to hear him, Shirley gets up.
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INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - CONT.
SHIRLEY
I thought a monster might have
gotten you.
STAN
No such luck.
He leans in and give her a kiss.
STAN (CONT’D)
Smells like home.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - LATER
Stan reads more YELLOW PAGES as Shirley walks in, again
wiping her wet hands.
STAN
Closer. You’re narrowing in on
something no one’s ever said
before.
SHIRLEY
What’s that?
STAN
I don’t know! I’ve never heard it
before.
(points to the pages)
But a lot of this, I have.
SHIRLEY
I know. It’s no good.
STAN
It’s good. It’s fine, even. But you
have the power to do better.
SHIRLEY
You sound so sure.
STAN
You should be, too.
She flips on the TELEVISION to a Red Sox game.
SHIRLEY
Here, you’ve earned this.
STAN
Your powers never cease.
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He smiles at her as she takes her pages and leaves.
INT. HYAMN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - CONT.
Shirley paces and scribbles and mutters among a mess of
crumpled and scribbled pages.
She fiddles with various CRYSTALS and AMULETS.
She sits and types.
She flips through books and old notebooks.
She stands and writes longhand.
She gazes into a little hand mirror.
Her trash can fills with yellow pages.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - LATER.
Shirley shuffles in.
SHIRLEY
Did our team fare better than I did
tonight?
No answer as Stan snoozes on the couch.
Shirley regards him.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - CONT.
Shirley helps a very sleepy Stan into bed.
STAN
Thanks, doll.
SHIRLEY
(muttering)
And do you know this dolly’s name?
STAN
Don’t be silly, Shirley.
(pats the pillow)
Come to bed with me, Silly Shirley.
He pulls her down next to him and cuddles up close. Shirley
lets herself relax into his arms, but her eyes stay open as
he snoozes.
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STAN (CONT’D)
What’s wrong, baby?
Nothing.

SHIRLEY

STAN
My baby and my baby-baby.
She smiles as her eyes tear up.
STAN (CONT’D)
I love my babies.
Shirley fights back sobs in Stan’s arms as he dozes.
Minutes pass. She watches the trees outside the window.
STAN (CONT’D)
(suddenly)
You okay?
SHIRLEY
(wriggling out)
I’m okay.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - CONT.
Shirley brings the telephone into her dark study. She takes a
shaky breath and dials.
INT. JACKIE’S APARTMENT - CONT.
Jackie, hair in curlers, answers the phone.
Hello?

JACKIE

INTERCUT:
SHIRLEY
It’s Shirley. Would you be a dear
and put my husband on?
JACKIE
He’s not here. Is everything okay?
SHIRLEY
When did he leave?
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JACKIE
No, he hasn’t been here all night.
Did something happen?
Oh.

SHIRLEY

(beat)
Shit. I’m sorry, I just assumed
when he said...
She trails off and waits.
JACKIE
When he said what? Where is he?
SHIRLEY
He said he was going out tonight. I
didn’t know it wouldn’t be with
you.
JACKIE
(dazed)
Oh. He’s — oh.
SHIRLEY
I’m sorry you found out this way.
Silence on the line.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
I won’t cause any more trouble.
Take care, Jackie.
JACKIE
Shirley, wait!
(beat)
Everything’s fine with you and the
kids, though?
SHIRLEY
Oh, we’re grand. Just needed some
milk.
JACKIE
Okay.
(some sniffles)
Goodnight.
Shirley gently hangs up the phone. She sits for a moment in
the quiet dark.
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INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - THE NEXT DAY
She plays with the kids when there’s a KNOCK at the door as
the mail slips through the slot.
LAURIE
I’ll get them, I’ll get them!
He brings them back.
LAURIE (CONT’D)
There’s one from Grandma!
SHIRLEY
Thank you, now go put them on the
table.
LAURIE
Aren’t you going to open it?
Probably.

SHIRLEY

He watches.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
The letter isn’t going to run away!
LAURIE
There’s something in the envelope.
A letter.

SHIRLEY

LAURIE
Something heavy.
SHIRLEY
From the mouths of babes.
He picks up the PINK envelope and SHAKES it.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Seems like a nickel.
(as Laurie nods)
And those are always for you and
Jannie, aren’t they?
Laurie nods again as she opens it and dumps out letter pages,
some newspaper clippings and the coin.
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SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
(giving it to him)
Remember, it’s for your sister,
too.
He runs off as Shirley sighs. Her eyes catch the pages as she
reads SNIPPETS of the letter.
As she reads the letters, we see GERALDINE (60s), slim and
attractive in expensive clothes enter the scene. She is a
figment of Shirley’s mind.
GERALDINE
— it’s for the children, who should
enjoy getting to treat themselves
for a change. Since such
indulgences are so rare in their
world, I suggest you also use it as
a bribe to get them to bathe,
including behind the ears —
Shirley flips the page.
GERALDINE (CONT’D)
— one of your stories in an old
magazine at the club. It’s a shame
you only get paid for it the once
when people can keep reading them
for months or years afterward.
Perhaps you should bring this idea
up with the magazine, and ask for a
kind of residuals payment contract.
After all, I know you could use the
income. Speaking of —
Geraldine inspects a dirty glass. Shirley flips the page.
GERALDINE (CONT’D)
— when the baby comes. You know we
would prefer a hotel, but you will
probably need help on the nights
Stan is working. Should we bring
our own towels, or will you have
time to do laundry this time? We
look forward to seeing you —
Geraldine looks in the fridge and sighs. Shirley grips the
letter tight.
No.

SHIRLEY

The doorbell RINGS.
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No!

SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
(scanning the letter)

INT./EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - PORCH - CONT.
Shirley opens the door-It’s Jackie.
She is a wreck. Eyes red and swollen, tangled hair.
JACKIE
(barging in)
He’s not here, is he?
SHIRLEY
If you’re going to burn the place
down, could you wait ‘til my mother
arrives?
JACKIE
I don’t know why I’m surprised he’s
a cheat, and I don’t know why I’m
coming to you to cry about it.
SHIRLEY
Calming tea? For both of us?
Sure.

JACKIE

INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - CONT.
Jackie paces as Shirley sets down the tea.
SHIRLEY
So you ended it?
I tried!

JACKIE

SHIRLEY
But it’s over?
JACKIE
Oh yeah, he just doesn’t know it
yet! Not that he’ll care.
SHIRLEY
Sure he will. But, listen, now you
can meet some nice young man —
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JACKIE
I’m through with men! I don’t know
how you stand it!
SHIRLEY
It’s different. He’s my husband —
JACKIE
And if I’d known how much it hurt
to see the other woman, God! I
would’ve never come to see you!
SHIRLEY
Wait, what’d you see?
JACKIE
I can’t get the picture out of my
mind!
SHIRLEY
Your mind plays all sorts of tricks
on you when you’re upset, just go
home and —
JACKIE
God, and if you hadn’t called me I
would’ve never known!
SHIRLEY
I’m sure you imagined it, but the
point is —
JACKIE
I saw him kissing her!
Shirley sits.
JACKIE (CONT’D)
That’s what I get for getting to
the cafe early. Right there in a
booth, in front of everybody!
SHIRLEY
Was it a student?
JACKIE
(shakes her head)
From the look of it, he’s probably
been seeing her this whole time!
SHIRLEY
What’d she look like?
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JACKIE
(waves her hand)
Nothing much.
(beat)
I stood him up, so he’s been
calling me all day. Just the
thought of his voice makes me
furious.
Sure.

SHIRLEY

JACKIE
When I saw her horrible red hair,
curled to the ceiling, and her cute
little sweater, it was like I was
in some dime store novel. My face
got so hot and my heart raced in my
ears. The floor swirled like I was
drowning inside it.
(beat)
God, it was pathetic!
SHIRLEY
(softly)
Pathetic.
JACKIE
I came straight here. No else can
understand how it feels and just —
Jackie dissolves into tears as she lays her head on the
table.
Instinctively, Shirley reaches to pat her, then hesitates.
She sips her tea, uneasy.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - NIGHT
Shirley does dishes in silence.
INT. HYMN-JACKSON HOME - KIDS ROOM - CONT.
Shirley checks on the sleeping kids.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - CONT.
Shirley pets a cat on her empty bed, but doesn’t get under
the covers.
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INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - LATER
Shirley brings a mug and a pot of coffee into the room. A cat
is on her desk.
SHIRLEY
(swatting)
H.P.! Shoo!
He hisses and jumps away as she sits and feeds a yellow page
into the typewriter.
INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - VILLAGE
MONTAGE - THE LOTTERY
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
The morning of June 27th was clear
and sunny, with the fresh warmth of
a full-summer day. The flowers were
blossoming profusely and the grass
was richly green. The people of the
village began to gather in the
square, between the post office and
the bank, around ten o’clock.
We see the village. It matches the description in the
narration.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
In some towns there were so many
people that the lottery took two
days, but in this village, where
there were only about three hundred
people-TOWNSFOLK wave at each other and begin to gather around the
square.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
The whole lottery could be through
in time to allow the villagers to
get home for noon dinner.
Close in on a LITTLE BOY collecting stones.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
One boy had already stuffed his
pockets full of stones, and the
other boys soon followed his
example, selecting the smoothest
and roundest stones.
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Close in on a group of MIDDLE-AGED MEN, hands in pockets,
making small talk and looking stoic.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
The men stood together, away from
the great pile of stones, and their
jokes were quiet and they smiled
rather than laughed. The women,
wearing faded house dresses and
sweaters, came shortly after their
menfolk.
As the voice-over continues, scenes of various READERS seeing
the story in their magazines are cut into the story scenes.
Starting with:
- Reader: A Ward-Cleaver-type (50s) in a cardigan opens his
New Yorker next to a bird cage of parakeets.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
The lottery was conducted — as were
the square dances, the teen club,
the Halloween program — by Mr.
Summers. When he arrived in the
square, carrying the black wooden
box, there was a murmur of
conversation among the villagers.
- Story: A thin, neat man, MR. SUMMERS (40s) enters a quaint
town square and places a BLACK BOX on a stool in front of a
gazebo.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
The villagers kept their distance
while Mr. Summers stirred up the
papers inside it.
- Mr. Summers reaches into the box and stirs as he nods to
the circle of assembled VILLAGERS, nearly all well-dressed,
white, nuclear families with young children.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Just as Mr. Summers turned to the
villagers, Mrs. Hutchinson came
hurriedly along the path, her
sweater thrown over her shoulders.
“Clean forgot what day it was,” she
said to the woman next to her, and
they both laughed softly.
- Reader: a NURSE (20s) reads on a subway car, and we see
others also have the same magazine.
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- Story: In the town square, a frazzled Tessie (played by
Shirley) maneuvers through the crowd.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Mrs. Hutchinson reached her
husband, and Mr. Summers, who had
been waiting, said cheerfully,
“Thought we were going to have to
get on without you, Tessie.” Soft
laughter ran through the crowd as
the people stirred back into
position.
- Reader: a MECHANIC (30s, African-American) turns the page
with his feet propped up on a car in a garage.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Mr. Summers cleared his throat and
looked at the list. “All ready?” he
called. “Now, I’ll read the names
of the families and the men come up
and take a paper out of the box.
Keep the paper folded in your hand
without looking at it until
everyone has had a turn.”
- Story: In the town square, the villagers eye each other and
shift nervously as Mr. Summers speaks, silently, from the
gazebo.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
First, Mr. Adams reached into the
black box and took out a folded
paper. He held it firmly by one
corner as he went back to his place
in the crowd, a little apart from
his family, not looking down at his
hand.
- Reader: a BEATNIK (30s) lounges in a jazz club, sharing the
magazine and a cigarette with his GIRLFRIEND (late 20s). They
give each other a alarmed look before turning the page.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Finally, he called “Zanini.“
(beat)
For a minute, no one moved, and
then all the slips of paper were
opened. Suddenly, all the women
began to speak at once, saving.
“
(MORE)
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SHIRLEY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Who is it?,” “Who’s got it?,” “Is
it the Dunbars?,” “Is it the
Watsons?” Then the voices began to
say, “It’s Hutchinson. It’s Bill,”
“Bill Hutchinson’s got it. “
- Story: a stir ripples through the crowd as we close in on
Tessie and MR. HUTCHINSON (played by Stan), standing
completely still until she breaks.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Bill Hutchinson was standing quiet,
staring down at the paper in his
hand. Suddenly, Tessie Hutchinson
shouted to Mr. Summers. “You didn’t
give him time enough to take any
paper he wanted. I saw you. It
wasn’t fair!”
- Reader: An ILL WOMAN (70s) reads in a hospital bed.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
“I think we ought to start over,”
Mrs. Hutchinson said, as quietly as
she could. “You didn’t give him
time enough to choose. Everybody
saw that.”
(beat)
“Ready, Bill?” Mr. Summers asked,
and Bill Hutchinson, with one quick
glance around at his wife and
children, nodded.
- Story: As Mrs. Hutchinson gestures, Mr. Summers and an
OFFICIAL count the family members, unmoved, and drop the
right number of paper slips into the box.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
“Remember,” Mr. Summers said to the
family, “take the slips and keep
them folded until each person has
taken one.” He helped the little
Hutchinson boy draw last, who put
his hand into the box and laughed.
- Reader: DECORATED ARMY OFFICER (30s, Japanese-American,
missing a hand) reads at his desk in a recruiting office. He
turns a page with his hook.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Mr. Summers opened the boy’s slip
of paper and there was a sigh
through the crowd as everyone could
see that it was blank.
(MORE)
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SHIRLEY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Nancy and Bill Jr., opened theirs
at the same time, and both beamed
and laughed, holding their blanks
slips of paper out to the crowd.
- Story: The Hutchinson children dance as their mother’s face
goes pale. Mr. Hutchinson pats his eldest son on the
shoulder.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
“It’s Tessie,” Mr. Summers said.
“Show us her paper, Bill.”
(beat)
Bill Hutchinson went over to his
wife and forced the slip of paper
out of her hand. It had a black
spot on it, the black spot Mr.
Summers had made the night before
with the heavy pencil in the coal
company office. Bill Hutchinson
held it up, and there was a stir in
the crowd.
- Reader: a FARMER’S WIFE (30s) sits with some sewing
untouched on a table. She holds the magazine with both hands.
We see her children being rowdy in the background, but she is
not distracted.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Although the villagers had
forgotten some rituals and lost the
original black box, they still
remembered to use stones. The
children had stones already. And
someone gave the little Hutchinson
boy a few pebbles.
- Story: A MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN carries a large stone with two
hands. An OLD MAN tosses a rock up and down, testing its
weight. TWO KIDS trade a huge rock for a smooth grey one.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Tessie Hutchinson was in the center
of a cleared space by now, and she
held her hands out as the villagers
moved in on her. “It isn’t fair,”
she said. A stone hit her on the
side of the head.
(beat)
“It isn’t fair, it isn’t right,”
Mrs. Hutchinson screamed, and then
they were upon her.
- Story: We lose sight of Tessie as the villagers close in.
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Push in to the middle of the circle and all we see are the
BARRAGE of stones flying through the air.
END MONTAGE.
INT. NEW YORKER EDITORIAL OFFICES - NIGHT
In a parallel image to the flying stones, a torrent of
LETTERS rain down on a desk. The envelopes are all addressed
to HAROLD ROSS c/o the New Yorker.
This is the desk of HAROLD ROSS (56) editor-in-chief.
Harold is tall and intimidating. His temper is barely
concealed by a posh suit and chic glasses.
HAROLD
Don’t suppose these are all to say,
“Keep up the good work, boys?”
The man holding the mail bag is KIP ORR (40s), another
editor. Kip is all angles and old clothes — the kind of guy
who looks like he should be shelved at a library.
Kip takes his pipe in his teeth to toss the bag on Ross’s
desk and pulls out a few OPENED LETTERS from his jacket
pocket.
KIP
(reading)
“I frankly confess to being
completely baffled by Shirley
Jackson’s ‘The Lottery.’”
Harold pulls a bottle of WHISKEY from his desk.
KIP (CONT’D)
(reading)
“Will you please send us a brief
explanation before my husband and I
scratch right through our scalps
trying to fathom it?”
Kip tosses the letter onto Harold’s desk.
KIP (CONT’D)
Got time to send the good Mr. and
Mrs. Friend, yes that’s really
their name, a little explanation,
boss?
Harold drinks.
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HAROLD
She actually took the time to write
that she didn’t understand it.
(beat)
Whatever happened to venturing a
damned guess?
KIP
Well they’re cancelling their
subscription, so now they’ll have
more free time to ponder the text.
HAROLD
I refuse to cater to the
intellectually bovine.
KIP
Never kowtow, boss.
Kip flashes Harold another letter.
KIP (CONT’D)
This reader wasn’t so perplexed.
(beat)
“Outrageous and perverted.”
He reads from the other letters in his hand.
KIP (CONT’D)
“Gruesome.”
(next letter)
“Utterly pointless.”
(next letter)
“Gratuitously disagreeable.”
Kip hits his forehead in mock dismay.
KIP (CONT’D)
There, now I’ve gone and spoiled
what we’ll write on your tombstone.
Fuck off.

HAROLD

Harold hands Kip a drink and the men TOAST. They consider the
letters as they take sips.
HAROLD (CONT’D)
These are all about the Jackson
story?
KIP
And the three other bags outside.
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HAROLD
Have we heard from Jackson yet, or,
Jesus Christ, her fucking husband?
KIP
He’s more concerned with our
pending review of his book.
HAROLD
Did we like it?
KIP
I believe we referred to it as the
root canal of literature.
HAROLD
What a time to be alive.
KIP
Now you’re spoiling my tombstone.
HAROLD
(picking up letters)
Can you just handle this mess?
KIP
My neighbor has a new puppy. Can’t
have too many papers.
HAROLD
Cut the act. We’ve got to come up
with a statement.
(beat)
Actually we don’t have to do shit.
KIP
Shift to the second person?
HAROLD
That’s right. You’ve got to fix
this, got it?
Can do.

KIP

HAROLD
That remains to be seen.
Kip turns to leave as Harold downs his drink.
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INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - DAY
Shirley struggles to contain Laurie as she tries to drip
medicine into his ear.
SHIRLEY
I promise, there’s candy in your
future.
LAURIE
I don’t care!
There’s a KNOCK at the door.
INT./EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - PORCH
Shirley opens the door and looks around. There’s just one
huge MAIL BAG on the porch. Then she sees —
Kip struggles up the sidewalk with two more bags. He sees
Shirley and waves, staggering under the bags.
She returns a confused wave.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - LATER
Kip dabs sweat from his brow as Shirley gives him a glass of
water.
KIP
Much obliged. Nothing like sacks of
mail to make you question your
manhood.
SHIRLEY
Can’t you talk this through with my
agent?
KIP
(shakes his head)
The response to your ‘Lottery’
story has been, well, downright
Biblical.
(beat)
Locusts and floods, not the part
about loving thy neighbor.
Of course.

SHIRLEY
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KIP
Now we’re all proud as can be of
your story, but, unfortunately, our
readers are cancelling their
subscriptions left and right.
SHIRLEY
(buries her face)
Oh my God.
KIP
There seem to be three types of
letters: your standard run-of-themill outrage for the sake of
decency-Sure.

SHIRLEY

KIP
The people who believed it to be a
work of non-fiction and demand to
know the name of this violent
little hamlet so that they can
visit themselves —
Shirley CHOKES on her cigarette smoke.
KIP (CONT’D)
You okay?
(as she nods)
We should really start denoting
which pieces are fiction.
SHIRLEY
Please, go on.
KIP
And then there’s the biggest group
— the ones who just didn’t
understand what it meant.
(beat)
So we have to write a response
letter to explain it to everyone,
sound good?
SHIRLEY
It means what it means. It’s just —
those are all the words I had to
write.
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KIP
(opening a notebook)
Sure, but it’s about anti-Semitism,
right?
No —

SHIRLEY

KIP
Phew, good! That would’ve been a
hard sell.
(beat)
So what is it about?
SHIRLEY
It’s ... it’s a fable.
KIP
(writing in a notebook)
A fable! That’s good. I like that —
talking animals and fairy tales,
perfect.
SHIRLEY
It’s not a fairy tale!
Rattled, Kip puts down the notebook.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
I’m sorry. This is ... a lot.
KIP
I understand, and you’ve got a lot
to say about it. That’s good!
(closes the notebook)
So how about you give a little
press conference in our offices to
explain the story. Throw the poor
saps a bone, instead of a rock.
SHIRLEY
Absolutely not! It’s a story! You
must’ve had reactions like this
before — what about the Nabokov
story?
KIP
Nothing like this. Not even the
Hiroshima essay. Plus, that
actually happened. So.
A silent, tortured pause.
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KIP (CONT’D)
Why don’t I give you the day to
read the letters, and we’ll talk
tomorrow?
Fine.

SHIRLEY

KIP
Maybe talk it over with your
husband, okay?
I will.
Wonderful!

SHIRLEY
KIP

Another tortured silence. Kip finishes his water and stands.
KIP (CONT’D)
Say, can I ask you one more thing
before I go?
Go ahead.

SHIRLEY

KIP
(points to the skull)
Which of your editors was that?
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY'S STUDY - LATER
Shirley carries in a MIXING BOWL of letters. She sits, takes
a SHARP LETTER OPENER and rips an envelope open.
Shirley opens a letter. As she reads, the letter-writer comes
to life in the scene.
The first is a REVEREND (40s).
REVEREND
Dear Mr. Jackson, I must admit I’ve
never read anything quite like your
story. I now realize that this was
the better state of things, as I
find myself utterly distressed by
your horrible tale and unable to
enjoy my wife’s chicken dinner ...
Shirley drops the letter and picks up another. As she reads
an ANGRY WOMAN (50s) enters.
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ANGRY WOMAN
If this is atrocity replicated
outside your own house tomorrow,
and I hope it is, you will have
blood on your hands.
Shirley opens another letter as a COLLEGE STUDENT walks in.
COLLEGE STUDENT
The fact is, stoning hasn’t been a
part of modern society for
centuries, and to bring it back is
simply barbaric. Modern artillery
is a much cleaner alternative ...
Another letter. A MOUSY WOMAN (20s) shuffles in.
MOUSY WOMAN
Are you the same Shirley Jackson
who taught fifth grade in Toledo,
Ohio in 1902? You always were a
mean old snake and I should’ve hit
you with a rock when I had the
chance ...
Shirley opens one more. A POSH WOMAN (50s) storms in.
POSH WOMAN
Although I cannot fathom how you
managed it, the fact remains that
you have stolen my name, the one
given to me in good Christian faith
by my late parents, and used it for
your own vile and wholly unoriginal
work. To avoid being sued for
libel, please immediately forward
all royalty payments to Mrs.
Theresa Hutchinson, P.O. Box 32,
Stigler, Oklahoma ...
Shirley regards the pile of letters and the now-crowded room.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - THE NEXT MORNING
Shirley sleeps in a chair, surrounded by letters. The kids
race in.
LAURIE
(grabbing a letter)
Nickels! Finders keepers!
Joanne squeals and starts tearing through the letters as
Shirley wakes up.
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SHIRLEY
What — drop that! You’re ripping
it! Get out!
The kids cower as Stan runs in.
STAN
Mommy is doing her work!
JOANNE
(crying)
I hate her work!
SHIRLEY
Join the club!
Stan sends the kids out as Shirley slumps in a deep sob.
STAN
What do I do here? Tell me what to
do.
(as she cries)
Here. There’s only one answer.
He gathers the letters in handfuls.
STAN (CONT’D)
(reading various letters)
Here, “Mr. Arthur Mayfair,” and
you, “A Former Subscriber,” you’re
about to fulfill your purpose.
He stuffs them into the TRASH CAN.
No!

SHIRLEY

STAN
Why the fuck not? It’s all they’re
good for!
SHIRLEY
I have to answer them.
STAN
That’s what I’m doing!
SHIRLEY
Can you talk to the magazine for
me?
STAN
Is that really what you want?
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Shirley nods.
STAN (CONT’D)
I’ll do it this very night. But
first things first.
He drags out one of the mail bags as he leaves.
Close on Shirley’s teary face as we hear the RATTLE of metal
trash cans and the telltale THUD of the bag.
INT. ALGONQUIN HOTEL LOBBY BAR - MANHATTAN - NIGHT
Harold, Kip and Stan drink with other New Yorker EDITORS.
STAN
I say we just wait ‘til this all
blows over. There’s a new story
every week!
HAROLD
You realize our job is to sell
subscriptions, not lose them?
BILL
We never should’ve published it.
This is WILLIAM “BILL” MAXWELL (40), another fiction editor.
STAN
Are you even paying attention?
There’s never been a more vital
time to write about our celebration
of violence as an atoning ritual to
renew both the individual and the
nation-The editors’ eyes glaze over as Stan signals for another
cocktail.
STAN (CONT’D)
Do I need to remind you what just
happened to my cousins in Poland?
The WASP-y men groan into their scotch glasses.
HAROLD
Fuck no, Stan, you don’t.
GUS
Some of us were actually there.
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KIP
Terrible business.
Stan is about to rip into them when —
GUS
Frankly, Stan, you’ve got your own
ass to cover here.
STAN
I stand by my wife’s work.
HAROLD
Fine, but think about if you want
to keep standing by your own.
BILL
We’re reviewing you in the next
issue. It’s not one to frame for
the mantel.
STAN
Oh no! How crushing!
(as no one laughs)
You’re serious?
The men are grim.
GUS
I admire the ambition, and I can
handle academics to a point, but
this was like a freshman seminar
that took all four years to finish!
STAN
More like seven, and the last of my
youth, but sure, I get it.
He downs his drink and stands, hastily buttoning his coat.
GUS
No hard feelings? Just let us know
when you publish the next one.
STAN
I’ll get right to that.
KIP
(as Stan leaves)
Talk to Shirley, will you?
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EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - ALLEY - NIGHT
Shirley pulls the letters out of the trash.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - CONT.
Shirley tucks the letters into drawers and closets.
INT. COMMUTER TRAIN - MEANWHILE
Stan slumps in his seat as the train rolls back to Vermont.
Another MAIL BAG fills the seat next to him.
He watches the other passengers.
- An OLDER WOMAN knits as an OLDER MAN sleeps next to her.
- A SERIOUS MAN reads a book.
- A WOMAN WITH GROCERIES reads a New Yorker.
- A HANDSOME YOUNG MAN flirts with a BEAUTIFUL YOUNG WOMAN.
She GIGGLES, loving the attention. He produces a FLASK as she
takes a SWIG.
SINGLE LADY
Those two really know how to pass
the time, don’t they?
The sweet woman (30s) across the aisle smiles at Stan.
STAN
They sure do.
SINGLE LADY
I forgot my book. I hate being left
alone with my thoughts, don’t you?
STAN
You say it like there’s a time when
we aren’t.
(she blinks at him)
We’re always alone with our
thoughts, and any other impression
is a vain illusion.
SINGLE LADY
Isn’t that how the expression goes?
STAN
Yes, but it’s a lazy one.
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Oh.

SINGLE LADY

She turns away and Stan realizes he’s hurt her.
STAN
Sorry, I’m a professor of English
at a college, and I can’t help
myself. What’d you say your name
was?
SINGLE LADY
Susan, but I think I might just
rest my eyes if you don’t mind?
She turns away.
EXT. JACKIE’S APARTMENT - LATE NIGHT
Stan POUNDS on the door.
STAN
Jackie! Just let me say one thing!
All the LIGHTS in the apartment turn OFF.
STAN (CONT’D)
I miss you.
He leaves.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Shirley is in bed when Stan comes home. She is wide awake.
SHIRLEY
How’d it go?
Stan starts to undress, miserable.
STAN
Don’t let them, or anyone, speak
for you and your work.
(looks at her)
No one knows it better than you,
and everyone in that office would
be goddamn lucky to lick your
boots.
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EXT. MANHATTAN - ANOTHER DAY
Shirley finds her way down a BUSY SIDEWALK. She enters a
GLEAMING OFFICE building.
INT. NEW YORKER OFFICES - CONT.
Kip greets Shirley in the lobby of the New Yorker offices.
KIP
Shirley! You made it! You looks
great.
SHIRLEY
Mother always said to dress up for
the firing squad.
KIP
It’s nothing like that! Come on,
let me give you a tour.
He leads her into the offices — a maze of desks and BUSTLING
REPORTERS.
KIP (CONT’D)
I heard you like to draw?
SHIRLEY
It helps when the words are being
fussy.
KIP
Wait, you mean there’s a time when
words aren’t fussy?
(as she manages a smile)
That’s why you’re the writer and
I’m just the clean-up crew.
He leads her to a gathering of DRAFTING TABLES where a trio
of tired-looking CARTOONISTS hunch over drawings.
KIP (CONT’D)
Bud, meet your muse.
BUD (30s) swivels on his stool and offers an ink-stained
hand.
BUD
(cigarette in mouth)
Whaddya think?
He hands Shirley a fresh cartoon —
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It shows two women playing bingo in front of a crowd holding
stones. One says, “I don’t think I want to play any more.”
SHIRLEY
Is it a joke?
BUD
(grabs it back)
If you have to ask ...
SHIRLEY
I mean, it’s good!
CARTOONIST 2
Are we showing our Lottery gags?
Here!
This drawing is a man holding a bunch of tickets, looking
confused as he says, “Maybe we should raise the jackpot?”
KIP
We considered it for the cover, but
Harold went another way.
CARTOONIST 2
(to Shirley)
You want copies?
SHIRLEY
Just a scarlet letter would be
fine, thanks.
BUD
“M” for “Moral Panic!”
CARTOONIST 2
“S” for “Stone!”
KIP
Say, it’s not like that! You should
be proud.
He moves her along as the cartoonists get back to work.
SHIRLEY
I didn’t get the sense I’m here to
collect an award.
KIP
If it were up to me, we’d give you
a dozen.
He shows her into Harold’s office. It’s empty.
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KIP (CONT’D)
Do you know how hard it is to get
people to feel something? Anything?
You wrote one of the shortest
stories we’ve run, and it’s
generated the most response anyone
has ever seen.
(beat)
What you pulled off is a kind of
magic.
Harold, Gus, Bill and a SECRETARY (20s) storm in.
HAROLD
Mrs. Hyman, Miss Jackson,
whichever, hello.
SHIRLEY
“Shirley” works.
HAROLD
Let’s cut to the chase. I’ve got
angry Americans canceling their
subscriptions left and right, and
that’s taking food out of my kids’
mouths.
(gestures to the editors)
And the babies need their bottles.
SHIRLEY
I know a thing or two about that.
HAROLD
So you need to give a statement to
the press.
Before she can respond —
GUS
She looks like my kids’ teacher!
Plus I didn’t even realize she’s
pregnant, so it’s even more
perfect.
KIP
Nothing can be “more perfect.”
BILL
Maybe we’ll ditch the podium so it
won’t hide your —
(mimes a belly)
Okay?
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SHIRLEY
What do you want me to say?
HAROLD
That’s less important. Once they
get a look at you, an American
housewife, it’ll take the piss
right out of ‘em.
KIP
We don’t need you to apologize.
GUS
We don’t “need” it, but ...
HAROLD
No, Kip’s right! We stand by the
piece.
Shirley mulls in silence as Kip gets nervous.
KIP
Sounds good, boss!
Shirley?

HAROLD

SHIRLEY
I understand.
HAROLD
Fine. See you tomorrow.
Kip hurries her out before she can protest.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - THAT NIGHT
Jackie sits on the bed surrounded by dresses as Shirley pulls
more and more out of her closet.
SHIRLEY
I can’t fit in any of these!
JACKIE
I liked the blue one.
SHIRLEY
I’ll sweat right through it.
JACKIE
The green one.
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Too tight.

SHIRLEY

JACKIE
What’s wrong with that?
SHIRLEY
I’m not you.
A whore?

JACKIE

SHIRLEY
(gestures to her belly)
That’s not what I meant.
JACKIE
It’s okay if you did. It’s true.
SHIRLEY
Hey, that’s my husband’s mistress
you’re talking about!
JACKIE
Sure, sure. Past mistress for him,
future mistress for someone else
until I decide to be a good time or
a bad wife.
SHIRLEY
I can think of something else ...
She rummages in the closet and returns with something behind
her back.
JACKIE
An old maid?
She produces a WITCH HAT and tosses it to Jackie.
SHIRLEY
ALLA-KAZAAM!
Jackie poses in the hat, happy.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - LATE NIGHT
Jackie, still in the hat, WIGGLES HER FINGERS as Shirley
empties a pitcher into her martini glass. Jackie is DRUNK.
JACKIE
Arise magic potion!
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SHIRLEY
See? Witch suits you.
JACKIE
It does make you feel powerful,
doesn’t it?
SHIRLEY
That and the vodka.
Jackie laughs then grows serious. She places the hat on
Shirley’s head.
JACKIE
That’s what you’re wearing
tomorrow.
Good one.

SHIRLEY

JACKIE
Shazam! With a black gown. I’m a
genius.
SHIRLEY
You’re serious?
JACKIE
Yes! It’s perfectly perfect. The
night I met you, I read in your bio
that you’re a witch! And I thought
that was the greatest thing I’ve
ever heard!
(drinks)
And it made me a little afraid of
you, which is good for tomorrow
because then they won’t ask so many
dumb questions and you’ll be ...
She makes an O-K sign with her fingers then WIGGLES them.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - THE NEXT MORNING
Shirley wears all black and picks at a grapefruit. Stan comes
home.
He hugs the kids and grabs a coffee, regarding Shirley.
STAN
It’s not going to be a funeral,
okay?
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SHIRLEY
I like to be prepared.
STAN
Stop. Did you practice what you’re
going to say?
SHIRLEY
I’m going off the bio you wrote for
me. Sticking to the text.
She gestures to the WITCH HAT waiting by the door.
STAN
Honey, a blurb isn’t the same as a
New Yorker press conference.
SHIRLEY
You don’t say?
STAN
Don’t you want to talk seriously
about your work?
SHIRLEY
Not really, no! I just want to
write it and be left alone!
STAN
And that just might happen!
SHIRLEY
Jackie thought it was brilliant.
Stan takes this in.
STAN
You’re not Jackie.
He goes upstairs.
EXT. MANHATTAN - DAY
Shirley finds her way down the BUSY SIDEWALK again, this time
with the HAT BOX. She takes a breath and enters the building.
INT. NEW YORKER OFFICES - LATER
Shirley and Kip wait to the side as Harold speaks to the
PRESS in a large conference room.
Shirley still holds the hat box.
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KIP
Smart idea to bring some rocks as
souvenirs for everyone.
SHIRLEY
I lied to Harold.
She opens the box and puts on the hat. She looks at Kip,
terrified.
HAROLD (O.C.)
Ladies and gentlemen, Shirley
Jackson, herself!
Brilliant.

KIP

INT. PRESS CONFERENCE - CONT.
Shirley enters in full witchy regalia. There are LAUGHS and
MURMURS, mostly amused.
HAROLD
(muttering)
What the hell is this!?
Shirley goes to the microphone. She whirls her sleeves a
little.
SHIRLEY
Good people, I understand there’s
been some confusion about my little
story, so I’ve been asked to spell
out a few things for you.
LAUGHTER. She spots Bernice in the crowd.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
I live in a dank old place with a
ghost that stomps around in the
attic. At the full moon, I can be
seen out in the backyard digging
for mandrakes, and sometimes I
write stories.
REPORTER 1
So you’re a witch?
REPORTER 2
Is The Lottery a horror tale?
REPORTER 3
Can you fix it so the Yankees win?
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She surveys the quiet room, and sees a FURIOUS Harold.
SHIRLEY
The only thing I can say for sure
is that I’d never betray the
Dodgers.
The press LAUGHS again.
REPORTER 1
Were you trying to scare people?
REPORTER 3
Is The Lottery about intolerance?
REPORTER 2
Do you think the writer’s role is
to be an alarmist?
SHIRLEY
I can’t persuade myself that
writing is honest work, so luckily
fifty percent of my life is spent
washing and dressing my children,
cooking, washing, and mending. The
rest of the time I try to sleep or
create something on the typewriter.
The reporters nod and scribble notes.
REPORTER 2
What does your husband have to say
about all this?
SHIRLEY
Lucky for me, old black cats don’t
tend to have too many opinions on
fiction.
LAUGHTER again as Shirley relaxes. She takes another
question.
INT. NEW YORKER OFFICES - LATER
Shirley, sweaty and shaky, drinks water as the editors bid
the last of the reporters goodbye.
BERNICE
Didn’t I say you were my favorite
client?
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SHIRLEY
All good things must come to an
end.
BERNICE
Not likely! You’re going to be
making headlines about this for a
month! National headlines, Shirley.
Hollywood.
SHIRLEY
You think it worked?
BERNICE
Look around! You’re the wicked-est
witch-sorceress, or what have you.
(takes her hand)
You beat them at their own game.
INT. COMMUTER TRAIN - EVENING
Shirley sits on the train back to Vermont. She watches the
scenery. A smile creeps onto her face.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - LATER
Shirley arrives home, but the house is empty.
There’s a note from Stan:
Kids are with Midge. See you tomorrow and I want a full
report! Xo
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - NIGHT
Shirley enters, wiping her hands on her apron. She lays it on
a chair and pulls a witchcraft book from her bag.
She sits on the floor and opens the book to a LOVE SPELL.
She pulls various BOXES and BAGGIES from her shelf.
Sitting on the floor with various OBJECTS in front of her,
she lights a RED candle and a PINK candle and passes a ROSE
QUARTZ CRYSTAL through each flame. She places it on a RED
CLOTH.
SHIRLEY
By the light of the moon, I now
plant the seeds of our devoted
love.
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She takes one of Stan’s CIGAR STUBS and wraps it in a HAIR
plucked from her head. It goes on the cloth.
She sprinkles BASIL and CINNAMON on the objects, and
carefully TIES the cloth into a BUNDLE.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
So mote it be.
INT. RECORDING STUDIO - MANHATTAN - ANOTHER DAY
Shirley stands in a SOUND BOOTH as ENGINEERS advise her.
SHIRLEY
Can you hear me?
ENGINEER 1
Do a test run. First sentence.
SHIRLEY
The morning of June twenty-seventh
was clear and sunny, with the fresh
warmth of a full-summer day —
ENGINEER 1
Your “s”-es are fuzzy and it sounds
like you need some water.
SHIRLEY
I’m sorry, I’ve never done this
before.
A PRODUCTION ASSISTANT (20) pops in with a glass of water.
ENGINEER 1
When you’re ready.
SHIRLEY
The morning of —
(she swallows)
Sorry. The morning of June twentyseventh —
ENGINEER 1
It’s still happening. Can we check
her levels? One minute, Shirley.
The P.A. opens the booth door.
P.A.
Can’t you just fix it by magic?
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SHIRLEY
Should I stand farther away from
the microphone?
P.A.
You’re fine.
(beat)
But you can do spells, right?
SHIRLEY
I can spell. That’s about the only
thing I’m sure of right now.
She shrugs and KNOCKS OVER THE WATER.
The P.A. springs into action, trying to save the equipment as
it SPARKS and SMOKES.
EXT. RECORDING STUDIO - MANHATTAN - LATER
Shirley leaves, fighting back tears.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - EVENING
Shirley comes back home, and the place is a mess. The kids
run wild. There’s smoke coming from the kitchen.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - CONT.
Stan tries to salvage a burned pan of food.
SHIRLEY
What’s going on?
STAN
Dinner. What’s it look like?
SHIRLEY
If you have to ask ...
Stan DROPS the pan.
STAN
It’s a fucking flop, okay?
He storms out.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Stan lies in bed, awake and curled away from Shirley.
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SHIRLEY
What can I do?
STAN
You’re doing great.
SHIRLEY
And you’re not. I hate seeing you
like this.
STAN
Sorry to disappoint you.
SHIRLEY
(caressing him)
That’s not how I feel! The kids
loved having you home tonight,
couldn’t you tell?
STAN
I haven’t been laid up like this
over a broad since I was a
teenager.
Shirley lays back down.
SHIRLEY
Is there anything I can do?
STAN
Have a fucking party for your
success, Shirley. You’ve earned it.
He turns out the lamp.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - DAY
Shirley holds an envelope and check in her hand as she waits
on the phone.
INT. MANHATTAN OFFICE - CONT.
Hello?

BERNICE

INTERCUT:
SHIRLEY
Bernice, you sent me the wrong
check.
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BERNICE
Are you sure about that?
SHIRLEY
Two thousand seventy-five dollars?
BERNICE
Now part of it is an advance on a
new collection, with “Lottery” as
the centerpiece, of course. The
rest are royalties from
anthologies. But here’s the best
part.
SHIRLEY
There’s no new collection.
BERNICE
There will be. Listen. They want to
adapt Lottery for a radio play.
NBC! Coast-to-coast!
SHIRLEY
I have to think about it.
Pardon me?

BERNICE

SHIRLEY
The — the baby is crying, I have to
go.
She hangs up and stares at the check, stunned.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - CONT.
Shirley stuffs the CHECK into a drawer with a few OTHERS.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Another party rages around Shirley as she navigates the
revelers.
She spots Jackie and rushes to hug her.
SHIRLEY
There’s my coven!
JACKIE
It feels good to be here, actually.
Plus all your famous friends.
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SHIRLEY
You speak of the famous poet, Dylan
Thomas, who is rumored to be
attending my party?
JACKIE
Can I meet him? God I’m almost as
nervous as when I met you.
SHIRLEY
(winks)
Let’s get you a drink.
As they leave, they can’t help but notice Stan draped over
another WOMAN. Shirley takes Jackie’s hand.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - PORCH - LATER
RALPH
I just don’t think I could pull it
off.
SHIRLEY
I’m telling you, it’s all set up
for you! “The Invisible Man?” The
trick is almost too obvious!
A disheveled man (40s) STUMBLES out into the night. He is
very drunk.
RALPH
Mr. Thomas!
Dylan perks up and staggers over.
DYLAN
(kisses Shirley’s hand)
Charmed.
RALPH
How do you find our Vermont air?
DYLAN
People always ask poets to talk
about ephemeral things like air.
It’s bloody unfair! Which rhymes
with air!
(drinks from a flask)
So, there.
RALPH
We could talk about something else.
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SHIRLEY
Have you met my friend, Jackie?
DYLAN
(to Ralph)
Pleased to meet you.
SHIRLEY
For Pete’s sake, come on.
(to Ralph)
Excuse us a moment.
She pulls him inside.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - HALLWAY - CONT.
Dylan enjoys watching Shirley’s backside move in front of him
as she pulls him through the party.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - CONT.
Shirley finally spots the back of Jackie’s head in her study.
SHIRLEY
Here we go. Please, best behavior.
She’s a big fan.
DYLAN
Scout’s honor!
(stumbles)
Don’t I sound like a real Yank?
As they enter, Shirley sees Jackie -Locked in an embrace with Kip.
DYLAN (CONT’D)
Friends of yours?
SHIRLEY
No, it’s not her.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BACKYARD - LATER
Shirley smokes alone in the chilly air. The party hums behind
her.
DYLAN
There she is. Lady of the house.
He reaches for her ass. She dodges.
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DYLAN (CONT’D)
Tricky mommy.
She eyes the glowing lights of the party and drops her
cigarette.
SHIRLEY
Catch me if you can ...
She takes of running to the house.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - HALLWAY - CONT.
Shirley prances through the party, SQUEALING as Dylan pursues
her. He stumbles, touching her, petting her hair, stealing a
kiss ...
She lets him chase, keeping an eye open for -INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - CONT.
Shirley and Dylan BURST in.
DYLAN
You saucy tart!
She spots Stan and Ralph sharing a cigar. She stops. Dylan
reaches her and clobbers her with a drunken, sloppy kiss.
She kisses him back as the PARTY-GOERS notice and try-not-to
notice.
Stan REDDENS and Ralph stands to intervene —
STAN
(stopping him)
She knows what she’s doing.
Stan watches with a steely glare as Shirley and Dylan tumble
to the sofa. Ralph drains his drink.
RALPH
Mind if I turn in?
Stan waves him off.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - PORCH - THE NEXT MORNING
Shirley staggers outside.
Dylan is laying on the lawn, pants half-off.
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RALPH
Is that where you left him?
SHIRLEY
(winces)
I believe it was.
Ralph offers her a cup of coffee.
RALPH
So it’s not true love.
SHIRLEY
Is it ever?
RALPH
(considers)
Why don’t you leave him and find
out?
SHIRLEY
Laurie. Joanne.
She takes his hand and places it on her belly.
Sarah.

SHIRLEY (CONT’D)

RALPH
What about Shirley?
SHIRLEY
I can’t ask what she wants.
RALPH
(takes her hand)
Why not?
SHIRLEY
Because then I’d have to do it.
Ralph kisses her hand and lets go.
RALPH
(re: Dylan)
Do you think we should alert the
BBC about that?
Shirley laughs back her tears.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - THAT NIGHT
Shirley chops vegetables with a shaky hand.
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STAN
There’s Mrs. Thomas.
Can it.

SHIRLEY

STAN
Kissing him must’ve been like
having a shot of whiskey. No wonder
you’re such a wreck.
Shirley keeps chopping.
STAN (CONT’D)
It’s fun though, isn’t it? The
spice of life?
SHIRLEY
Dinner’s almost ready.
STAN
Should I set a place for him? How
about Jackie and her new beau?
Shirley keeps chopping.
STAN (CONT’D)
I bet Kip makes her an editorial
assistant within the week.
The knife SLIPS and Shirley CUTS her fingers badly.
Shit!

SHIRLEY

STAN
Are you okay?
SHIRLEY
I’m fine. Just go!
STAN
That looks bad.
SHIRLEY
(screaming)
I’m fine! I’m just fine!!
Her legs buckle and she sinks to the ground. Stan rushes out.
Begin MONTAGE of Shirley becoming sick and withdrawn over the
next few days.
- Stan bandages her hands and carries her to bed.
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- The kids are worried.
- In bed, Stan brings her a tray of food
- Sick in the bathroom
- Stan keeping the kids away
- Her bandaged hands can’t write
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY'S STUDY
Shirley drags her bandaged hands over the typewriter keys.
There’s a KNOCK on the door.
JACKIE
I heard you needed some help?
She carries recording equipment.
JACKIE (CONT’D)
Kip has a friend who works for WNYC
and he showed me the basics.
SHIRLEY
Is this an interview?
JACKIE
It’s to record The Lottery, because
the studio was so ... awful to you.
And look!
She produces a bottle of whiskey.
Courage.

JACKIE (CONT’D)

SHIRLEY
I’m not an invalid. I can go to the
studio when I’m feeling better.
JACKIE
Of course! I just thought this
would be more fun.
SHIRLEY
I think you and I have different
ideas of fun. In fact, I think we
have different ideas on a lot of
things.
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JACKIE
I’m sorry, I should’ve called
first.
SHIRLEY
Yes, you should have. Today, and
months ago when you first showed up
on my door like some lost puppy dog
wanting my permission to sleep with
my husband. Then when he didn’t
want you anymore, you needed me to
tide you over til you got my editor
in your bed.
JACKIE
I didn’t “get” him —
SHIRLEY
Why don’t you leave before you
steal the rest of my life?
Jackie hesitates, then sets down the whiskey and goes.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY'S STUDY - DAY
Shirley sits, staring into space again. The kids bother her.
She winces in pain. The kids run to get Stan.
Shirley is going into labor.
INT. HOSPITAL - BENNINGTON - MONTAGE
Shirley enters an almost hallucinogenic state in her pain and
exhaustion. Troubled shifts into her imagination-- Tessie/Shirley is battered, bruised from the stoning.
- She crawls from her hasty grave and roams the village in
pain.
- She serves dinner to Ralph, then watches from the outside
as he eats it.
- She gives birth to Sarah.
- She holds the baby, but the baby is quickly taken from her.
- Shirley passes out.
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INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - BENNINGTON - DAY
Finally lucid, Shirley can receive visitors. Stan enters with
FLOWERS.
STAN
There she is.
SHIRLEY
Did you see Sarah?
STAN
Beautiful like her mother.
He kisses her.
SHIRLEY
How are the kids?
STAN
Great, your mother’s taking care of
them.
Shirley winces.
STAN (CONT’D)
Your other baby is bouncing along,
too.
SHIRLEY
There were two? I guess that makes
sense.
STAN
No, the Lottery! The radio rights?
I negotiated everything with
Bernice while you were laid up.
(beat)
Even got a little weekend trip to
Los Angeles out of the deal, and
talked them into letting us come
back for the taping!
Shirley nods, stone-faced.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - FOYER - DAY
Stan leads Shirley in. She carries Baby Sarah in her arms.
LAURIE
(running up)
Mommy’s home!
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The kids flank Shirley, excited and happy. Shirley watches
them.
STAN
Careful! Give her some space.
Shirley bends down.
She hands Joanne the baby.
SHIRLEY
This one’s for you.
Shirley walks upstairs as Stan takes the baby from a confused
Joanne.
EXT. HOTEL - LOS ANGELES - DAY
SUPER: One Year Later
Stan helps Shirley out of a car in front of a Hollywood
hotel.
Shirley is slimmer, but still stocky. She squints in the
bright sun, and looks a little dazed by the BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
bustling around them.
She FLINCHES as a BELLHOP approaches.
BELLHOP
Name for the reservation?
STAN
Give us a second, will you!?
BELLHOP
(leaving)
Of course, my apologies.
SHIRLEY
(to Stan)
I can handle it.
STAN
He shouldn’t have pounced on us
like that!
I’m fine.

SHIRLEY
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STAN
Of course you are! But this is your
trip for your success and I’m going
to make sure you have a good time.
Stan holds the hotel door for her.
SHIRLEY
Then let’s have a good time.
INT. HOTEL ROOM - LOS ANGELES - NIGHT
DISHES and BOTTLES and CIGARETTE BUTTS litter the swanky
suite.
LOUD LAUGHTER comes from the pristine white bathroom.
INT. HOTEL BATHROOM - CONT.
Shirley sits in a plush BATHROBE. She’s happy, cracking up as
Stan, NAKED, dances in front of her.
SHIRLEY
I can’t believe it!
STAN
You better!
He flaps his flaccid penis as she HOWLS with laughter.
STAN (CONT’D)
(singing)
One ninety seven! Gonna get me into
heaven!
He picks up the BATHROOM SCALE and talks to it.
STAN (CONT’D)
When’s the last time you even got
to explore those kinds of digits,
eh, Scale-y?
SHIRLEY
I bet it feels so good! Poor little
scale has to point at the same
numbers day after day. He knows he
can go above one sixty, and all he
longs for is to really stretch out!
STAN
Exactly! We’re helping him reach
his potential.
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Stan lays his penis on the scale.
STAN (CONT’D)
(reading it)
Oh, come on.
SHIRLEY
Don’t scare him!
STAN
(setting down the scale)
Your turn, madame.
SHIRLEY
No, thank you!
STAN
Everybody plays! Everybody’s a
winner!
SHIRLEY
I know what it’ll say.
STAN
Don’t you want to give the old guy
the ride of his life?
SHIRLEY
(re: Stan’s penis)
I’m sure that was thrilling enough!
Stan pulls Shirley to her feet and starts SLOW DANCING with
her. She resists.
STAN
(singing)
I’m in California with my coconut,
Going to Hollywood like a big time
mucky-muck, Seeing her story on the
silver screen —
SHIRLEY
The radio, actually.
STAN
(singing)
Like a big-time mucky-muck, we
finally got a bit of luck ...
She relaxes, closes her eyes, lets him lead, until —
CREAK!
Shirley is standing on the scale.
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SHIRLEY
You tricked me!
STAN
(sincere)
It was the dance!
Shirley laughs to herself as she reads the scale.
SHIRLEY
Are you ready for this?
STAN
(squeezes her ass)
You bet.
SHIRLEY
I can’t say it —
STAN
Just blurt it out! Be free!
SHIRLEY
(laughing)
It’s ... absurd! How?
(turning solemn)
How?
STAN
Forget it, Red. Dance with me.
Stan takes her in his arms, rocks her back-and-forth and
hums. She lays her head on his shoulder again.
SHIRLEY
(softly)
Two-oh-three.
STAN
(whistles)
Would you look at us? Only been
here a few hours and we’re already
real Hollywood heavyweights.
Shirley smacks him but smiles.
SHIRLEY
You can’t help but look at us. Our
asses are probably blocking the
view!
They start giggling again.
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EXT. NBC STUDIOS - HOLLYWOOD - THE NEXT NIGHT
Shirley and Stan approach NBC Radio City West, all neon
lights and glamour on the corner of Sunset and Vine.
The marquee reads: Live Broadcast: The Lottery
STAN
Can you believe that?
SHIRLEY
It’s not quite my name in lights.
STAN
It’s better! It’s your mind.
He hurries her inside.
INT. SOUNDSTAGE - CONT.
Shirley and Stan walk behind the producer, PAUL (male, 40s)
as they’re shown to their seats.
PAUL
Front row, center! Guests of honor.
STAN
Wonderful, thank you!
PAUL
Can I get you anything before the
show starts?
SHIRLEY
A popcorn, soda, maybe Raisinets?
PAUL
I’m afraid this isn’t like a
regular night at the pictures.
We’re broadcasting the show live
from coast-to-coast!
SHIRLEY
Of course, I’m sorry.
PAUL
So we can’t have anything that
might cause noise, as much as I
would love some Necco wafers,
believe me! Raisinets always get
stuck in the teeth, don’t you find?
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STAN
Not as bad as Jujubes!
PAUL
I’ll say! And getting that last one
from the box? Drives me just batty.
SHIRLEY
(deep shame)
I should’ve realized, I’m sorry.
PAUL
Don’t worry about it! Happens all
the time!
An awkward beat as Shirley stares at her hands.
PAUL (CONT’D)
Say, if you’re hungry, we do have a
few minutes —
SHIRLEY
No, that’s really all right.
He snaps at a passing ASSISTANT (female, 20s)
PAUL
Girl! Can I get a cold sandwich on
the double?
SHIRLEY
Please, I’m fine. I just —
Stan takes her hand.
STAN
Tell me, Paul, is that the set?
He gestures to a row of gleaming MICROPHONES and sound
booths.
PAUL
In a way! Those are sound booths
for the actors.
STAN
You mean they don’t act anything
out?
PAUL
Oh no. It’s just for radio, and
this way they don’t have to
memorize all those lines.
(MORE)
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PAUL (CONT'D)
(remembering Shirley)
Even though they should!
STAN
So people pay to come watch actors
stand still and read aloud in a
little glass closet?
PAUL
That’s right! Pretty neat!
The Assistant returns with the sandwich.
PAUL (CONT’D)
Beautiful! Here, darling.
(hands it to Shirley)
Just make sure you finish it before
that little red light comes on.
(walking off)
Enjoy the show! Your show!
Shirley holds the wrapped sandwich, miserable.
INT. SOUNDSTAGE - LATER
The ACTORS perform The Lottery as a radio play.
Stan is utterly rapt.
Shirley barely hears anything. (Note: fuzz out audio to show
her panic and inability to focus.)
Voice-overs of HATE MAIL echo in her mind as her eyes dart
between:
- The way the actors read lines
- The reactions of the AUDIENCE
- The frowns and gestures of the DIRECTOR and CREW
- Paul, smiling and calm
- Her limp sandwich, clutched in her hands
It is over and the lights COME UP.
Paul moves into the center and speaks.
Shirley notices the actors bowing, and the audience standing.
Paul points to Shirley.
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STAN
(in her ear)
You’re on, baby!
He tugs her sleeve and Shirley stands, as everyone looks at
her. Her hearing snaps back.
PAUL
Don’t worry we haven’t given them
any rocks!
The audience LAUGHS. Shirley moves to wave, shifting the
sandwich as the room CHUCKLES.
PAUL (CONT’D)
Ladies and gentlemen, our brilliant
scribe!
APPLAUSE fills her senses as Shirley forces a tight smile.
EXT. LOS ANGELES STREET - LATER
Stan leads Shirley to a JAZZ CLUB.
SHIRLEY
I thought we were going back to the
hotel?
STAN
We are! Eventually.
She is skeptical.
STAN (CONT’D)
Come on! That was phenomenal, and
we’re in California, just the two
of us. We have to celebrate!
She nods and he opens the door for her.
INT. JAZZ CLUB - LATER
Stan and Shirley sit at a small table in a hip jazz club. The
MUSICIANS wail a fantastic Coltrane-like number. The club
swirls with BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE.
A busty WAITRESS sets down two martinis.
Enjoy.

WAITRESS
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STAN
Keep ‘em coming!
Shirley eyes her figure and pulls her own cardigan tighter.
STAN (CONT’D)
(toasting)
To us!
Shirley snaps out if it and toasts him.
STAN (CONT’D)
Isn’t this great?
It seems that everywhere Shirley looks there is an impossibly
sexy woman.
SHIRLEY
Have you noticed how Laurie is
getting so fond of music these
days?
STAN
I certainly have! A chip off the
old block.
SHIRLEY
What do you think about getting a
piano for the house? It’s the kind
of instrument where the other
children —
As Stan is looking at her, a STUNNING WOMAN saunters by.
Shirley instinctively pauses, waiting for Stan to be
distracted.
STAN
(staying focused)
The other kids can play it, too,
God willing.
Exactly.

SHIRLEY

STAN
I think it’s a grand idea.
He winks and takes her hand as he turns to the band.
INT. HOTEL ROOM - LATER
Shirley, in the bathrobe, emerges from the bathroom. Stan
lays on the bed, naked.
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STAN
My brilliant scribe.
SHIRLEY
(shrugging)
That’s me!
Stan pulls her to the bed. He caresses and kisses her, but
she is stiff.
STAN
What’s wrong, honey?
Nothing.

SHIRLEY

STAN
(rubbing between her legs)
Are you still sore from Sarah?
SHIRLEY
I don’t think so.
He kisses her neck, opens her robe, and rubs her breasts. She
gives back half-hearted kisses.
He stops and looks her in the eyes.
STAN
Things are going to be different
now, I can feel it.
SHIRLEY
Hollywood has really gone to your
head.
STAN
I mean with us. With this. What
more could I want than this?
SHIRLEY
I don’t know.
(as he kisses her skin)
This is all I’ve ever been.
STAN
And I’ve been a greedy child, I
know it.
(kissing)
I can be better.
(kissing)
For my wife.
(rubbing)
The mother of my children.
(MORE)
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STAN (CONT'D)
(kissing)
Literary sensation of the year.
Shirley finally melts. She kisses him back, strong, grabs his
body.
They twist together, passionate.
Stan sits up and Shirley spreads her legs. He enters her.
STAN (CONT’D)
Yes, mommy.
(thrusting)
So good.
Shirley closes her eyes to the pleasure.
Can we?

STAN (CONT’D)

Shirley smiles, seductive, and nods. Stan pulls out and she
rolls over when —
Shit!

STAN (CONT’D)

Shirley looks — his hands and groin are covered in BLOOD.
SHIRLEY
Oh my god! I’m sorry!
STAN
(freaked out)
It’s okay, it’s okay.
SHIRLEY
(jumping up)
I thought this was over for the
month!
STAN
It’s just a woman-type thing,
right?
SHIRLEY
Yes! But it’s been so long, I
thought it’d be fine! I’m so sorry.
She stands, her legs are dripping blood.
My shirt!

STAN

Stan lunges forward. Shirley is standing on the shirt.
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STAN (CONT’D)
You’ll get blood on it!
She hops off as he grabs it and inspects it.
SHIRLEY
I’m sorry! Honey ... ?
STAN
It’s fine ...
He takes the shirt into the bathroom and closes the door.
Shirley regards at the bloodied bedsheets. She reaches for
her robe.
INT. HOTEL ROOM - LATE NIGHT
Shirley wakes up in the middle of the night. She looks
around. Stan is nowhere to be found. His shoes and tie are
gone, as is his wrist watch.
She goes to the window and watches the lights dance around
the Hollywood sign.
INT. HOTEL LOBBY - THE NEXT MORNING
Shirley is on a call in a PHONE BOOTH, looking nervous.
SHIRLEY
That’s right. All the royalties.
(beat)
J-A-C-K-S-O-N, my maiden name.
She sees Stan dragging their luggage to the counter.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
It’s just for tax purposes, if you
must know!
(beat)
So it’s all changed over?
(beat)
Thank you. Now I have to go —
(beat)
Then don’t read my books anymore!
She hangs up as Stan KNOCKS on the door.
STAN
What are you doing?
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SHIRLEY
Just checking on the kids. All
ready to go?
He gestures to the bags and they start pulling them to the
counter.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
We should thank them for the
comfortable beds. Didn’t you have a
wonderful night’s sleep?
STAN
I just went to the hotel bar for a
few hours, Mother. Nothing
unchaste.
(beat)
And the kids?
SHIRLEY
They’re fine.
A clerk, JAMES (20s) works the desk.
STAN
Hyman, checking out.
JAMES
Hyman, you said?
STAN
Yes, and none of your jokes will
surprise me — though I didn’t
expect one in a place like this.
JAMES
Mr. and Mrs., this came from NBC.
He hands them a FRAMED SCRIPT of The Lottery.
STAN
(gives it to Shirley)
Miss Jackson.
Shirley perks up, performing.
SHIRLEY
For me? Oh it’s my script!
JAMES
You wrote that!?
SHIRLEY
I wrote the original short story.
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JAMES
With the rocks!
SHIRLEY
That’s the one!
JAMES
Ma’am, forgive my asking but, have
you ever worked at a hotel?
SHIRLEY
Unfortunately, I’ve been a writer
my whole life.
JAMES
Of course! It’s just that the story
reminded me of how people treat me
sometimes. Like I’m just a punching
bag and they’re so nice and proper,
but really they’re phonies because
I think it actually makes them feel
good to treat us mean!
(beat)
Just like in your story, right?
SHIRLEY
(nodding)
I’m glad you liked it.
JAMES
Everyone here loved it. Well,
almost everyone ... most of the
people that can read.
SHIRLEY
I couldn’t ask for more! Should I
sign something for you ...?
JAMES
James! Yes, please!
He gives her paper as Shirley signs it.
SHIRLEY
Thank you, James! It’s a real
pleasure to meet you.
JAMES
(shaking her hand)
You too, Miss Jackson! Are you
writing anything new?
SHIRLEY
How about I let you know when I do?
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JAMES
Yes, please!
They smile at each other as Stan shrinks back.
SHIRLEY
Oh, Stan! Sorry, why don’t you
finish up? I’ll wait in the car.
Shirley walks away. Her face falls as soon as she’s out of
sight.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - KITCHEN - DAYS LATER
Back in Vermont, a familiar scene as the kids eat breakfast,
now with BABY SARAH (1) at the table.
But the kitchen is CLEANER. And Shirley sits at the table,
eating a FULL BREAKFAST.
TESSIE pops her head in.
TESSIE
Grab your lunch, Laurence, the bus
is almost here!
LAURIE
I hate school!
SHIRLEY
Do as she says.
As Laurie sulks out, Tessie clears and starts washing his
plate.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
(to Joanne)
What will you and Miss Tessie do
while Mommy works today?
JOANNE
Play beauty salon.
And?

TESSIE

JOANNE
And practice our letters, O-K!?
Shirley feeds Baby Sarah a bit of egg as she smiles.
SHIRLEY
That sounds just lovely.
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INT./EXT. MIDGE’S CAR - BENNINGTON - DAY
Shirley DRIVES as Midge gives a lesson.
MIDGE
A little more gas.
SHIRLEY
You’re out of your mind.
Midge looks around the deserted country road.
MIDGE
I think you can avoid the cows —
(checks her watch)
And we’ve only got thirty minutes
to get there.
SHIRLEY
(speeding up)
Geez!
MIDGE
Yes! You’re doing great! Now change
lanes.
Shirley grimaces.
SHIRLEY
Where’s the turn signal, again?
EXT. BENNINGTON COLLEGE - LATER
Shirley pulls up, herky-jerky, to the ENGLISH DEPARTMENT.
Midge exits, a little shaky.
MIDGE
You did it!
SHIRLEY
Now comes the hard part.
She gets out and walks into the college with Midge.
INT. CLASSROOM - LATER
Shirley stands at a PODIUM in front of a full crowd of
STUDENTS. Midge and Stan are in the audience.
Shirley takes a sip of water.
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SHIRLEY
I don’t think I like reality very
much.
(some nervous giggles)
Judging by how many of you there
are in this room, and how many of
us keep reading books and
magazines, I don’t think I’m alone
in this feeling.
(beat)
But you all are more than just
readers. I’m told you are all
aspiring writers, or as I would
like to call you — writers. So I’m
here to talk to you about the
cousin of reading, that is writing,
though we can probably all agree
that it’s not the side of the
family we’d invite to tea if we
were really being honest about it.
(beat)
The very nicest thing about being a
writer is that you can afford to
indulge yourself endlessly with
oddness, and nobody can really do
anything about it, as long as you
keep writing and kind of using it
up, as it were. I am, this morning,
endeavoring to persuade you to join
me in my deluded world; it is a
happy, irrational, rich world, full
of fairies and ghosts and free
electricity and dragons, and a
world beyond all others fun to walk
around in. All you have to do — and
watch this carefully, please — is
keep writing.
(looks at Stan)
As long as you write it away
regularly, nothing can really hurt
you.
Shirley continues as several of the girls take notes.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - LATER
Shirley smokes and stares at her cold typewriter and stack of
blank yellow pages.
Tessie pops in with a TELEGRAM.
TESSIE
This came while you were out.
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It’s from the New Yorker. Shirley reads it-Please come at your earliest convenience.
SHIRLEY
Can you stay late tonight?
Tessie nods as Shirley gathers her things.
INT. NEW YORKER BUILDING - EVENING
It’s almost end of day. Janitors file into the halls as
Shirley heels CLACK down the marble hallways.
The RECEPTIONIST (20s) is just closing the doors as Shirley
arrives.
SHIRLEY
Is Jackie still here?
RECEPTIONIST
And you are?
SHIRLEY
Shirley. Shirley Jackson. She’s
expecting me.
RECEPTIONIST
(letting her in)
You always bring excitement to our
office, don’t you, Miss Jackson?
The receptionist walks to get Jackie.
Shirley catches her breath, straightens her skirt and wipes
her sweat.
JACKIE
It really wasn’t anything urgent.
Jackie carries a MAIL BAG.
JACKIE (CONT’D)
We just rounded up some more
letters for you.
SHIRLEY
Of course. I was already in the
city for another meeting, so ...
(takes the bag)
How are you?
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JACKIE
All my blouses have ink-stains on
them, which wouldn’t be so bad if I
had any time to wash them but then
there’s the parties ...
(looks at Shirley)
I like it okay.
SHIRLEY
That’s really swell.
Awkward beat.
JACKIE
How are you?
SHIRLEY
(re: the letters)
Don’t tell this lot, but I’m
pulling through.
(as Jackie smiles)
I could use a martini, though. What
do you say?
JACKIE
We’ve got three pieces on deadline,
so I do my drinking in the office,
these days.
SHIRLEY
Sure, of course. Thanks for these.
She turns to go.
JACKIE
Shirley?
(beat)
Send us something new whenever you
can. We’re all dying to read what’s
next.
Shirley nods and picks up the bag.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - THAT NIGHT
Stan brings in the bag of letters.
STAN
Say the word and these go straight
to the trash.
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SHIRLEY
That’s just bad luck, throwing away
unopened letters. What if someone
really does include a nickel?
STAN
I hope they do.
(beat)
Any luck with the work yet?
SHIRLEY
Maybe later tonight.
STAN
You’ll get there.
Stan kisses Shirley’s head before he goes.
Shirley takes a few PILLS. She pulls out a random letter. She
opens it and reads. DOROTHY THOMAS (30s) a plain farm-woman,
enters.
DOROTHY (V.O.)
Dear Miss Shirley Jackson, It’s
taken me quite a long time to write
this. You see, I didn’t know how to
tell you how much I enjoyed your
Lottery story because I wasn’t sure
if I was meant to enjoy it. To be
honest, it made me laugh in a
strange kind of way, even though it
is a terrible thing that occurs.
The way you wrote the villagers and
the woman’s husband, I could just
see the people from my little town
getting such an idea and thinking
it was good, and my husband just
going along with it like he always
does, and of course me coming in
from doing the dishes just in time
to -- you know. Anyway, I couldn’t
stop thinking about your story so I
asked my sister-in-law about it and
she felt the very same way. So we
started to read all we could about
you, and that’s when we realized
that we must have understood it,
because you’re just like us.
(beat)
I teach my children to say thank
you to someone who helps them out,
and I imagine you do, too.
(MORE)
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DOROTHY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
So, thank you for your story, and
thank you for writing something a
woman like me can understand.
(beat)
Sincerely, Mrs. Dorothy Thomas.
INT. HALLWAY - CONT.
Letter-in-hand, Shirley marches to her bedroom.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - BEDROOM - CONT.
Shirley bursts in.
SHIRLEY
Look out for airborne pigs, because
listen to this —
She freezes. Stan is surprised, on the phone.
STAN
(into the phone)
Gotta go, baby doll. I’ll see you
there in a bit.
SHIRLEY
Who was that?
STAN
Don’t worry about it.
He stands, wearing a full suit and ready to go out.
STAN (CONT’D)
I don’t know what to say. I tried.
SHIRLEY
Is this what trying looks like to
you?
STAN
It looks like lying! Lying to
myself, and pretending, and
fighting everything I know to be
true.
(beat)
I can’t be happy without something
else.
Shirley sinks to the bed, tired and broken. There’s a long
silence.
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SHIRLEY
Why can’t I make you happy?
STAN
It’s not about you! I love you,
don’t I show you how much I love
you?
SHIRLEY
But I’m not enough. I’m not good
enough.
STAN
I hate that I’m hurting you. What
do you want me to do?
SHIRLEY
Don’t go! Stay with me.
I--

STAN

(hesitates)
I’ll be back tomorrow.
She dissolves into tears as he leaves.
We hear his footsteps down the stairs, and the front door
open.
The sound JOLTS Shirley into action.
She JUMPS UP and RACES AFTER HIM.
EXT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - CONT.
Stan approaches his car as Shirley TEARS out of the house.
SHIRLEY
You asked me what I wanted and I
told you!
Calm down!

STAN

SHIRLEY
You asked, and I told you! I want
you to stay!
STAN
Shirley, don’t do this.
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SHIRLEY
Stay! Tuck your happy kids into
their beds, and screw your fat
wife, and sleep in your big house
and be goddamn grateful that we
want you around!
STAN
I’ll be back in the morning.
He gets in the car and Shirley RUNS to the hood, BLOCKING
him.
SHIRLEY
Stay, you fat bastard!
(smacks the hood)
You selfish child!
(smack)
Stan slams the door shut.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
You think you’re such a treat? See
if any of your dames would want you
around for more than a few weeks,
how about that?
Stan turns on the engine.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
(screaming)
I said stay!
Stan turns on the headlights and we see LAURIE RUNNING up.
LAURIE
Mommy!! Stop it!
Joanne is on the porch, crying. Shirley RUSHES to Laurie and
GRABS him up.
SHIRLEY
I’m sorry, it’s okay, it’s okay.
Stan makes eye contact with her through the car window.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Mommy and Daddy just had a
disagreement, that’s all. It’s
okay.
She holds Joanne close as she watches Stan drive away.
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INT. RED ROOSTER BAR - BENNINGTON - LATE NIGHT
Stan flirts with his DATE (30s, cute) in the dive bar.
EXT. RED ROOSTER BAR - CONT.
Midge’s car pulls up outside. Shirley gets out of the
driver’s side.
INT. RED ROOSTER BAR - CONT.
Shirley walks up to the table with Stan and the date. She
SLAMS down some CASH.
SHIRLEY
You forgot your allowance.
STAN
Did you drive here?
DATE
Are you his ... sister?
SHIRLEY
I’m his wife, and I’m his cook, and
I’m his maid, and I’m also his
bank, because he hasn’t pulled in
enough income to support himself,
let alone his three children, since
we were married. That job, like all
the others, has fallen to me.
She turns to Stan.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
Give me your wallet.
STAN
You want me to go home with you,
fine. Let’s go.
SHIRLEY
Stay there. Give me your wallet.
He does.
SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
You want to keep taking women out,
and doing it with the money that I
make, then I set your budget.
She pulls out all the cash then drops the empty wallet.
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SHIRLEY (CONT’D)
(fanning the cash)
Because until your writing brings
in even half of what mine does, all
this belongs to me.
STAN
We help each other! You couldn’t
write without me.
SHIRLEY
That’s right, and if you want me as
your business partner, this is the
deal.
She leaves with the cash.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY
Shirley sits at her typewriter. She feeds in paper, but it’s
WHITE.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
Dear Dorothy, I was so happy to get
your letter, and its timing could
not have been better. You wrote
that we were just alike, and I
can’t imagine words that land
gentler in the human heart than
those.
Shirley’s letter continues over a MONTAGE.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
The best part about being a writer
is being able to feel so full when
you’re really just in a small room
all alone. The worst part is the
being all alone.
- Shirley’s love of cars begins, as she shops for a car.
- She buys a cute convertible.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
My husband is also a writer, and he
solves it by maintaining a constant
stream of cute, young mistresses.
(MORE)
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SHIRLEY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
The things that are cute and young
in my world are my three children,
and they don’t leave me too much
time for, well, I guess we’ll have
to invent the word for a “male
mistress” because in nearly two
thousand years there hasn’t seemed
to have been a need for one ...
- She drives around town, back seat full of groceries. Her
hair flies in the wind.
DOROTHY (V.O.)
Dear Shirley, Stan sounds like he
would really get along with my
Barry. We could mix them up a
pitcher of martinis, then slip away
with one of our own to gab in my
basement. I decorated it just how I
like, and I don’t even let the boys
come down here without asking. Is
that terrible?
- Shirley serves a full Americana dinner to her family, but
suddenly takes the mashed potatoes back to the kitchen.
- She stirs in a few drops of something and tastes it.
- She serves them — the mashed potatoes have been dyed green.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
I find that writing you is the only
writing I’ve been able to bring
myself to do lately, so I hope you
don’t mind my prolific output.
- She and the kids drive through country roads.
- The kids play in a field as Shirley sketches a creepy old
house.
DOROTHY (V.O.)
Your letters are like rays of
sunshine in my day. They might be
the only thing I look forward to
sometimes.
END MONTAGE.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Another raucous party at the Hyman-Jackson house. This time
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Shirley is in the mix, not in the kitchen, not super drunk
nor trying to get attention.
She’s enjoying Ralph and her company, to a point. She steps
away.
INT. HYMAN-JACKSON HOME - SHIRLEY’S STUDY - CONT.
Shirley sits at her typewriter. She feeds in WHITE paper
and types-Dear Dottie,
Then she stops.
Shirley reaches for YELLOW paper.
INT. SHIRLEY’S MIND - THE VILLAGE
Shirley starts in the Lottery village, but she’s no longer
Tessie. She wears a preppy sweater set, skirt and pearls. She
is ELEANOR from The Haunting of Hill House.
SHIRLEY (V.O.)
No live organism can continue for
long to exist sanely under
conditions of absolute reality;
even lark and katydids are
supposed, by some, to dream.
As she walks away, the village turns into a wooded hillside,
and she follows a winding two-lane highway through the fall
foliage.
INT. ROADSIDE DINER - CONT.
She enters a remote diner, and takes a seat in a booth next
to a MOTHER (30s) and a GIRL (3) in a high chair.
The girl slides back in her chair.
GIRL
No! I won’t!
MOTHER
(to Shirley)
She wants her cup of stars.
SHIRLEY
(as narrator)
Indeed, yes, Eleanor thought;
(MORE)
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SHIRLEY (CONT'D)
indeed, so do I; a cup of stars, of
course.
MOTHER
Her little cup. It has stars in the
bottom, and she always drinks her
milk from it at home.
(to the girl)
You’ll have your milk from your cup
of stars tonight when we get home.
But just for now, just to be a very
good little girl, will you take a
little milk from the glass?
The girl eyes Shirley. Shirley puts down cash.
SHIRLEY
(as narrator)
Don’t do it, Eleanor silently told
the little girl; insist on your cup
of stars; once they have trapped
you into being like everyone else
you will never see your cup of
stars again; don’t do it!
Shirley leaves the diner and gets into a CONVERTIBLE. She
drives off with HOUSE on the horizon.
Fade up TYPING SOUNDS.
FADE TO BLACK.
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